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THE FUTURE 
1994 £6.95 
(10 YEARS AFTER) 
ZX SPECTRUM VS: 07: 48 

FANS PLEASE NOTE! ALSO AVAILABLE MAIL ORDER 
FROM VISIONS (SOFTWARE FACTORY) LTD 

1 FELGATE MEWS, STUDLAND * TREET, LONDON W6 
THE NAME IN VIDEO GAMES TELEPHONE: 01-748 7478 



5 British Bands are making a splash 
in America — will our games 

software fare as well? 

8 New software releases, talking 
rooms, robots .. . and much 

more! 

l 9 A selection of your letters from 
our mailbag. 

] " Eight full pages — including 
games reviews for the CBM 64, 
Vic-20, Dragon and Spectrum — 
and Program of the Month. 

2 6 Atmos and Spectravideo SV-318 
— a dynamic duo? Fin Fahey puts 
them through their paces. 
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> I Take a plunge into the deep with 
Paul Bond, for a look at undersea 

games. 

34 ‘‘King’s bishop takes pawn, 
checkmate.’’ Lance Sucharov 
plays a friendly game of chess 
with some micros. CONTENTS Il 3 8 Sally Clark discovers the human 

face behind the robots of Jim 

Whiting and meets the 

dd 

46 

54 

63 

64 

63 

72 

fed 

oe 

three Pervy 

men. 

Handicapped kids at Dysart 
School and their micro — Sally 
Clark meets the class and their 

teachers. 

From Spaceships to Time Travel 
to Jungle Safaris .. . with The 
Adventure Page. 

Jerry Cornwall meets the far-out 
Far East. Episode One of this 
exciting story. 

Sally Clark visits the Salamander 
team at their seaside 
headquarters. 

A helping hand with graphics for 
the CBM 64 from Boris Allen. 

Fin Fahey explains sound 
programming for the Spectrum. 

Including programs for those of 
you with a gambling streak, and 
art for the Oric. 

Simon Beesley reviews a selection 

of new publications. 

Yes, he’s back again with more 
quips, queries and quibbles. 



Brrr! Deep in the confines of the 
frosty blue maze Pengy is pushing 
his way out of trouble. Pengy’s fro- 
zen wasteland is a random maze 
constructed of blue ice blocks 
raided by the dreaded Sno-bees. 
The sno-bee’s sting is deadly, but 
Pengy can retaliate by squashing 
them with the ice blocks that he 
pushes around. Pengy is based 
on one of this year’s arcade 
successes, and_ this ° version 
Captures all the action and addic- 
tion of the original. Packed full.of 
features, super smooth graphics, 
flashing and bonus blocks, double 
score bonuses, dizzy bees, and 
hours of entertainment! 

ANY SPECTRUM. 

100% 

available’ direct 

The fastest, meanest robot shoot-out game ever. Based 
on the arcade game that made Defender look tame, 
CYBOTRON ts impossible to beat—only speed and skill 
can save you from the chaotic robots. Packed full of 
features: Four types of robots, bombs. multi-directional 
plasma lazers, up to 50 robots on screen. 100% machine 
code, a game that will test your reactions to the limit. ANY 
SPECTRUM 

keyboard only operation 

machine code, 
smooth, hires arcade action. 
Kempston, cursor key, joystick 
or keyboard operation. Games 

£5.95 
p. + p. 24 HOUR DESPATCH, 
or from good software outlets. 
Trade enquiries invited. Good 
programs always wanted. 

MICROMANIA 
14 LOWER HILL ROAD, EPSOM, SURREY KT19 8LT 

TUTK 
48K SPECTRUM ONLY—The 
treasures of TUTANKHAMUN 
are awesome—but so are the 
creatures that guard them. 
Explore the pharaoh’s tomb 
which is a very large series of 
scrolling mazes separated by 
locked doors. You have a 
limited time to unlock the doors 
with the keys, and escape with 
the treasure. Luckily you are 
armed with lazers and smart 
bombs as you will have to face 
a horde of guardian cobras, 
spiders, skulls, monsters and 
mummies. TUTANKHAMUN is 
what you'd expect from Micro- 
mania—fast, furious arcade 
action-packed full of arcade 
features: 100°. machine code, 
fast, smooth, hires arcade 
action; tomb is. over 40 
“screens” long, opening doors, 
keys, treasures, maps, level 
selection, sound effects and 
tunes. 

EOS 
ty 

fast, 

REVENGE 

fai 6 
ANY SPECTRUM. Full arcade features; realistic gobbling, 
four coloured ghosts, dot and power pods, very intelligent 
chasing/running ghosts, eat blue ghosts for bonuses, 

mm tunnel, normal or INVISIBLE maze, 10 different select- 
able levels. 100% machine code action, excellent fast 
graphics, sound effects and tunes. 

inc. 

‘3 

Make the most of your micro 
with these two new books from Newnes Technical Books 

Computing with the 
3 

Orici 
Computing with the Oric 1 
lan Hickman 

This new book is for all users of the Oric 1 micro. It complements the Oric Manual and can be used alongside 
it. An introductory section covers the initial switching-on and setting-up of the micro, followed by some simple 
BASIC programming. Later chapters introduce more advanced BASIC, high-resolution colour graphics, the 
sound feature and interfacing, with a special section on the oric printer and another on machine code 
programming. A number of original programs are included. 

A practical book which will help you get the best from your Oric 1. 

160 pages 040801444X £6.95 Softcover 

Programming the 

Dragon32 Programming the Dragon 32 
Peter Lafferty 

This book guides Dragon 32 users from the humblest level of programming in BASIC to the point where they 
can write programs that make use of the Dragon’s most sophisticated features. The fundamental BASIC 
commands are covered, with sample programs to illustrate the points being made. Other sections cover 
simple graphics, high-resolution graphics, colour, animation, sounds, music, joysticks and the printer. 
It also includes listings of many programs not previously available for the Dragon 32. 

256 pages 0408014431 £6.95 Softcover 

Available from your nearest bookseller 

Newnes Technical Books Borough Green, Sevenoaks, Kent TN15 8PH 
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including free software. Easyscript + Games + Ea Sy- 
Stock and Easyfinance. Special offer price £795. : 

e Commodore 64 computer .. . 

e 1541 disk drive (170K) 

e MPS 801 matrix printer ...-- 

c C2N cassette unit ¢3 

a Quickshot joystick 2 

90 printer/plotter ....---
- 

‘ es dot matrix prin
ter ...-- ae 

£1701 colour monitor ...---- 95.95 

b Z80 CP/M cartridge ...------ 
€50.00 

b Speech synthesiser..
-.--- +: £49.50 

aMicroguide ...-------7°7" 7° £5.95
 

cPetspeed ...---2--: 0 £50.00 

b Intro. to Basic Part 4
and2... £14.50 

b Simons Basic by Commodore £50.00 

b Easyscript (wordproces
sor) .. £75.00 

b Easyspell (spelling checker) . . £50.00 

b Vizawrite (wordprocess
or) es — 

b Vizawrite/Spell...-
------°7° 

b Sales ledger by Anagr
am... -- £75.00 

b Purchase ledger by Anagram . pike | 

b Stock control....-
----+° °° £113.85 

b Superbase 64 ...---
----- 7° £88.00 

b Wordcraft 40 (cartridg
e) ..--- £89.95 

c Calc Result 64/SX64 
...--->- £99 .00 

c Calc Result Easy 64/
SX64 ...- re 95 

 , SS
E ie ae 

Hy NON Biss 8a ee tee : 
.. £39.95 

c Programmers reference guide . ; £9.95 

RAAIDAIO Ls 20). dai OSE 

b Multiplan....-----s
se00tt £69.95 

b Zork ty HOF Whee ee cen wt? £28.75 

PAGING (0a
 ade sett £35.95 

bSuspended ....-.---- ++: 7° £35.95 

b Flight Simulator iE SOE Sek £35.95 

b Robbers of the Lost Tomb.... 
617.95 

b Hobbit 64 
oa 

C= commodore 64 packs 

= 64 STARTER PACK 64 BUSINESS PACK 

Commodore 64 Commodore 64 

CON cassette deck 4541 disk drive 

intro to Basic (part 1) MPS-801 printer 

2 

SPER Rak Me, eres eR FES 

Quickshot joystick Free Easy Script 

Game of our choice = Easy noe ao
e 

introduction 

Only£255.00 Bree art 4) 

+£9 p&p Box of disks + box 

of paper 

Only £629.00 

“+£16 p&p 

64 BEGINNERS PACK 64 HOME/BUSINESS 

Commodore 64 

C2N cassette deck Commodore 64 

4541 disk drive 

Only £229.00, ox of 10 disks 
+£8 p&p Only £395.00 

4+£12 p&p 

~ PERSONAL COMPUTERS 
48 Junction Road, Archway, London N19 5RD 

NOW Tel: 01-263 9493 and 9495. 
ALSO 238 The Broadway, Muswell Hill, London N10 
AT Tel: 01-883 3705 

64 Professional System 

Commodore 64 computer 
1541 disk drive 
Daisywheel printer 
Phillips 12in green screen monitor 
All connecting cables 
Easyscript; wordprocessing program 
Su wile 
teaches e — Database program (Easyscript and Superbase linked 

Box of paper and box of diskettes 

Our price £950 

BBC 
e BBC Model B computer... ee ee ieee a eee £399.00 

e BBC Model B with disk interface ............ 6.5 eee ee eee es £469.00 

e BBC Model B with Econet interface ..........--- 26sec erent eens £446.00 

e BBC Model B with disk and Econet interface ...........-.++++++5: £516.00 

Disk interface (price includes fitting) ...........--++eese seers £97.00 

Econet interface (price includes fitting) ........--....see teers eee: £70.00 

Speech interface (price includes fitting) ......-.-.-.-+-.sesrttet eee £55.00 @ 

a Microguide (Keyplate) ........-.6 6+ c:eeesr ies ee eee ees eae £5.95 @ 

DISK DRIVES 
CUMANA DISK DRIVES 
e CS100 Single sided 40Tr100K TORCH Z80 PACK ngle sic £217.35 e C3200 Single sided 807r200k £263.35 cece ee eco ioppy dliskdrives 
e CD400S jintysaranthe 400K £297.85 and the following ee 

| | eee alate PerfectElie perfect Spelier © CD800S Dual double sided SE Only ee 
PP ee rh Rise Gs £603.75 + 8.00 p&p 

CD drives can be swi biaet han "He dri to 40Tr mode. All Cumana drives are SU 
manual. Own power supply, connectin pplied in beige g cable, format disk and user’s 

PRINTERS © 
f RX80 (Tractor only) Dot matrix £259.95 fFX100 (Friction & pin feed) Dot 

f RX80FT (Friction & Tractor) Dot matrix: .\. is) sa ee eee £545.95 

matrix i rik SNe ay va aie gat £299.95 fShinwaCP80 .......-.----> £228.85 

f FX80 (Friction & pin feed) Dot f Daisystep 2000 (Daisy wheel) . . £329.95 

AMUN eS hr) ical ps Wie ile ie £399.95  f Juki Daisy Wheel oye eae £415.95 

Commodore 17 
Colour and shard 

Be cs le ee x10... -£4-98 
igp10023: 

Qual disk - £3. piste Ete ¢3.95 Dragon. - - 

Phone or send for our latest details of our ran ich i | | ge of products which is far too large to put into 
this advert. Besides the complete range of Commodore and BBC we also stock al fe latest 
software and books for the 64, VIC, BBC and Dragon. 

We guarantee all our products for 1 : year (on 64 and VIC 2 years). Payment may be made b 
si Barclaycard, Bankers Draft, Building Society cheque or cash. Sorry, Sate need 4 
ay’s clearance. Postage and packing: see codes. ALL PRICES ARE INCLUSIVE OF VAT 

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO ALTER PRICES WITHOUT PRIOR NOTICE 

Postage codes a=£0.65, b=£1.00, c=£2.00 d=£3.00, e=£8.00 (Securicor), f=£14.00 (Securicor) 
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EDUCATIONAL 
SOFTWARE FOR 
MICRE COMPUTERS 

All of Scisoft's programs have been.comprehensively 
tested and are regularly used in schools. Please note that the 
pupil, parent or teacher should check with the syllabus to 
make sure that all the components of the packages are 
relevant. Some Boards may not require knowledge of all the 
contents of our packages. 

PROGRAMS FOR YOUNGER CHILDREN 

All available in Full Colour Presentation Boxes 

STAR READER (6-11 YRS) 

Improve your child's reading. 
Written by experts in reading 
skills. Designed to complement 
reading skills taught in schools. 
Simple to use, but extremely 
sophisticated programs utilising 
some machine code and most of a 
48K machine. 
PACK A — Space and Mountains 
Themes (2 Programs) 
PACK B — Sea and Pyramids 
Themes (2 Programs) 

WIZARD BOX ANY AGE 

Set a test, or a quiz, learn foreign 

language vocabulary. Multi- 
purpose program which holds 10 
sets of 10 words for 45 children 
(Spectrum version). A game can 
be played at the end of the test but 
only if the child obtains a high 
score. A versatile and useful 
program which can be used in all 
subject ares in a school, at home 
and even at parties! The Spectrum ’ 
package also has 3 extra sets of the program NEW 
containing tests on (1) French Vocabulary (2) Junior 

Spelling (3) General Knowledge. 

JUNGLE MATHS (5-13 YRS) 

Add, Subtract, Multiply, Divide. 
One of our most popular programs. 
The teacher or parent has full 
control over the level of difficulty, 
the type of problem and the time 
allowed. The child has to cross a 
jungle answering problems on the 
way. Getting an answer wrong 
results in a death too horrible to 
contemplate. 

EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE 

Post Code 

VAT Registration No. 395 5031 41 To: SCISOFT, 5 Minster Gardens, Please find enclosed a cheque/postal Newthorpe, Eastwood, Nottingham NG16 2AT order for £ 

BBC B 

+ ELECTRON 

DRAGON 
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€TRUM - BBC - DRAGON -ZX81- SPECTRUM - BBC - DRAGON :ZX81- [ 

TOTAL 

* Also suitable for Model A, Not for Electron. 

en 
+ MAINS 

ASTRO MATHS (7-15 YRS) 

Fractions, Decimals, Percentages. Niacaihaste 
For every two correct answers the 
child plays a space game and thus 
saves his ship from destruction . 
Level and time allowed is set by 
the teacher or parent. 

ae 

PACKAGES FOR PUPILS STUDYING FOR 
EXAMINATIONS 

All the programs have been produced by very 
experienced teachers. They all contain problems to be 
solved on the major themes of the relevant examination 
syllabuses. Wherever possible the problems contain 
randomised data, so that the programs can be used time and 
time again with increasing benefit. Most packs also contain 
sets of multiple choice questions typical of those found in 
examination papers. Complete with a comprehensive book 
of REVISION NOTES. Extremely useful as examination day 
approaches. All packs contain a program of hints on HOW 
TO REVISE AT HOME. Written to be compatible with most 
O-Level Boards and also useful for the most able CSE pupil. 

PHYSICS 

Two programs full of problems. 
Ohm's Law, Refraction, 
Resistances, Linear Expansion, 
Moments etc., etc., 5 sets of 
multiple choice questions. Book of 
notes. Hints on revision. Fantastic 
value. 

BIOLCGY 

An identification program which 
requires knowledge of Vitamins, 
Minerals and Carbohydrates. 
Genetics program, multiple choice 
questions and superb diagram 
plus questions on the alimentary 
canal, kidriey, flower structure. 
Book of notes. Hints on revision. 

REVISED EDITION 

INTERMEDIATE LEVEL PROGRAMS 
(9-13 YRS) 

MATHS PARTS! AND II 

5 programs per pack. Exciting and 
stimulating program that makes 
maths fun to learn and 
understand. 
Part I — draw symmetrical 
patterns; find the factors; compare 
fractions; use co-ordinates by 
playing battleships; ‘guess’ the 
shape. 

NEW 

Part II —run a lemonade stand; 
use logic in Towers of Hanoi; 
design a shape and view a 3D 
representation at different angles; 
‘guess’ the percentage; run a small 
lemonade business. Superb value 
for money. 

A truly remarkable package of 
programs. Describe a picture; test xy 
your vocabulary using a variety of fe\®) 
novel ideas; put sentences in the son? 
correct sequence. A new and CO 
novel way of learning a foreign 
language. 

The German version of the above 
package. 

fe)» 
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EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE 

FRENCH 

GERMAN 

/ 
sani si 

CHEMISTRY 

Two programs full of problems. 
Gas Laws, Molarity, Titrations, 
Mystery Compounds etc. 3 sets of 
multiple choice problems. Book of 
notes. Hints on revision. Very good 
use of graphics. 

MATHS PART | 

Prok!ems with random data 
on ®gebra, Equations, 
Functions, Areas, Perimeters and 
Volumes. Book of notes. Hints on 
revision. 

A real must for all children. 

MATHS PART II 

A series of programs designed to 
complement PART I. Problems 
with random data on:- Proportions, 
Percentages, Differentiation, 
Integration, Trigonometry. Book of 
notes. Hints on revision. 

COMPUTER STUDIES 

A revised edition of the well tested 
suite of programs on logic gates. 
Also including Boolean Algebra, 
Number Bases, Flow Charts etc. 

COMING SOON 

TEACHERS MARK BOOK 

Store up to 10 sets of marks for up to 700 pupils — sorts 
alphabetically (boys then girls) by form or in rank order. All 
options available from menu. Printer routines included. Gives 
individual pupil profile. Ideal for parental interviews. 

EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE 

DRAGON -ZX81-: SPECTRUM - BBC - DRAGC 



MICRODEAL decided to find 
out what makes one game 
disappear from the shelves 
like free fivers while 
another will stick around 
like a wet weekend-away. 
So Microdeal asked the 
people who should: best 
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Dramatic Sound Effects 

people who buy software. - 

The graph shows that 400 

know the answer — 

people thought that "A Gen- _ 
unine Challenge” was the 
most important aspect of a 
game; close second was 
“Life-like Graphics”. Right at 
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_ Aggression’ 

Test for Logic and Reasoning 

the bottom came “Outlet for 

does that 
mean that games players 
are non-aggressive — or 
_ that they'll beat your head in 
when they've had just one 
more go at Pacman? 
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Sitting Baishes. 
THE French Mistress is the 
unlikely sounding title of Kosmos 
Software’s first language learning 
program. It has been followed up by 
The German Master, and The 

Spanish Tutor. All three.run on the 
Acorn Electron, Spectrum 48K and 

will teach you general phrases, build 

up pictures with their corresponding 
words displayed in bc h languages, 
and test you. The tapes cost £5.95 
each, and run on the Spectrum 48K. 
Kindersoft has come up with a multi- 

yy dingual educational program. It 
BBC Micro. Two cassettes areavail- _ feature 
able for each language, level A and B. 
Each one covers a completely different — 
area of grammar and vocabulary, Engl 

and costs £9.95. The tapes are and Spanish. It is available for the 
_ CBM 64, Spectrum and Oric/Atmos, suitable for students — from beginner 

at school to university level — as well 
as businessmen and travellers. 
French is Fun and German is 

Fun don’t aim so high; they are for 
students and people who want to 
brush up their “Two teas please’, 

before going on holiday. But the tapes 

8 COMPUTER CHOICE, MAY 1984 

| rench, U Ge ina, “Talinn 

price £9.95. 

If you fancy learning a language 
with the help of your computer, look 
out for our special language review in 
next month’s issue of Computer 
Choice. 

PHILIPS, not content with a large 
slice-of the regular TV market, is 
launching a 12 inch high-resolution 
monitor for exclusive use with 
home computers. At £69.95 you’ll 
be able to use it with all leading 
makes of home and personal com- 
puter. At last the rest of your house- 
hold will get a look-in with the fami- 
ly TV. 

New 
releases 
LIVERPOOL software house, 
Imagine has come up with some novel 
ideas designed to entice you into buy- 

ing its games. The first 1s an Injec- 
taload program for the Commodore 
64, which will make cassette loading 
as least as fast as disc loading. 
Injectaload 1s a series of machine- 

code routines which load an entirely 
new cassette operating system into the 
CBM 64. This allows 30K of pro- 
gram to be launched in two minutes 
instead of the usual 10 to 15. The first 
game which incorporates this feature 
1s Pedro, Imagine’s latest games 
release, but in future all of their CBM 
64 software will include Injectaload. 
Pedro 1s a Mexican gardener who 

must try and plant seeds in a garden 
despite frantic intervention from all 
sorts of garden pests, from ants to 
galloping donkies. In his defence 
Pedro can wall them up ina maze at 
the top of the screen, block their paths 
with piles of compost, or if the worst 
comes to the worst, he can stamp on 
them. It costs £3.95 and is available 
not only for the CBM 64, but also for 
the Spectrum, Dragon, BBC Model 
B, and Electron. 

To help give customers a better idea 
of the game they are buying, Imagine 
1s changing to a new style cassette 
insert. All future releases will include 
two or three actual screen shots of the 
game, as well as a working descrip- 
tion. 
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Robots anonymous 
‘2 
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>. 
és tae ie OOK KKK Seo Pte ._ — | EVERY way you turn these days _ thinking of introducing robots 

ares somebody is doing something but do not understand what 
Se } 2.9,9, 9%. | with robots — and now the _ they can do. & _ pte | government's jumping on the Together, Open Tech and ORT 
HN bandwagon as well. The Man- plan to set up a network of 

power Services Commission, centres where students will be 
Open Tech Programme is now able to find relevant tapes and 

launching a project that will books, and get.a chance to use 
make robotics training widely computers and robots. If you 

& aaa 
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OO 

ae 6 06 
available in this country. In con- 
junction with the Organisation 
for Rehabilitation through 
Training (ORT), Open Tech is 
pioneering a scheme to bring 
robotic literacy to firms who are 
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Chinese Fuggler 

include Cave Kooks and 
More Labyrinth of the Creator on the 

CBM 64 only; Pengy, save the 

penguin from the Snow Bees; 
| Chomper Man, on CBM 64 and 

O WwW re Vic-20; and Lugwig’s Lemon 
Lazers, on the Vic-20 only. Pengy 

PHOENIX Software has three new __ costs £5.99, all the others cost £7.95. might see. Make a note of these 

games for the CBM 64:.<The Anyone with a disc drive can try _ dates: 
Sorceror’s Apprentice, which is udiogenic’s new range of disc-based WATCH out for a switched Midland Computer Fair — 3rd- 
very “story book” andeven has frog ly five games have been joystick interface for the 6th April, Bingley Hall, Birming- 

kissing princesses —/or 1s tt scost £12.95 each. Electron, it should be in the ham. 
way round? Attack on Winds g and hops onto dif- shops now. Made by FBC, 11th ZX Microfair — 28th April, 
where 21st century enemies step bac cks that change col- First Byte Computers, itis a Alexandra Palace, London. 
in time to attack the atomic pou ong to the wicked plug-in cartridge which takes 5th International Commodore 

it 1S _ 
look around some omputer 
fairs. Many companies wait for an 
important show to launch new pro- 
ducts, so you never know what you 

station at Winscale; and It’s 1984 great exception to all standard Atari-style joy- Computer Show — 7th-9th June, 
very true. These games cost £9.99 our, and battles en- sticks. It'll cost you £24.95. Novotel London, Hammersmith. 
each. If you really are keen on holo- of them. Audio- FBC Systems, 10 Castle Personal Computer Games 
causts, try Hell Gate from Liama- think Forbidden Fields, Main Centre, Derby. Easter Show — 20th-22nd April, 

. LD, presumably because Tel: Derby 365280. Solihull Conference Centre, Soli- 

hull, West Midlands. 
soft. Available on both the 8K _ Forest is in 4 
expanded Vic and the 64, itisahigh day turns into night. The hero 1s a 

speed arcade game with 20 levels of _champion archer and must fight giant 
play. The Vic version costs £6, and spiders, snakes, skeleton soldiers and 
the CBM 64 version costs £5 — watch the like. The other three disc-based = ‘- » 4 ~ 4 Vy ~ 4 » 4 WV 

out for the goats! titles are Pegasis, Aztec e ry 

If you are rather more down to Challenge and Frantic Freddie. * L al the H bit¢ 
earth, Plumb Crazy! from Ter- e l O 
minal Software is a welcome retreat wy wy wy ~ 4 
from star-dazed killo-zapps. Help . 
George, the plumber, stop the hot @ 
water tank from blowing up — well, 
itll make a change. Price 1s £7.95. 
Ocean has come up with a game from 
Hungary, Chinese Juggler. You 
must do the old plate spinning trick, 
and keep them balanced on eight rods. 
This will cost you £6.90. 
Twonew games from Bubble Bus 

Software should appeal to younger 
readers, Flying Feathers and 
Bumping Buggies. Jn the first one 
you are the gamekeeper trying to stop 
the greedy eagles from taking all the 
fish from the lake. The second is a 
motor racing game; both cost £6.99. 
Back to the incredible, with games 

from Mogul. Fire Ant for the CBM 
64 1s an arcade game in which you are 
the last soldier ant left after a scor- 
pion attack. Your task 1s to rescue the 
gueen ant from their evil clutches. 
Mushroom Alley makes you the pro- 
ud owner of a splendid garden, but 
suddenly you are invaded by wild 
mushrooms and pests. This 1s avail- 
able on the CBM 64, Vic-20 (and 

Spectrum). Other titles from Mogul 

| IF you’ve failed to crack the Hobbit 
adventure game, don’t despair help 
is at hand. Melbourne House, who 

brought you the original Hobbit 
game is publishing a book called A 
Guide to Playing the Hobbit. It is 
not designed to hand you the 
answer on a plate; rather to suggest 
possibilities you may not have spot- 
ted on your own. 
The Guide is divided into three 

sections. The first deals with the 
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general strategies and tactics in- 

volved in playing the game. Sec- 
tions two and three give guidance 
on how to overcome the problems 
you may encounter. Written by 
David Elkan, it costs £3.95 and 

should be in the shops now. 
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THE Commodore Interna- 
tional Art Challenge is an 
art-of-the-future competi- 
tion, not an invitation to sit 

down and do an oil painting 
of your beloved: micro. 
Rather, Commodore are 
hoping to receive some very | 
futuristic bits of computer 
art. To encourage you to 

_ four main host countries, take Commodore and art in- 
to the 21st Century, prizes 
worth a total of £150,000 are 
being offered. 

Of course, all entries must 
be produced on a Com- 
modore 64 or a Vic-20, and 
can be either a still picture or 
moving artwork — dynamic 
graphics, with a maximum 
cycle time of 60 seconds. All 
the best entries will form an 

IMPOSSIBLE, you could never 
run Spectrum software on a 

Perhaps you 
couldn't, but now you can — 
Phoenix Software has come up 

Commodore. 

with a clever little gadget which 
enables you to play any Spec- 
trum game you choose — on 
your Commodore 64. It is called 
an Emulator, and_ it'll 

10 COMPUTER CHOICE, MAY 1984 

cost 

for all 

exhibition which will be 
taken around the world. En- 
trants will be divided into 
three groups, under 12, 12 to 
17, and 18 plus. The subject 
is up to you, it can be tradi- 
tional or abstract, and works 

will be accepted on tape or 
_ disc. | : t 

Top prize in each of the 

Britain, Germany, the US, 
and Canada, is a £5,000 
scholarship to the college of 
your choice, anywhere in the 
world, to study computer 
graphics. You can get entry 
forms from local computer 
shops or direct from Com- 
modore, 675 Ajax Avenue, 
Slough, Berkshire. 

£12.95, so it is within reach of 
most people's pockets. Watch 
out for it in the shops about 
now; Computer Choice will be 
taking a closer look at the 
Emulator later on. For details 
contact: Phoenix Software, 
Spangles House, 116 Marsh 
Road, Pinner, Middlesex. Tel: 
01-868 3353. 
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Computer art 
COMPUTERS have taken yet 
another step towards science fiction 
becoming reality; a talking room 
called Vadas — voice activated 
domestic appliance system. But 
Vadas was originally designed with 
the handicapped in mind. 
The person who controls the 

room wears a microphone through 
which he or she can tell the room 
what to do. For instance, if you 
wanted the light on you might say 
“Turn the light on please,”’ and the 
room would be lit. The room works 
on voice recognition and it only 
recognises the voice that the com- 
puter has been programmed to 
acknowledge. 
The computerised room also has 

a voice synthesiser system, so it can 
talk back. Say, you wanted the cur- 
tains shut but were sitting so that 

you couldn’t actually see them, the 
room will talk in a deep robot-like 
voice, ‘“The curtains are shutting’. 
The computer has a vocabulary of 
255 words that it recognises, but 
this can be enlarged. 

Vadas is part of a travelling ex- 
hibition called Concerned Techno- 
logy that has been organised by the 
Department of Trade and Industry. 
All the exhibits are computer and 
electronic based aids for the dis- 
abled. 

Nick and. 
ENTERPRISE Computers is the 
new name of the company that 
makes the Enterprise computer, 
formerly known as Elan. The name 
had to be changed after some legal 

difficulties. That is not the_only 
change to affect the new! wonder 
micro from the London-based com- 
puter manufacturers, the pric 
been hiked up'too, _—SsSFT 

Initially the Enterprise 
computers started es a 64k model 

STUDY 
SOFTWARE 

SHAKESPEARE 
MACBETH 

PENGUIN BOOKS has introduc- 
ed a new range of educational soft- 
ware to help people study for 
exams. Thére are six cassettes 
covering: Julius | Caesar, 
Macbeth, Twelfth Night, 
Romeo and Juliet, Henry IV and 
The Merchant of Venice. 
Although they are only available for 
the Spectrum, they will soon be 
available for the BBC and Electron 
micros. 

Each program consists of an ex- 
tensive database, together with a 
variety of ways of extracting 
various themes and characters from 
the script. So if, for example, you 
wanted to write an essay about 
Lady Macbeth and Blood, the com- 
puter will point you to the relevant 
points in the play. Such a program 
certainly doesn’t make a substitute 
for reading and inwardly digesting 
the: play, but it should help you 
write more informed essays. 

However, at £5.95 a time these 

cassettes are good value. 

ave chips 
difficult to find even then. Things 
won’t be much better with the 
Sinclair QL either. 

The delay can be attributed to a 
number of factors, one being the 

_ Change of name — which means 

changing all the documentation 
and the cases. But there is also some 

e as more work to be done on the special 
____ chips, called “Nick and Dave”, by 

ge of Enterprise boffins, which replace 
_hundreds of conventional com- 

__ puter chips and are therefore ex- 

Beat 

fans waiting for the new machine, 
the launch date has been put back 
yet again. This is not an uncommon 
occurrence in the world of micro- 
computers, after all the Acorn Elec- 
tron was over a year late, and still 

. _ First shipments of Enterprise 
- , will hit the shops in Sep- 

tember, and the more powerful 
eo. ~=—-: 128k version of the machine will be 

around some time in December. 
However, there is one > other piece 

of bad news for all you Enterprise _ 
This might be annoying to those 
who wanted an Enterprise last 
Christmas, but if you want to know 
more about the machine, contact 

Enterprise and ask for a brochure. 
Enterprise Computers, 31-37 Hox- 
ton Street, London N1. Telephone 
01-739 4282. 



FUN 10 LEARN 

MONSTER _ 
MATHS 

ad) ae 
LOOK NO FURTHER FOR QUALITY 
EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE 
“«...A good example of how educational software 
should be written (Home Computing Weekly) 
“.. These programs are good fun. The competitive 
edge, the chattiness and the different challenges 
provided by each game all go to make up a sound 
program that will maintain children’s attention.” 
(Monster Maths) Educational Computing. 

ALL CASSETTES ARE WRITTEN BY AN 
EXPERIENCED TEACHER (WITH A DEGREE IN 
COMPUTER SCIENCE), AND FULLY ENDORSED 
BY OVER 100 SCHOOLS. ALL PROGRAMS ARE 
MENU-BASED FOR EASE OF USE AND TOTALLY 
USER FRIENDLY. 

ALL CASSETTES ARE ONLY £6.95 (ine VAT) 
EACH. 

FUN TO LEARN: General education for 6-12 year 
olds. Containing counting game, anagram word tester, 
calculator program, a spaceship hangman game and a 
code breaker program. (BBC B, Dragon 32, CBM 64). 

MONSTER MATHS: Arithmetic game for 8-14 year 
olds. Containing area estimation program, mental 
arithmetic game, tables tester, arithmetic drill 

practice and logical thought game with 9 levels of 
difficulty. (BBC B, Dragon 32) 

SCIENCE 1: Physics education for 11-16 year olds. 
Allin high resolution graphics. Helps with Balance, 
Meters, Thermometers, Lenses and Mirrors. (BBC B, 

Electron) 

LASER LETTERS: Educational word games for 6-16 
year olds. Contains 3 separate 500 word vocabularies, 
with 6 spelling and word games including an arcade 
style spelling test, with 9 levels of difficulty. (BBC B). 

DEALERS! Phone us now 

on 01-514 4871 for our 

comprehensive catalogue 
By he 

AVAILABLE NOW AT ALL GOOD STOCKISTS (Selected titles available at W H Smith and larger branches of Boots) or by MAIL ORDER (send 
cheque/PO) from SHARDS SOFTWARE, 189 Eton Road, Ilford, Essex IG1 2UQ, or telephone through your Access/Visa order to 01-514 4871. 
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For the Spectrum, The VIC-20, The Jupiter Ace and the ZX-81 

PANDA 
The famous Panda Expandable Ram Pack. 
Massive 16K add-on memory which can 
easily be expanded to 32K with an optional 
plug-in module. Supplied in. . . no-wobble 
design, rugged, injection moulded case, 
contoured to fit the ZX81 snuggly. 
Compatible with other add-ons (printer, etc). 
LED on/off indicator. No additional power 
needed just plug in and go. British designed 
and made from top quality components 
throughout, guaranteed 12 months. £19.95 inc. 

EXPANSION MODULE 
The 16K ‘Panda’ is easily expanded 
from 16K to 32K by adding this 
expansion module as and when you 
need it. 

£14.50 inc. 

GIANT PANDA 
Giant Panda, the two together. Buy the Panda and the Expansion 
Module at the same time for a gigantic 32K bytes and save. 
Complete at a special price of 

SPECTRUM JOYSTICK © 
NOW AVAILABLE FROM TREMIVER 
Outstanding Features 
@ Self centring stick. 
@ Super strong nylon and steel 

construction, built to last. 
e@ A total of 8 directions plus 2 large 

fire buttons 
@ Arcade proven moulded leaf 

switches ensure incredible reliability. 

£34.00 

PROGRAMMABLE JOYSTICK INTERFACE 
New! Use any game suitable for SPECTRUM and simply program any 
keys you choose for control and fire. Several keys may be used for same 
function if desired. Useable with any Joystick having the standard nine 
A socket. Particularly good with the KEMPSTON Joystick as available 
rom us. 

JOYSTICK £14.50; INTERFACE £24.95; BOTH £39.00 

SPECTRUM UPGRADES 
THE KIT — Fit it yourself, a beautifully packed and presented kit with 
complete (Really complete in the detail you need if you've never seen 
inside you computer) instructions. No soldering — no wire bending — 
no fiddly bits. Thousands in use. Everything you need to upgrade your 
issue 2 Spectrum from 16K toa full-blown 48K. £23.00 inc. 

The really economical upgrade — in stock for swift despatch. 

THE PACK — A sturdily packaged 16K to 48K upgrade pack that 
simply plugs on to the user port and works immediately. Throughport so 
any other accessories may be fitted as before. No need to open the case, 
no unscrewing, no soldering, no need to invalidate your guarantee. 
Designed and built in Britain. Guaranteed. Supplied in handsome 
carton suitable for gift wrapping. £39.95 inc 

PROFESSIONAL CASED KEYBOARD 
TYPE FD42 £29.95 inc. 
MODELS FOR ZX81 OR 
SPECTRUM 
(Please state which) 
The Fuller FD42 has long 
been our most popular 
seller, its sturdy, attractive 
injection moulded ABS 
case is rigid and rugged 
enough to withstand many 
years of use and converts your computer into a professional unit with a 
full typewriter size keyboard having 42 full travel, long-life keys etched 
with either ZX81 or Spectrum graphics. 
Installation is simplicity itself, requiring neither soldering, special skills 
or knowledge. The computer PCB fits inside the case giving access to 
the user ports as before for the addition of accessories i.e. RAM 
expansion pack, printer, etc. 
A RAM adaptor board is available to enable RAM packs to be fitted 
inside the keyboard case and the Power Supply Unit can also be fitted if 
desired. ONLY £9.75 
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MORE MEMORY FOR YOUR JUPITER ACE — 

PACER 16K EXPANDABLE RAM 
The uniquely expandable 16K Ram Pack, similar in 
concept to the ‘ZX Panda’ but for the incredible 
Jupiter Ace. Complete in attractive, solidly built, 
injection moulded case. For more power to faster 
FORTH... you need a Pacer for £20.00 

16K EXPANSION MODULE 
Increase your Pacer potential to 32K with the plug- 
in 16K Expansion Module for £14.50 

Give your VIC-20 a new DIMENSION 
Vixen RAM Cartridge 
£34.95 inc. 
Switchable between 16K or 8K+3K 
Gives you the option of full 16K RAM or 8K 
and 3K RAM in one package. When added to 

a standard VIC-20 gives 16384 bytes of extra 
memory in memory blocks 1 and 2 or 3092 

bytes of extra memory into the 3K memory 

block and 8192 bytes of extra memory 

switchable between memory blocks 1 and 3. 

@ Fully compatible with available 

motherboards/modules. 

@ Simply plugs into the rear expansion port of 
computer. 

@ No re-addressing of existing BASIC 

programs needed. 

THE VIXEN MOTHERBOARD 
THE EXPANDABLE EXPANSION SYSTEM — Providing 4 additional 
cartridge slots PLUS ROM socket. The slots are switchable, enabling 
cartridges to be left in place and selected as needed by switching, thus 
avoiding constant handling and the danger of breakage. Having one 
socket at the rear enables further expansion. Used in conjunction with 
one or more Vixen Rams full expansion can be achieved. ROM socket 
enables ROMS and Eproms to be fitted for future software programs, 
toolkits, etc. 
A range of ROM based software will soon be available from the 
manufacturers. Industry standard Eproms, 2716, 2732, etc., are readily 
available and easily programmed and copied. 
A sound investment for the serious user and serious games player which 
will not become obsolete. £29.95 inc. 

THE FULLER MASTER UNIT 
FOR ALL SPECTRUM MODELS 
THE ULTIMATE GAMES UNIT. This provides all the requirements of the serious games 

enthusiast. The speech unit uses the Allophone system based on the GI-SP0256 voice 

synthesiser. Directly accessable in BASIC it is able to create any words in all languages, this 

combined with the three channel sound generator allows you to program you own music, 

explosions, zaps, chimes, whistles and an infinite range of other sounds. 

Other features include: Built-in Sound Amplifier working well with all Spectrum programs — 
Joystick port compatible with all commercially available Joysticks — Duplicate user port for use 
with other accessories INCLUDING THE MICRODRIVES — Cassette interface, a variable audio 

output which may be connected directly to a HI-FI system. £54.95 inc. 

Supplied complete with full documentation and a demo tape which includes the type of Speech 

and Sound you can achieve. 

Send orders to:— FDS KEYBOARD 

TREMIVER LTD. NOW AVAILABLE 
93a Pack Lane, EX STOCK £49.95 
Basingstoke, Hants. 

PRODUCTS ARE STOCKED AND USUALLY DESPATCHED WITHIN 10 DAYS. 

(Please state which computer) | I wish to order the following: 

Quantity Item Amount | 

[ 
TOTAL l 

All prices include VAT and post and packaging. All items include a full year | 
guarantee. Products are stocked and usually despatched within 10 days. Overseas | 
customers add £4 post and packing. Cheques/Postal Order, etc., payable toy 
TREMIVER ELECTRONICS LTD. 
Please debit my Access/Barclaycard/Diners Club Int/as below Round the clock l 

access BARCLAYCARD 7 days a week | 
op Telephone orders. | 
Fh 0256 teas 

Card No. Ce | 

Signature RENE Te as ee A 

ae gi SN SDN i el i ea lk ee 

Address | 

| 
ccs | 
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found that the 

If you want the 
ng, it was Friday, 

1984. You may 
ould be tolerated, 

think our local 
l area, feels about 

yducts with this sort 
n? 

a journal such as 
ry large proportion 

ig revenue and profit 
ftware companies, 

e its ““blood boiling”’ 
to stop an illegal 

hatever level, and 

ndone such copying. I 
make it clear that it isa 

fence under the Copy- 
56 to copy, sell, hire or 

rticles which infringe 
and people involved in 
know that this offence is 

hoice on the subject of piracy. 
While I take your point about a 
PERSONAL back-up copy of a 
game. I do not see son you can 
justify the statement about if there 
were no “unofficial” copies of 
games being retailed, the industry 
would not make any more money. 

Of course they would. Logic 
would tell you this because, if half 
the games so/d are pirated, that 
means the software houses are be- 
ing deprived of the revenue they 

eived if there were 

no copies of the game being made 
and sold illegally. 

I would also like to make the 
point, that if the industry did have 
this extra revenue, more money 
would be spent on development of 
software, the standard would rise to 

new heights and the price of soft- 
ware would go down. A percentage 
of the cost of the game is there pure- 
ly to give the software house a little 
extra towards his development and 
marketing costs — something that 
would not be needed if piracy was 
stamped out, so please, understand 
that if it was not for the pirates, who 
are also parasites, using our soft- 
ware and our advertising to their 

own ends, a lot more people could 
benefit from our software, both in 

pleasure and learning, at a lower 
price for better quality. 
Simon Bassett 
Carnell Software Ltd 

OK. That’s what the software 
publishers think, now what do 
you, the software buyers think? 

Hi-scores 

I WRITE in response to a letter in 
your March edition of Computer 
Choice, that of Paul Dolbear and 
Stephen Hill, about ‘‘Hi-Scores’’. I 
list below some of my best scores 
and percentages and also best time 
round Chequered Flags (Cam- 
bridge Ring), Atic Atac — com- 
pleted game with 99% score. 
Lunar Jetman 

527,000 

11 maidens 

861 

BBC “B”’ a lot, I still think that 
with practice the Spectrum key- 
board can be used quickly and easi- 
ly, taking advantage of the key- 
words. As for the “‘flesh’’ feel it 
doesn’t bother me or any of my 
Spectrum owning friends. 
Nick Harrts (13), Beeston, Notts. 

Well, I can eat three Shredded 

Wheat! 

Jetpac 

MY FAVOURITE game is Jetpac. 
I like this game because it’s got ex- 
cellent graphics, the keys are easy to 
use and it’s quite easy to load. I’ve 
got a 16K Spectrum and I can do 
quite a lot with it even though I 

only got it for Christmas. 
James Houghton, Aged 10 
Liverpool 

Only 97% ! 
I AM writing to tell you that I have 
just found the three parts to the 
elusive Golden Key of A.C.G. in 
Ultimate’s Atic Atac. But the funny 
thing was that I didn’t score 100%, 
only 97%. I think to get 100% you 
must visit every room in the castle. 
My technique was to get every 

key, the coloured ones, and open 
every possible door. 

If you have difficulty in finding 
the orange key then going down a 
certain trap-door will transport you 
to it. This orange key then allows 
you access to an orange door which 
in turn leads you to another floor, 
some people may be wondering 
why they could only count 4 floors. 
On this floor, the third part of the 
key is to be found. Return to the 
main hall with the other two parts 
of the key (the ““AC” and “‘G”’ parts 
which are fairly easy to find) and 
simply move into the main doors. 
Without giving too much away, 

the computer congratulates you on 
escaping and gives you your score, 

in points, and as a percentage. 
I still do not know what most of 

the objects scattered around the 

castle do except for the cross 
Dracula) and the spanner (girl in 

D like to draw your atten- 
on to your March ’84 issue, P.85. 

Two readers, Barry Morcom and 
Jason Richardson, had sent in a 

short program which made the 
Border on a Spectrum computer 
turn orange and produced a beep- 

ing noise. 
They used the OUT command 

and this command is still a mystery 
to me. However, I found that the 

same effect could be achieved by: 
10 FOR I=0 TO 200 
20 BORDER 2 
30 BEEP 0.001,2 
40 BORDER 0 

50 BEEP 0.001,20 
60 NEXT I 
‘Not only is this program much 

more easy to understand, but it is 
easily adapted by even the least ex- 
perienced programmer. I thin 
your readers might be interested i 
experimenting with this program 

by altering the colours in the borde 
commands. 
Another program I made up u 

ing this idea is: 
10 FOR I=0 TO 150 
20 FOR B=0TO7 
30 BORDER B 
40 NEXT B: NEXT I 

Readers might like to add so 
to this program or do somet 
with it. I found it very usefu 
game endings and it goes very 
with explosion sequences fo 
own games. 

I enjoy your short program: 
find them very entertaining. 
like typing out long listings 
take up a lot of time so yo 
grams are very good. 
Jeffrey Makin, Liverpool 

ORIC update 
I BOUGHT an Oric-1 16 
puter, thinking that the! 
plug-in expansion cartridg 
able to expand it to 48K 
can I cannot find any an 
am desperate to get sq 

games because they are 
don’t want to send offm 
for expansion for fear o 
loss in the post. Please 
fell me if there is anyw 
can purchase one of 
ridges, if not, please, c 
me if and when they 
able. 

| R. Smith, Stoke-on-Tré 



Spectrum 48K 

(Author: Tina Billett) 

A new and totally original game for the 48K ZX 
Spectrum. 
The Mopp household is yet again in a turmoil. Mrs. 
Mopp springs into action attempting to clear the 
debris which her untidy family have left in their wake. 
The frantic pace of the clear up takes its toll on Mrs. 
Mopp who occasionally succumbs to the pressure and 
resorts to the bottle for a little refreshment, with 
hilarious results! 
The game features 8 directional movement from 
keyboard or Kempston joystick, increasing difficulty, 
reat graphics, sound effects and high score feature, 
or just 

£5-95 inc. VAT 
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BBC 
Model B 

(Author: Eddie Miles) 

Welcome to Acorn Park Golf Club, a picturesque 
course set in the heart of Cambridgeshire. For those 
straying from the fairways there is plenty of difficult 
rough, numerous water Rods and crater-like 
cantons to make life difficult. 
We have a number of vacancies for new members 
(including ladies, juniors and senior citizens), at the 
very special price of £7-95 inc. VAT. 
Please do not delay, membership is limited to BBC 
model ‘’B’” users only. Electron owners will be 
welcome in the very near future. 
Superb graphics, excellent sound effects and a truly 
addictive quality make this a must for anybod 
hooked on the great and ancient game of golf 

£7-95 inc. VAT 

Telephone: 01-390 5135 
Open 9.30-18.30 Monday-Saturday 

8 Central Parade, St. Marks Hill, Surbiton, Surrey. 
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THE SNOWMAN i Smaepey Bases is the story of how the 
snowman that a little boy builds comes to life one winter's night. 
The boy invites him into his house and the snowman explores 
things familiar to us, like the electric light and the television, 
with fascination. He particularly likes the refrigerator, much as 
we would like a warming fire. 

The snowman, apart from having magic enough to come to 
life, can also fly, and takes the little boy on an enchanting 
journey over snowy fields and towns, over dark seas where 
whales dive, to a land of fir trees and snow. This is where the 
snowmen and women, and Father Christmas, live. 

But the night is passing and the little boy must return home, 
where he says goodbye to his friend the snowman. When he 
wakes, he dresses quickly and runs downstairs to the garden, 
where he left the snowman. . . Was it all a dream? 
We asked Raymond Brigos. the man behind the Snowman, 

what gave him the idea for the story. He can't remember exactly, 
“It was a hundred years ago now!" he says. But he thinks it was 
from a comic which had a story where snowmen came to life. 

Quicksilva approached Raymond Briggs with their idea for a 

food. 

| ‘yet. Having completed 
task of building and dae: he | 
_ snowman, in stage four you have to - 
collect ice cubes to stop him melt- 

SOFTWARE re- 
views throughout 
Computer Choice 
are rated out of five, from > 
Brilliant to Dullsville. See 
rating values on the right. 

7, win points when ther
 are a ae | 

into place. Once again, you score if | 
you collect bene oo and | 

But your eiubles are not over er | go or r fall offa 
| 7 man 1 himself i is 

ing. If you complete stage four you 
| go to the next part of the ce 5 

| | which has a different screen ee a 
. } Abe to think that . 

Mot Hak 

a060d0_ 

EXCITING 
WORTHWHILE 

_ MEDIOCRE 

, BORING | 

DULLSVILLE 

game, originally to jnuhues Fungus the Bogeyman, another 
Briggs character. In the end, The Snowman was chosen as the 
first computer game star. He had already made his screen début 
the Christmas before last, in a wonderful animated film which 
won the British equivalent of an Oscar, the BAFTA award. The 
Snowman was, in fact, nominated for an Oscar and got into the 
final four. The game, says Raymond Briggs seemed "The logical 
extension. There was already a record, a cassette and a video.” 
Raymond Briggs is pleased with the game. “It's fairly non- 

violent, and it's got some nice touches." He likes the idea that 
you don't "die" and that you aren't zapping anything. He doesn't 
have a computer himself, and says that the only time he has ever 
really played a computer game was when they first appeared in. 
pubs. He doesn't even have a colour television, and has no plans 
to get a home computer. "As | work at home, | find the television 
quite addictive enough!” he says. 

He tells us that there are plans for a Fungus game for some 
time in the future, but this hasn't been discused in any detail yet. 
Let's hope that when it appears it will be as well constructed and 
entertaining as the excellent Snowman. 
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Dr Franky 

Virgin Games 

ANY GAME that features 
Frankenstein-like monsters 
can’t be all bad. However, it is 

the graphic display of the mon- 
ster that is the best feature in 
this somewhat disappointing 
game. When I first loaded it, it 
looked really good, but after an 
hour or so of critical testing I 
discovered a number of not 
very wonderful features. Some 
of which might even be describ- 
ed as bugs. 

The game is similar in a 
superficial way to Manic 
Miner, and has nine levels, or 

screens. Little Pac-Man like 
- monsters follow you around as 
you try to revive the sleeping 
monster with the contents of a 
phial of chemicals. The main 
bug — or feature, is that you 
might have appeared to escape 
the clutches of one of these 
monsters only for him to ap- 
pear behind you and kill you. 

Thus you die for no apparent 
reason. 

If you stop moving, strange 
things can happen. Sometimes 
the monsters sit in a stack 
above you like planes waiting to 
enter Heathrow, and then for 

no apparent reason you die. 
You can also get run over by a 
trolley that appears at the top 
of the screen, without ever see- 

ing it. However, all this aside, 
Dr Franky is a promising game 
and although I don’t recom- 
mend that you purchase this 
game, I’m sure the author — 
Martin Wheeler will soon come 
up with a smasheroo. £6.95. 

Bill Bennett 

RATING ie 

“aN GS arcade 

YOU WOULDN’T know it from 

the cover, or the name, but the 

Bubble Trouble 
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designer of this game got some 
of his ideas from my favourite 
television programme, The 
Prisoner. You are placed in 
control of Number Six, who 
lives not in a village, but in a 
series of mazes. Number Six is 
not a number, but a little man 

with a straw boater and a slight 
resemblance to Patrick 
McGoohan. 

The bubble trouble comes 
when the rovers — big bounc- 
ing white balls, chase Number 
Six as he wanders around the 
maze collecting objects and 
scoring points. Ifhe makes it off 

the edge of the screen he re- 
appears the other side of the 
same screen, 
jects have been taken, then he 
can move on to the next of fifty 
different screens. 

until all the ob-| 

here. At the same time you 
have to collect the Dilithium 

crystals. 
It is therefore an arcade 

game, and if the graphics are. 
nothing to write home about, it 
doesn’t matter, the action is 
fast. A table of high scores is 
displayed, and I am very pleas- 
ed to see that the game can be 
played with a joystick — you 
can even reconfigure the 
keyboard. All of these features 
add a degree of professionalism 
to this game. 

I doubt that this game has the 
kind of lasting appeal that 
similar games have, but it ‘is 
fun, especially when there are a 
number of players. And it is 
fast. £5.95. BB 

RATING EEE 

Two-Gun Turtle 

Bubble Trouble is OK, but 

nothing worth writing home 
about. After a while it all gets a 
bit tiresome, though it will ap- 
peal to younger children. The 
bubbles tend to follow predict- 
able paths and the key to a high 
score is learning these. £5.50. 

BB 

RATING eg 

Hewson Consultants 

_PMALL for simple games, and 
this is certainly simple, but it 
also has a certain charm — or 
quirk about it. The aim is to 
control a little man who lives in 
a gridlike world plagued by 
zappers patrolling the X and Y 
axes — shades of Jeff Minter 

Lothlorien 

TWO-GUN Turtle is a highly 
original shoot-em-up game for 
the Spectrum. Its appeal is 
universal, because it combines 

elements of the cutsey type 
game with kilozap aggression. 
It scores a much better 
response from girls than those 
silly patronising made-for-girls 
games, and it also appeals to 

the lads. 
The task of the Two- Gun 

Turtle is to defend a patch of 
strawberries from marauding 
bugs and beasties, by moving 
around and blasting them. 
Winter comes and with it the 
snow flakes and your oppor- 
tunity to score more points. I 
was impressed by the game’s 
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Mazecube 

~ clock, which isn’t a clock at all, 
but a calendar counting away 
‘the days. However, I found a 
bug in the program, when the . 

turtle sits in the bottom right 
corner of the screen, with a 

beastie above him, everything 
stops. Nothing worth putting 
you off a good game. £5.95. 

PAL Software 
- THIS IS the computer equiva- 

lent of a book of puzzles, in this 
case each of the puzzles being a 
‘weird three-dimensional maze. 

_. The.aim of the game is for you 

to steer a little man around the 

maze collecting money as you 
go. The problem is that when 
he picks up some money, a gate 

slams shut, so you have to be 
_ careful not to get stuck between. 
. two closed gates. — 

BB | 

[RATING SO] 

Mazecube provides what can 
only be described as low level 

excitement. That is not because 

it is boring, but it provides a dif- 
ferent type of enjoyment —_ 
Mazecube is to Space Invaders 

|. what a crossword puzzle is to a_ 
football match. The 24. dif-. 
ferent puzzles should keep you 
going for a few hours, but watch 

out because some are harder 

than others. At £4.99 Mazecube 

is not bad value, but it left me 

feeling slightly let down that 
the puzzle was not~ hard 
enough. It would make a very 
good education program, help- 
ing children to understand the 

: concept of three. dimensions. 

Pe. eee 
BB 

[RATING 86 

‘Visions 

ONLY TEN years to go, and we 
will all be running around 
mazes fighting robots? The 

- game is an arcade type, cast in 
the same mould as Manic 

~ Miner, and while there are not 
sO many screens as that game, 

-each one is more difficult and 
has more going on. | 

The graphics and program- 
‘ming are very impressive, but I 
found it took hours of playing 
for me to progress even to the 
second room. This means that 
provided you are not the sort of 

_ person who gives up easily, 
1994 will keep you interested. 

for weeks as you struggle 
towards the final screen — or 

level, where you must deacti- 
vate a giant computer. : 

All credit must go to Visions 
for providing a professional | 
finish to the game. There is a 
display mode, a practice mode 
and an instruction session all 

Carnell Software 

THE NAME and cover artwork 
fooled me into thinking that I 
was in for an exciting game. 
But the only goose pimples I got 
from this would-be thriller 
were of embarrassment, it is 

awful. For a start it is slow, but 

this game is little more than a 
slow version of asteroids spruc- 
ed up with some clever ideas. 

Conceptionally this game is 
great with baddies like the 

angel of death, but they move 

‘across the screen at a snail’s 

Devil Rides In 

available as options, which 
means that you don’t have to sit 
through instructions once you 
have grasped the game. 
Although this is a good, well 
written and packaged game it 
might be so difficult that you. 
find yourself getting frustrated. 
Definitely for the expert games 
player. £7.00. 

BB 

RATING MS@Sn | t 
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pace, and quite frankly I didn’t 
want to wait around to see if it 

gets better later on. The wizard 

you control zaps at the various 
nasties from a circle of chalk in 

the centre of the screen and the 

nasties fire back. Oh... yawn. 

£5.95 BB 

RATING | 8 

y Spectrum, 
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Atarisoft 

™“e'je == 
Leoecsene |i 

THIS IS the real McCoy, Pac-Man 7 
in all his dot-munching glory, as 
seen in all the best arcades. Pac- 
Man is a classic. He is to video 

games what John Wayne is to 
Cowboy movies, an eternal star. 

This is the game of the early 1980s. 
Big Brother turned out to be not a 
snooper in every home but a snap- 
ping yellow disc inhabiting a maze 
of power pills, fruit and monsters. 
A thousand years from today, 

anthropologists will stare blankly at 
Pac-Man machines and wonder 
what madness possessed primitive 
mankind. Why do people have to’ 
pray to Pac-Man twice a day, turn- 
ing their faces towards an onscreen 
Mecca, and pay 20p for the privi- 
lege? I cannot walk through a sta- 
tion, cafe, pub or airport without 
emptying my pockets into that slot 
and spending some time in commu- 
nion with Pac-Man. A home ver- 
sion could radically change my life. 

Atarisoft Pac-Man plays like the 
real game. So you can get some 
practice in before posing in front of 
the admiring masses at your local 
pub or arcade. Maybe Blinky, 
Pinky, Inky and Clyde are not quite © 
the John, Paul, George and Ringo 
of our generation, but I don’t care. 
Pac-Man isn’t cheap, few things 

are in the micro computer world. 
Even so, £19.95 is a bit steep, but | 
then the game does come on cart- | 
ridge, so you don’t have to twiddle | 
your thumbs for hours waiting for © 
the cassette to not load properly like 
most other CBM64 games. Along- 
side the excellent Commodore Soc- 
cer, Pac-man is a must. 

Bill Bennett 

RATING I 

_ Virgin Games | 

AUTHOR Steve Lee (he of Falcon 
Patrol fame) has branched into the 
Pac Man-style of game with a three 
screen maze chase. Bill, we are told, 
is a lavatory attendant at a baked 
bean factory (where he gets lots of 
overtime). He has to negotiate the 
nest of the Gi-Gants, a particularly 
nasty type of giant ant, to rescue his 
true love Greta from their clutches 
— or is it pincers? 
The first screen involves Bill 

stomping all over the Gi-Gants’ 
eggs, armed only with spears col- 
lected on the way and which only 
repel the Gi-Gants for a short time. 
Screen two is naturally more dif- 
ficult, involving smashing eggs 
again but without spears and hav- 
ing to operate two doors to get to 
the last of the eggs. 

Screen three is eggs again, but 
Bill is able to break through the 
walls of the nest at indicated places 

to rescue Greta, who is trapped in 

the middle of the maze. 
Completing the third screen 

leaves Bill and Greta doing a nifty 
little dance number to some great 
music, only for Greta to be snatch- 

ed back by the Gi-Gants and Bill 
having to start all over again. 
The graphics are very good, the 

music sounds original, there is a 
Roll of Honour, and bonus points 
can be earned for time taken to free 
Greta. Bill has three lives in each 
game, and his death, when he 
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comes into contact with a Gi-Gant, 
ought to earn him an Oscar. £7.95 

Steve Forster 

RATING 

Llamasoft Software 

THIS IS a zapping game with a dif- 
ference — it’s truly mind-blowing. 
In fact, its been keeping me awake 
worrying about my loss of fast reac- 
tions, hand and eye co-ordination, 

and alien-zapping skill. 

The ‘‘Hell Gate” in the title is an 
area on the screen in which Zzyax- 
ian droids suddenly appear. You 
control four laser cannons firing in- 
to the middle of the area bounded 
by four cannon tracks arranged in a 
square. 

Sounds easy, huh? Okay, but the 
- cannon at the top of the square and 
the one on the right edge of the 
square move in the opposite direc- 
tion to their partner cannons, 
which you control with the joy- 
stick, on the bottom and left edges. 
Moving the bottom one right 
means the top cannon moving left, 
and the left cannon down means the 
right one up — see? 
The droids materialise in the 

centre of the square and then move 
at an alarming rate towards the edge 
of the square, where they then 
follow the tracks and collide with 

| your cannons. 
This means they have to be de- 

game’s Smart Bombs, enemy Zap- 
pers and friendly goats. Goats? Yes, 
goats! Try it for yourself — I’m off 
for an aspirin. £7.50 

SF 

RATING 

Atarisoft 

CENTIPEDES is an old-fashioned 
shoot-em-up game set in a garden. 
You are some kind of cosmic Bill or 
Ben out to protect little weed from 
the beasties. Just what is going on 
can, at times, be as incomprehens- 

ible as Bill and Ben’s speech, 
though the game is fundamentally 
very simple. 
You have to blast away at a cen- 

tipede that is scurrying towards the 
bottom of the screen. When you hit 
it, it breaks into smaller centipedes 
that continue their frantic scurry- 
ing. You have some freedom of 
movement at the bottom of the dis- 
play, but not a lot, and after a while 
this area gets a bit busy. Spiders, 
Scorpions and Fleas all get to join in 
the fun, and of course the more you 
shoot, the more points you get. 

Unless you are very wealthy, or 
like me very lazy, and not prepared 
to wait for CBM64 tapes to load — 
a process that can take as long as 14 
minutes, it isn’t worth spending 

Centipedes 

stroyed in the middle, or by mutual 
fire support from the other cannon. 
The graphics are excellent — 

when you can see them — because 
the speed of attacks is tremendous, 
and attempting to show you a pic- 
ture of the screen here would not do 
the game justice. 

Luckily, author Jeff Minter in- 

cludes some advice on tactics, the 

your hard-earned money on Centi- 
pedes. Although the game is better 
than the average CBM64 fare, it | 
doesn’t warrant the expense. The 
game lacks something that the ar- 
cade version has, and is not as en- 
joyable as the Atari version either. 
£19.09 

RATING 

BB 

Recker eect 
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Interceptor Micro’s 

THE CLASSIC arcade game trans- 
ferred to the small screen with no 
loss of presentation — it’s great. 
Jumping Jeff, the fast food chef, 

has to build four Llamaburgers, 
complete with lettuce, while being 
hotly pursued by Mr Hot Dog and 
Miss Egg. Jeff has to walk over the 
burger parts, knocking them down 
to the next level on the ladder and 
ledge-type display where they even- 
tually all come together in a dish 
and complete that level of the game. 

Jeff is armed with doses of pep- 
per, which is left in the path of the 
pursuing food to momentarily para- 
lyse them when they get too close. 
The ladder and ledge display gets 

harder to negotiate with each level, 

and more food appears in pursuit. 
Milkshakes appear on the screen 
from time to time and Jeff can get 
extra pepper if he can get to one. 

Extra points are scored for trap- 
ping any of the food between layers 
in the burgers. 
The music is the McDonald’s 

theme, and still makes me smile 

every time I play Burger Time. 
£7.00 SF 

RATING i i 

Papillon Software 

THIS IS a chance to beat your 
CBM64, especially if you are good 
at Scrabble. My Word, as the title 
suggests, is a word game for up to 
four players involving the comple- 
tion of words against the clock. 
There are four levels of play, 

which decide the letters the word 
will start with, and time allowed to 

put in the next letter or complete 
the word is variable from 99 to five 
seconds. 

Each player, or the CBM64 for 
solo games, displays a letter in turn 
on the screen. The next letter has to 

be added in the alloted time and 
proper words have to be made. If 
your opponent can’t think of the 
next letter to complete a word, the 
challenge is passed back to you to 
see whether you have been bluff- 
ing. 

Be warned, the CBM64 is not 

above cheating, and I caught mine 
out a few times when challenging it 
to complete a word it had started. 

Letters chosen during play have 
differing values, and all the players’ 
scores are displayed on the screen as 
the game proceeds. The nicest 
touch of My Word is the inclusion 
of a dictionary within the game 
package. £7.00 

SF 

RATING ae 

Visions 

GUSHER is very similar in con- 
cept to an old board game called 
Mine a Million. Maybe Mine a 
Million is better left alone, because 

unless you have the boredom thres- 
hold of a Zen Buddist, Gusher will 

send you to sleep. 
One problem is that the game 

progresses at a snail’s pace, the high 
resolution graphics brighten it up 
at first, but soon become very dull. 
Another feature is that although it 
purports to be a strategy game, you 
have very little control over events. 
You can make one or two decisions 
and that is about it. Furthermore, 

you can do little or nothing to 
frustrate the other players. 
Gusher is for two to four players. 

Nothing wrong with that, but there 
is no single player option. A single 
player option would be useful, if 
you were allowed to play against 
the computer. However, because 
Gusher is so essentially dull, and 
there is little interaction between 
participants, a single player option 
would serve only to show that at the 
end of the day Gusher is an empty 
game. £9.95 

BB 

RATING Ee 

. 23098 

dk’ tronics 

DICTATOR gives you the chance 
of running a Banana Republic and, 

if you’re like me, developing a sense 
of meglomania. The game (if it is a 
game — some countries and poli- 
tical regimes spring to mind as you 
play) requires playing off the coun- 
try’s various factions, while robb- 
ing the treasury blind and ensuring 
your escape when the inevitable 
revolution occurs. 
The factions include the 

peasants, army, landowners, secret 
police and guerillas, and their 
strengths and your popularity with 
them is judged by buying reports 
from the secret police. 
Your success is measured in 

months in power, how much 
money you are able to transfer to 
your secret Swiss bank account and 
whether you survive assassination 
attempts and revolution. 
You are asked each month to 

make a Presidential decision, and 
advice is available about the likely 
outcome of such a decision, which 
will affect your popularity and 
strength. | 
There is a monthly budget for 

running the country, and should 
you be too greedy or wasteful you 
can always call on the Americans or 
Russians for foreign aid. 
The game’s sound is worth men- 

tioning here, since the US or Rus- 

- sian national anthem is played 
while your request is considered. 
I let the Russians establish a 

naval base and then was told 
“Nuts” by the Americans when 
asking for a loan! The screen text is 
excellent, and information is called 
‘up by single key strokes. 

The game’s documentaion is 
comprehensive, with clear instruc- 
tons, and advice and hints for suc- 
cessful play. If you fancy ultimate 
power — this is the one for you. 

Steve Forster 

Interceptor Micro’s 

WHAT a let down! Having taken 
what seemed an eternity to load, 
Get Off My Garden turned out to 
be pretty boring, and what was 
more annoying — a bit of a con. 
Okay, there are 64 screens, but 

when the only thing that changes is 
the type of enemy that appears, it is 
a bit of a hollow claim to suggest the 
game is something really special. 
The game involves watering six 

plants using a robot called Garf, 
which can fly or travel along the 
ground. While watering these 
plants, various enemies appear and 
collide with Garf. Each collision 
robs Garf of energy, his ability to 
fly and eventually every other func- 
tion. Off he pops, to be replaced by 
another Garf till all five are defunct 
and the game is over. I was so bored 
turned him into a Kamikaze robot 
just to get it over with. 
What really bugged me was the 

incessant messages appearing 
across the top of the screen. Who 
cares what a bong is? Especially, 
when the author then tells you it’s a 
piece of equipment used to damage 
your brain with drug-type prepara- 
tions. And by the way, I had no in- 
terest whether the author wrote the 
program with or without the aid of 
hallucinatory drugs — though I’m 
inclined to believe he does need 

| professional help. £7.00 

SF | 

RATING 
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| 
| NEV RREPASES: BUGABOO (THE FLEA) RAYMOND BRIGGS’ DRAGONS BANE £6.95 FRED £6.95 

£7.95 THE SNOWMAN £6.95 

STING 64 £7.95 
. 

| 

| ANT ATTACK £6.95 

| TIME GATE £6.95 
© PURPLE TURTLES £7.95 

- SKYHAWK £7.95 
© MINED OUT £5. GR 5 

© THE GENERATORS £5.95 

| Quicksilva programs are available from: Boots, W.H. Smiths, J. Menzies, Microdealer, 
HMV, Hamleys, John Lewis, Computers for All and all reputable 

specialist computer stockists. 



Atarisoft 

FIRST OF the Atari games for the 
Vic, and it comes in cartridge form. 
It definitely has an Atari “‘feel”’ to 
it. For a start it comes in the biggest 

box! At your command is a rakish 
spaceship and your mission is to de- 
fend the humanoids by zapping the 
little green aliens. 

These nasty green beings kidnap 
your humanoids. If you don’t res- 
cue them, they will mutate and 

charge at your spaceship. You have 
to be fast to keep the aliens at bay. 
They have  baiters and 
‘“bombers”’ to get you. Don’t shoot 
the pods or they will explode and 
release deadly “‘swarmers’. | was 
feeling really good on “‘normal”’ 

skill level, zapping all those aliens, 

so I promoted myself to “hard”. 
Everything was speeded up and I 

was totally annihilated. 
Its a great fast flin game, with 

Good sounds. Listen [0 [he 

humanoids crying for help. I quite 
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Defender 

satellite Epsilon orbiting the giant 

gas planet Meridien. You choose 
your stock — just watch it loaded 
into the ship (great graphics!), and 
you re headed for Psi, the first of six 
Satellites. [he [sions come 
crowding round the ship, but are 
only interested in your brain pat- 
terns. Answer their questions cor- 
rectly and you can have fuel. 
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Trader 

like it when the spaceship disinte- 
grates and the blast streaks across 

the screen. However, on the whole, 
the graphics are rather average. 

Don't let that put you off, try 
challenging a friend as there is two- 

player scoring. A real Star Trek 
with teeth. 16K ram pack needed. 

£19.99, Lance Sucharov 

RATING 

Pixel 

REALLY brilliant — absolutely 
wonderful. Are you ready for a 
great graphic adventure? 

You have your spaceship Pega- 
sus, plus 1,000 credits to buy fuel 
and food to trade. The base is on the 

Now on to Beta. You have to 

manually steer Pegasus into Beta’s 
orbit. If you miss the orbit you will 
be sucked into the great planet 
Meridien. Fortunately a space tug 
from Beta is on hand to rescue you, 
but at a hefty price in credits. Here 
you have to load the second part of 
the program — it’s in three parts. 
Tbe Getas drive a hard bargain. 

On Alpha you must steer your ship 
onto the satellite, using cursor keys, 

and avoid an expensive crash. You 

can refuel on Gamma by gobbling 

the fuel and making a quick get- 
away. Youre forced to land on 
Delta, and manoeuvre through the 
Delta slums. Finally home again to 
Epsilon to work out your profits. A 
trip of a lifetime. £14.95 

LS 

RATING 

(Battle at the edge of time) 

Llamasoft Software 

WAY, way out this one. Here you 
are a gun-toting llama! Under joy- 
stick: control, a sweet little llama 

trots backwards and forwards at the 
bottom of the screen. A spider slow- 
ly descends on a thread from on 
high. Press the firing button and a 
withering fire spouts from your 
now-not-so-sweet llama’s mouth. 
Hit the spider, splat, and you score 

but if you snap his thread, the evil 
wretch drops to ground and crawls 
revoltingly towards you. For- 
tunately your bullets ricochet to 
ground from a blue horizontal line, 
the height of which is controlled by 
the joystick. Lower this and you get 
a blistering intensity of hits against 
the crawlers. If the spider touches 
you (shivers), your world explodes. 

Highest score is displayed, but 
also there are no less than 32 levels 
of play. 
A simple, but great zappy game. 

Unexpanded Vic. £5.50. 

LS 

RATING 

Artic Computing Ltd 

USING a joystick or keys, you 
must slither your snake to eat all the 
flies and beetles, but beware of the 

deadly mushrooms! 
As you eat you grow longer, but 

you must try not to tie yourself in 
knots. After downing all the flies 
and beetles another lot appear, 
while you get longer and longer. 

It isn’t as easy as it looks. The 
green and yellow snake grew con- 

vincingly and although the 
graphics weren’t startling, I found 
the game really compulsive. Unex- 
panded Vic. £5.95. 

LS 

RATING 
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NEW RELEASES FOR THE DRAGON 32/64 

FROM SALAMANDER SOFTWARE 

ik. . E 

TURTLE 
GRAPHICS 

This program has been designed to provide a method of 
drawing pictures with your computer which is both fun 
and educational, and yet simple enough to be enjoyed by 
the young or inexperienced computer user and the 
enthusiast alike. 

Pictures are drawn by telling the “turtle” to move forward 
and turn so that it traces a picture on your TV screen or 4 colour 
printer/plotter. 

Powerful “repeat” and “word library” facilities allow you to 
build up new commands as you progress, and you can save your 
“word library” on cassette tape or floppy disc. 

The end result of using a system such as this is an increased 
knowledge of geometry, and a basic understanding 
of simple programming, making the program 
an ideal educational tool for all ages. 
@ Snappy 32 page manual included. 
e Runs from cassette or disc (using 

either Dragon Data DOS or Premier 
Microsystems DOS). 

@ Simple command structure. 
e Repeat command sequences - 

can be nested to 32 levels. 
e “Word” definition — 

can be nested to. 
30 levels. 

e Powerful “word 
library” handling. 

e@ Save and load 
library using 
cassette or disc. 

e Dynamic editing of 
command strings 
and word library. 

e Scaling and 
stretching commands. 
Will draw pictures 
on4colour @aAe 
_printer/plotter 
(TRS-80 GCR115,MCP-40, 
or compatible 
plotter). 

Price 
£9.95 

: e@ 22000 characters of data per file. 
e © 154 000 characters of data per disc file. 

2 

2 
DALLA -REPRIEVAL SYSTEM 

DRS is a powerful database package for the Dragon 
computer, supporting files stored either on cassette or 
disc {using the Dragon Data DOS). 

DRS has been designed for ease of use and flexibility. You 
can design your own database, specifying number and type of 
fields. Powerful full screen editor allows easy design of your own 
screens. 

DRS contains full facilities for adding, maintaining and 
deleting records. Fields may be added to or deleted from existing 
files even after records have been added. Search facilities allow 
for selection of records by any portion or combination of fields. 

DRS also has an extremely flexible report generator, allowing 
for anything from printing of labels to paged reports. 

e Each record may contain a maximum of 
| 480 characters, 26 

alphanumeric fields 
and 10 numeric fields. 
@ Inclusive, exclusive 

and ranged searches 
on alphanumeric 
fields. 

e Comparative 
searches on numeric 
fields. 

e Add, delete and 
change records. 

e User definable screen 
displays. 

e User definable report 
generator. 

e Record formats may be 
changed at any time. 

e Disc files require Dragon 
Data DOS. 

Price £14.95 

Tape duplication by 
DATACLONE 

8] 

et 
SOFTWARE 

17 Norfolk Road, Brighton, BN1 3AA. Telephone: Brighton (0273) 771942. 

Look out for these other new releases from Salamander Software. 

DRAGON: Wings of War £7.95 (WW II Adventure). The Cricklewood Incident £7.95 (Weird & Wondertul Adventure). 

BBC: Eagle £7.95 (Original Arcade Action). Turbo £9.95 (BASIC Compiler) 
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thbone Place 
London W1 

01-636 2666 

eBooks,Mags & Supplies 
eSoftware Demos 
eComputer-time rental 
eBusiness Software 
eData Base Design 

eFurniture 
eMuch Much more! 
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Softek 

AMAZING, ISN’T it how some 

scientific misconceptions crop up 
again and again. We all know 
they’re wrong — there is no sound 
in space, and, applicable to this pro- 
gram, Stone Age humanity and the 
dinosaurs didn’t co-exist. 

It’s a bit ungracious to be a 
palaeontological pedant, though, 
‘cos UGH! from Softek really is my 
favourite game this month. 

The attractively-rnamed UGH is 
a little figure, who you have to 
manoeuvre up a diagonal maze in 
order to steal pterodactyl eggs from 
a nest at the top of the hill. In the 
meantime, the owner of the eggs, 
understandably enraged, tries to 
drop rocks on you. If you dodge 
these, there’s a raving Tyran- 
nosaurus with a taste for human 
flesh about. Watch out for him — 
he’s a bit handy, know what I 
mean? 

You do get one spear for self- 
defence each time you return to 
base camp. Every 10,000 points 

pEaLatviats 
Rnb 

gets you a new maze to keep the in- 
terest up. 

I found the diagonal joystick 
movements needed, a bit hard to 

adjust to at first, but with a bit of 

practice I became thoroughly 
addicted. Excellent: £7.95 

Fin Fahey 

RATING i 
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Dragon Data 

OF THE latest range of Dragon 
Data arcade games, this is the only 
one that impressed me at all. I’m 
particularly peeved at the com- 
pany’s very gross packaging. One 
cassette and a very slim booklet 
come in an enormous plastic video 
case, bigger even than the standard 
VHS format. It doesn’t fit on my 
shelf, and quite honestly I feel it?s 

© 
mutton dressed as lamb. 
Having got that off my chest, I 

enjoyed Lunar Rover Patrol. You 
are in command of a moon-buggy 

trundling through various terrains. 
Among the hazards to avoid or 
destroy are flying saucers, vertical 
laser, boulders, horizontal laser and 

pot-holes, jumping over. The joy- 
stick control is nice and smooth, 

and the graphics are a treat — the 
mountains or buildings in the back- 
ground slide past in a convincing 
way. It looks as though there are 
five frames involving different 
landscapes and hazards on the way, 
but I only got as far as number three 
so you'll have to find out for your- 
self. 

I had to knock a point off the soft- 
ware rating because of the price — 
nearly £11 — means that the 
Dragon owner is being asked to pay 
about twice what a comparable 
Spectrum program would cost. 

Indeed, Dragon Data have priced 
their entire range a bit high. This is 

odd as expensive software means 
fewer machines are sold, which 

means more expensive software. As 
the makers, Dragon should surely 
be trying to force the market in the 
opposite direction. Ah well, mine is 
not to reason why! £10.95 

FF 
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Dragon Data 

OH NO! I’ve spent a large part of 
my life refusing to learn how to play 

Bridge — this was due to the dictum 

that all typical computer program- 
mers must be avid Bridge players 
... who wants to appear typical! 
Well, Bridge Master looks like be- 
ing my Nemesis. 

This is not really a Bridge-play- 
ing program in the sense that Chess 
programs play — its more of a pro- 
grammed tutorial — if you make an 
error the program gently corrects 
you. The package comes in two sec- 
tions — a ROM cartridge, which 
contains the program proper, and a 
cassette with details of 100 Bridge 
hands stored on it. For each hand, 

you may attempt to make the right 
bid, and having established that, 
you play the hand. 

As I’ve said, its impossible to lose 
a hand, as the computer corrects 
you, however, for every wrong bid 
or play, the program docks your 

percentage score, sO you can see 
how well you’re doing. I did find 
after a surprisingly few hands, I had 
much more insight into the bid- 
ding. 
The cassette — ‘“‘Making the 

Contract’? — comes with a booklet 
explaining each hand in detail, and 
Dragon Data say it’s the first of a 
series. Considering all it has to 
hold, this is one case where D.D.’s 

new packaging is justified. 
Quibbles — well I’d quite like to 

have been allowed to play badly, 
and, well, at nearly 30 crisp oncers, 

it does strike me as a little over- 
priced. As a teaching program, 
though, this package sets very high 
standards indeed. £29.95 

FF 
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THE TWO 
machines 

featured this 
month have 

little in common, 

except that their 

prices are similar. 
Oric’s Atmos is a 

British micro, in most 

respects an update of 
the popular Oric-1, 
while the Spectravideo 
is a new American 
machine. In many 
ways the two micros 
reflect two divergent 
marketing attitudes to 
home computing, and 
sO a comparison of 
their features should 
be revealing, particu- 
larly from the point of 
view of the first time 
user. 

Oric Atmos 

SV-318 



The only real distinction in 
sound capabilities between the 
Atmos and the SV-318 is that the 
latter channels the sound through 
the TV speaker, thus enabling har- 
monies, dissonance, etc. Better 

still, you can control the envelope 
shape of the output, and mix in a 
quantity of white noise. You 
therefore have a miniature syn- 
thesiser at your fingertips. The 
sound capabilities of either 
machine are far superior to, for ex- 
ample, the Spectrum, and in this 
respect they are comparable to 
more expensive micros, such as the 
BBC Model B. 

KEYBOARD AND CASING 

With the Atmos, Oric seems to be 

atoning for the tackiness of the 
original Oric-1. I took to the new 
machine at first sight. Compact, 
and with an unfussy elegance, it’s 
decked out in a simple two-colour 
decor — black for the top and the 
character keys, and red for the rest, 
including a user-programmable 
function key. More important, it’s 
got a real keyboard, with good tac- 
tile feed-back and a space-bar. It’s 
certainly good enough for word- 
processing applications. For ex- 
ample, I typed this review using the 
Atmos, and it was a painless pro- 
cess. There is one slight oddity, and 
that’s due to the rearrangement of 
the keys. On the Oric-1, the left- 
arrow key was to the right of the Z 
key — on the Atmos it’s on the left. 
‘So what?” you may say! Well un- 
fortunately, I know of at least three 
pieces of Oric-1 software, which 
you can use on the Atmos, that use 
these two keys to move right and 
left. With the positions reversed, 
life becomes a bit confusing! - 
With the SV-318, Spectravideo 

has gone for a more gimmicky lay- 
out, but it has its good points. The 
case is tasteful enough, in stylish 
cream and brown, but the keys are 
rubber, somewhat like the Sinclair 

Spectrum, although fortunately 
there is a space-bar. The keyboard 
had a rather dead feel, I thought, 

and the key spacing didn’t seem 
quite right. And it has a built-in 
joystick! Having encountered one 
of these before, I wasn’t impressed. 
Well I’m happy to say in this case 
it’s a sensible innovation. 

The joystick is not really for play- 
ing games with, it isn’t durable 
enough, and is mostly for moving 
the text cursor around the screen. 
This makes program editing, for 
example, a delight. You can pull it 

ORIC ATMOS, SV-318 

TWIN TEST 
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out and use the base as a touch-pad 
too. There are two joystick ports on 
the side of the machine for games 
applications. In addition, the 
SV-318 has anumber of text editing 
keys: delete, insert, cut, etc., and 

most wonderful, it has five pro- 
grammable function keys, unusual 
on a machine of this price. The 
machine automatically displays the 
function you have assigned to each 
key on the bottom of the text 
screen. 

BASIC 

Of course, for the non-machine 

code programmer, it’s not a lot of 
use having wonderful graphics 
and/or sound capabilities if you 
can’t manipulate them from Basic. 
In this area, I think, the 

Atmos falls down. 
Atmos Basic is fundamentally the 

same as that of the Oric-1. The Oric 
is a notoriously bug-ridden 
machine, and the Atmos contains 

new ROMs which seem to have the 
problems ironed out. For example, 
the TAB command now works and 

the machine doesn’t throw glitch 
characters when printing. In addi- 
tion, a new comand, PRINT , 

allows easier screen formatting in 

text mode. 
SV-318 Basic is a partial im- 

plementation of the MSX standard, 
which is to say Microsoft Extended 
Basic, and as such it contains a 

number of quite advanced func- 
tions. Getting to the important bits 
first, you. can program sound using 
the MML — Music Macro Lan- 
guage — and graphics using GML 
— Graphic Macro Language. This 
is a trifle pretentious, since the two 
features are simply PLAY and 
DRAW, also utilised by the low- 
priced Dragon 32. In order to playa 
sequence of musical tones, or plot a 
shape, you can follow the Basic 
command with a string containing 

short sub-commands. I have to 
admit, it’s quite powerful, and 

coupled with sprite graphics and 
three-channel sound, a knock-out! 

The poor old Atmos, on the other 
hand, struggles along with some 
rather elementary line draw com- 
mands and a limited CIRCLE com- 
mand. The SV-318 has this too, but 

can draw more than circles — 
ellipses, and segments of curves. 
Atmos sound commands are not so 
bad, but a little tricky to handle, 
particularly for the first-time user. 
The SV-318 allows you to trap 

Basic errors, ON ERROR GOSUB 

... and you can detect sprite colli- 
sions ON SPRITE GOSUB... It 
also has a very nice range of system 
commands: block DELETE, pro- 
gram MERGE, automatic line 
numbering, all these are built-in. 
On most micros, you need to buy a 
programmer’s took-kit for this sort 
of stuff! SV-318 Basic doesn’t have 
the extended loop control DO... 
WHILE and DO ... UNTIL 
useful for writing good structured 
Basic, while the Atmos does, but in 

my mind that is outweighed by the 
excellent graphic and sound func- 

tions. 

THE MANUAL 
LOric Atmos LL. 

I should say, first off, that Oric 
has actually supplied a manual this 
time, and not an insult to the user’s 

intelligence, as with the Oric-1 
manual. The Atmos manual cer- 
tainly looks impressive, in keeping 
with the elegant appearance of the 
machine, but once you open the 
cover, it’s a fairly impenetrable 
document, from a beginner’s point 
of view. The old Oric hand of 
course, should find it very useful in- 
deed — Oric has supplied addresses 
of ROM routines, and useful 

system addresses, and there seems 
to be many a little gem hidden in 
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there. The SV-318 manual is writ- 
ten almost entirely from the begin- 
ner’s viewpoint. Unfortunately it 
comes across as simple-minded 
rather than thorough, which means 
that experienced programmers will 

find it infuriating. Many advanced 
commands are simply not mention- 
ed except on the accompanying for- 
mat card — the best bit, and there is 

no proper index. For some reason, 
the only function explained in any 
detail is sound generation. Pretty 
hopeless! 

EXPANSION 

[sv-318 a TO 
When it comes to memory there’s 

no real contest, although the Atmos 
is marketed as a 48K machine, 

which the old Oric-1 was, the initial 

screen on my review model in- 

dicates only about 36K free 
memory. I suspect that some of the 
user-space has been eaten by the 
new corrected ROMs. 
The SV-318, on the other hand 

looks superficially similar, with 
32K of user RAM, 19K of this, 

however, is Video RAM, and seems 

to be inaccessible to the Basic pro- 
grammer. This rather restricts 
one’s Adventure games! Further 
memory expansion is possible, and 
the machine supports memory 
banking, but this requires the pur- 
chase of a multi-slot motherboard, 
and an extra RAM module, at a cost 

of some £33. 
With peripherals, the Spectra- 

video certainly has the range, but at 
increased cost. Add-ons range from 
5.25 inch 173K floppy discs to the 
SV-901 80-column dot-matrix 
printer. The SV-318 will not use 
any ordinary off-the-shelf cassette 
recorder, but the SV-903 cassette 

drive must be purchased instead. 
The only advantage this has over a 
normal recorder is that it gets its 
power supply from the console, 
hence reducing the number of 
cables. This, in my opinion does 
not justify the extra cost, £40, and is 

some cause for resentment. In 
general, the majority of SV-318 
peripherals are orientated towards 
the business user. 

Oric Products, on the other hand, 

reflect the small micro market in 
this country much more directly. 
The low cost printer/plotter, the 
MCP-40, has been out for some 

time, and considering that you get a 
£40 discount voucher on every 
Atmos purchased, represents value 
for money at £129.95. Low-cost 3 
inch disc drives are expected soon 

too. These will each hold 320K and 
cost about £220 each. Perhaps the 
biggest drawback that the Atmos 
has is the lack of a standard joystick 
port, whereas the SV-318 will func- 
tion with standard Atari joysticks. 

SOFTWARE 

LoricArmos ME TTY 

The Oric-1 has been out some 
time now, and there is a fair amount 

of software on the market for it: It 
must be admitted that in com- 
parison with for example Spectrum 
Software, the general standard is 
mediocre. A number of excellent 
packages exist, such as Melbourne 
House’s Hobbit, and Tansoft’s 

products are showing a lot of pro- 
mise, both in arcade games — they 
do a fine implementation of 
Defender — and system software — 
I’m writing this review using 
Author, their cassette-based word 

processor. It seems likely that the 
Oric/Atmos market will continue to 
expand. 

There may on the other hand be 
some problems involved in using 
Oric-1 software with the Atmos. 
Firstly, if a machine-code program 
uses a routine in the old ROM, it 

may not work on the Atmos, 
secondly the cassette operating sys- 
tem is a little touchy, and some pro- 
grams may refuse to load. In prac- 
tice, out of about ten cassettes, I on- 

ly had loading problems with two, 
and one game got hung up, which is 
probably due to ROM mismatch. 
The SV-318 of course, being new 

to this country has no established 
software base. Three specimens of 

RATING 
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software came with the machine. 
Cross Force turned out to be a mild- 
ly addictive but uninspiring shoot- 
em-up which came on a ROM cart- 
ridge — good background graphics 
though! Armoured Assault, a two- 
person tank battle scenario was 
about as much fun as being hit in 
the face with a wet haddock. 

Introduction to Basic, rather than 

being a wonderful full-graphics 
programming tutorial, was just a 
collection of rather simple Basic 
routines on tape. You’d be better 
off taking them out of books, and 
magazines like this one, say I. Nota 
lot to go on, if representative of the 
software range. There is, however, 
a Colecovision Games Adaptor 
available, which will allow their 

cartridges to be used with the Spec- 
travideo. But why not buy a 
Colecovision unit then? 

Finally, the SV-318 will run the 
CP/M_ operating system. This 
makes available a very wide range 
of business and utility software, but 
is probably of peripheral interest to 
the British home user. 

VALUE FOR MONEY 

Cr seen 

Atmos is basically the machine 
that Oric should have been market- 
ing in the first place. It’s being 
pushed primarily as competition 
for the Acorn Electron. Although, 
in keeping with the British home 
computer market and its establish- 
ed software base, it is largely in- 
tended for games and educational 
use; paradoxically, its excellent 
keyboard and low-cost peripherals 
suit it for cheapo word-processing 
and similar mundane tasks. It is 
also £30 cheaper than the SV-318, 
at £170 as opposed to £199. In fact, 
a system comprising Atmos, Oric 
printer, and a 320K disc drive, will 

set you back about £520. Its big 
limitation is the Basic, which is not 

the world’s best. 
The SV-318, on the other hand, 

looks less like a business computer, 
but because of American home 
market requirements is partly being 
pushed as one; home computer 
owners apparently like to think that 
their machine is “‘useful”’ in some 
way. 

Its quasi-MSX Basic is its strong- 
est point vis-a-vis the Atmos, but 
the main point against it is the limit- 
ed software range available. 
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THE triple test ratings match those in the hardware buyers guide. They vary between a single 
block, which means that the micro in question is seriously lacking in the department under 
investigation, to five blocks, which means that in this area the micro is one of the best. 
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Game 

SPECTRUM 
Krakatoa 

Football Manager 

Birds and the Bees 

Mrs Mopp 

The Island 

Night Gunner 

Fighter Pilot 

Scuba 

The Skull 

3D Seiddab Attack 

Code Name Mat 

Lunor Crabs 

Abersoft Forth 

¥ Melbourne Draw 

MySecret File 

Wheelie 

Train Game 

Escape 

Trash Man 

Flight Simulator 

Chequered Flag 

Scrabble 

Aquaplane 

The Snowman 

Fred 

Dragons Bane 

Bugabod the Flea 

Eskimo Eddie 

Hunchback 

Mr. Wimpy 

Snooker 

1994 

Sheer Panic 

Tribble Trouble 

Manic Miner 

Jetset Willy 

Thrusta 

Push Off 

Omertron 

Atic Atac 

Lunar Jet Man 

Tranz Am 

Jet Pac 

Blue Thunder 

3D Ant Attack 

Bugaboo the Flea 

VIC 20 
Pimble Wizard 

Scramble 

Dark Dungeons 

Flight Zero One Five 

Vic Gammon 

Chess 

Falcon Fighter 

Hellgate 

Space Joust 

3D Time Trek 

Wizard and Princess 

Cosmonauts 

Jet Pac 

Crazy Kong 

HURG 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 
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DISCOUNT SOFTWARE SUPPLIES 

AMAZING SOFTWARE BARGAINS BY MAIL, 100's OF TITLES AVAILABLE! 
TELEPHONE ORDERS WELCOME. WRITE OR RING NOW FOR FULL DETAILS 

House 

Abbex 

Addictive 

Bug Byte 

Computersolve 

Crystal 

Digital 

Digital 

Durell 

Games MCN 

Hewson 

Micromega 

Micromega 

Melbourne House 

Melbourne House 

Mosaic 

Microphoric 

Microphoric 

New Generation 

New Generation 

Psion 

Psion 

Psion 

Quicksilva 

Quicksilva 

Quicksilva 

Quicksilva 

Quicksilva 

Ocean 

Ocean 

Ocean 

Visions 

Visions 

Visions 

Software Pro. 

Software Pro. 

Software Pro. 

Software Pro. 

Software Pro. 

Software Pro. 

Ultimate 

Ultimate 

Ultimate 

Ultimate 

R. Wilcox 

Quicksilva 

Quicksilva 

Terminus 

Terminus 

Anirog 

AVS 

Bug Byte 

Bug Byte 

Interceptor 

Llamasoft 

Software Pro. 

Anirog 

Melbourne House 

Melbourne House 

Ultimate 

Anirog 

Llamasoft 

VALHALLA BY LEGEND 

Make cheques payable to Discount Software Supplies. 

RRP 

3.00 
6.95 
5.99 
5.95 
7.50 
6.95 
LB) 
5.95 
7.95 
5.95 
6.95 
6.95 

14.95 
8.95 
9.95 
5.95 
5.95 
5.95 
5.95 
7.95 
6.95 

15.99 
6.95 
6.95 
6.95 
6.95 
6.95. 
5.90 
6.90 
5.90 
8.95 
6.95 
5.95 
5.95 
5.96 
5.95 
5.95 
5.95 
5.95 
5.50 
5.50 
5.50 
5.50 
5.50 
6.95 
6.95 

7.95 
725 
5.95 
5.95 
6.95 
7.95 
6.00 
6.00 
5.95 
5.95 
5.95 
5.95 
5.50 
7125 
5.50 

Our Price 

Inc. P&P 

5.00 
6.00 
4.95 
4.95 
7.50 
6.00 
7.00 

5.00 
7.00 
5.00 
6.00 
6.00 

11.95 
7.95 
8.95 
4.95 
4.95 
4.95 
4.95 
7.00 
6.00 

13.99 
6.00 
6.00 
6.00 
6.00 

5.90 
4.90 

SPECIAL OFFERS FOR THE SPECTRUM 

THE HOBBIT + BOOK BY MELBOURNE HOUSE 

To Discount Software Supplies, please accept my order for the following Programs/ Special Offers: 

Game 

BBC 
Dare Devil Denis 

A Maze in Space 

Fortress 

My Secret File 

Paras 

COMMODORE 64 
Dark Dungeons 

Space Pilot 

Galaxy 64 

Zylogon 

Dungeons 

Twin Kingdom Valley 

Flying Feathers 

Colussus Chess 

Revenge of Mutant Camels 
Hellgate 

Jumping Jack 

Grid Trap 

China Mina 

Assembler 64 

Siren City 

My Secret File 

Mr. Wimpy 

Bugaboo the Flea 

Sting 64 

Snooker 

Transylvanian Tower 

Manic Miner 64 

Crazy Kong 

Dinky Doo 

Alley Cat 

ORIC 
Scuba 

Star Fighter 
Mr. Wimpy 

Ice Giant 

Oric Munch 

Ultima Zone 

Lone Raider 

Rat Splat 

Hobbit 

Galaxy Five 

Visions 

Opus 

Pace 

Mosaic 

Lothlorien 

Anirog 

Anirog 

Anirog 

DISCOUNT SOFTWARE SUPPLIES 
8 PORTLAND ROAD, LONDON W171 4LA. 01-221 1473 

RRP Our Price 

Inc. P&P 

Big G Software 

Anirog 

Bug Byte 

Bubblebus 

CDS 

Llamasoft 

Llamasoft 

Livewire 

Livewire 

Interceptor 

Interceptor 

Interceptor 

Mosaic 

Ocean 

Quicksilva 

Quicksilva 

Visions 

R. Shepherd 

Software Pro 

Software Pro. 

Software Pro. 

Solar 

Durell 

Durell 

Ocean 

Softek 

Tansoft 

Tansoft 

6.95 
6.95 
6.90 
6.95 
7.90 
8.50 

Seven Software 7.50 

Tansoft 73 
Melbourne House 14.95 

Durell 6.95 

EDUCATIONAL SPECIAL PACKS 

SPECTRUM PACK A 

GCE Equations 

GCE Geometry 

O-Level Chemistry 

French Mistress B 

COMMODORE 64 PACK B 

Open Sesame 

Time Traveller 

Beseiged 

Word Power 

RN PORN S18 ceo headaceccdsenede yy FRR enclosed. Please debit my Access/Visa Card No. ...........cccceccceceeeeeeeee ; 
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Address 

RRP 

£29.35 

RRP Our Price 

£39.80 £32.00 

z OUR PRICE 

95 £10.95 
95 £11.95 
95 £11.95 

[DISCOUNT SOFTWARE SUPPLIES 

8 Portland Road, London W11 4LA. 01-221 1473 

Send SAE for up to date list of our amazing bargains. 
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Paul Bond 
**EQUALISE pressure,” said the Captain. I 

could feel my ears pop as the excess pres- 

sure lessened. Cool air streamed into the 

submarine from overhead — the upper lid 

was open. The fans were switched on and 
began to suck mighty draughts of air into 

what seemed destined only moments 

earlier to become our coffin. 

It’s quite possible to get this carried away 

playing Rod Hopkins’ Hunter Killer pro- 

gram, available from Protek Computing 

Ltd. This game, for the 48K Sinclair 7X 

Spectrum, places you in the role of com- 
mander of a British S-type submarine on an 

important mission off the coast of German 

Heligoland and Denmark during World 

War Two. You are hunting an enemy 

submarine. Destroyers are hunting you. 

The coast is heavily mined — if you don’t 
pop your pressure hull on a mine, the coast 

will probably peel you open like a sardine 

can, 
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There are three main screens to concentrate on 

in this game: the control room, the periscope 
view, and the chart room. The control room is 

the first display you see: it gives you a pretty 
comprehensive up-date on hydroplane angle, 
depth meter, periscope, radar display, echo 
sounder, Asdic, torpedoes left, speed, rudder 

angle and heading. All this is pretty well thought- 
out: Asdic comes on automatically at depths 
greater than 10 feet — you hear it pinging — and 

on the surface, the radar is switched on to replace 

it. The echo sounder is a kind of flat oscilloscope 
display which rises as the depth of water below 
the keel falls. 

“Further realism 

is added” 

Further realism is added by the inclusion of 
this type of submarine’s double motor arrange- 
ment. Before the introduction of atomic piles in 
the American submarine Nautilus and in the 
British sub Dreadnought, most submarines used, 
and many still do, one diesel and one electric 
engine. When running on the surface you can use 
the diesel engine — this recharges the other 
engines, which are electric and used only when 
the vessel is submerged. On your Spectrum, you 
just press the E. key to make the changeover. 
To fire the torpedoes — and this is, after all, 

what we’re here for — you press the T key. You 
can even abort a salvo by pressing A. Torpedoes 
cannot be fired unless the boat is keeping a steady 
depth and the rudder is midships — straight, to 
you. 

If any of the Focke-Wulf Condors busy looking 
for you in the air start to home in, you hear it 
approach and the klaxon sounds. You have two 

minutes to get 30 feet of water over your conning 
tower, or else it is wet feet all round. If you faff 
around too long in front of the target sub, it also 
puts a tin fish into you with much the same result. 
This may give you an inkling of the complexity of 

this program: the screen display is colourful and 
functional, and the documentation which comes 

with the program is clear and informative — even 
to the extent of telling you a great deal about the 
history and design of S-boats. 

There is also a dual game option on the same 
cassette — to play this you need two ZX 
Spectrums both fitted with Interface 1 and their 
own T'V sets. They need to be linked using the 
networking lead supplied with Interface 1 as 
shown in the Interface 1 and Microdrive manual. 
The game is pretty cerebral, however. It may 

not appeal to people only recently weaned from 
Space Invaders. So try and make sure before you 
buy it that you’re not getting in over your head, 
literally. In a lighter vein — if we can talk about 
representations of men locked in mortal conflict 
against each other and the elements in this way — 
is Sumlock’s Destroyer for the unexpanded 
Vic-20. 

This is not a bad little shoot-em-up, consider- 
ing it is crammed into that little 3K of onboard 
memory. There is plenty of action going on here. 
You control a destroyer which can drop depth 

charges fore and aft, fire at attacking aircraft, and 
dodge out of the path of falling bombs and rising 
submarine missiles. There are a lot of keys to 
press here, so plenty of co-ordination is called for. 

“A stylish touch” 

A stylish touch is the line at the bottom of the 
screen showing how long you have survived. If 
you get through an entire screen without 
drowning, you are awarded a bonus on the basis 
of aircraft floating about in the oggin as a result of 
your activities. The graphics are nothing to write 
home about, but given the limitations of the 
machine, it’s not at all bad. 

Sub by J. M. Dora, available from Romik, is 

another game for instrumentation freaks — you 
don’t get so much as a peek at a periscope. As 
captain of anti-submarine frigate Anachronous 

you are attempting to sink a Soviet Yankee-class 
submarine. This is actually quite a good way to 
start a world war — it is almost worth pointing 
out that there were almost as many collisions 
between American submarines and Soviet vessels 
in Russian territorial waters during the 70s as 

“Clandestine 
submerged visitors” 

there have been clandestine submerged visitors 

to Swedish naval bases just recently. It’s six of 
one and half a dozen of the other, and it is a bit 

cavalier to bring out program scenarios like this 
which play on uninformed prejudices. Having 
got this off my chest, the game does not really 
compare with Hunter Killer for complexity or 
accuracy. 
The screen display has a large central circle, 

looking suspiciously like a sonar scope, but in fact 

showing your heading, and in the top left-hand 
corner, a square showing his heading. Other on- 
screen readouts indicate what quadrant the sub is 
in and at what depth, the depth your depth- 
charges are set to explode at, and your speed. The 
heading is also shown, likewise range and depth- 

charges left. If you knew what speed the sub was 
travelling at, the whole operation might be a bit 

less hit and miss. As it was, I was on top of the sub 
several times blasting away like a scene from Ice 
Station Zebra or the Bedford Incident but he 
never blew up. Which is probably just as well for 
world peace. 
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Moby Dick, from PSS is a similar scenario to 
Destroyer, but a trifle quirky. For one thing 
while you’re happily blasting away at passing 
submarines and helicopters, you must avoid 
killing whales. If you do terminate a cetacean, lo 
and behold, an ecological hardliner turns up in 
the shape of an indestructible green ship which 

rams you. For another thing you have to try and 

catch pilots parachuting out of helicopters you 
have hit. This actually is impossible. You usually 

end up catching bombs instead. Moving away 

from war at sea, Romik Software’s Loch Ness 

Monsters by Steven Green for the 48K Oric puts 

us into a population control situation. 
The once-legendary Loch Ness Monster has 

over the many lonely years in the deep loch 
evolved into a dangerous self-reproducing 
species. Instead of lurking in the murky depths, it 
now terrorises visitors in shoals. I tried loading 

this program on an Atmos which is supposed to 

“You slap the 
hapless beasts” 

be software-compatible, but no luck. You slap the 
hapless beasts by harpooning them, or collecting 
up to 25 fish and depositing them in one, 
poisoned batch. You use the cursor keys to steer 
and space bar to fire. The poisoned fish are 
dropped by using either of the smaller- 

than/larger-than symbol keys. 
If you harpoon a monster, its tail will drop off 

where you hit it, or if you hit it in the head, it dies. 
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The poisoned fish have an inexplicable tendency 

to explode. There are also weeds which impede 

your progress and make a realistic chug-a-chug 

sound emerge from your tortured engines. This 

game has all the promise of being an original, 

though cynics will say it is really a sort of slow 

version of centipedes. There is a great rendition 

of “You'll take the high road’’ during the title 

sequence which normally clears the room in 

about ten minutes. The monsters don’t have 

humps. 

Scuba Diver from Durell Software is probably 

one of the best graphic games around for the ZX 

Spectrum. A brilliant blue sea, a sunny Pacific 

day, but beneath that beautiful surface lurks 

sharp-fanged white death. Also blue and pink 

death. The screen is split in two; the right side is 

the status panel showing depth, oxygen, top 

score, your score. On the left is the sea. 

At the beginning of the game you see a boat 

with three divers. When you start, your diver 

Protek 

Romik 

PSs 

Sumlock 

Romik 

Durell 

Hunter Killer 

Sub 

Moby Dick 
Destroyer 
Loch Ness Monster 

Scuba Diver 

lurches realistically over the stern, usually onto a 

Portuguese man-o’war lurking under the keel. If 

you can avoid this fate you zip down to the seabed 

without bumping into any of the local fauna, and 

grab pearls from oysters when they open by 

touching them with your diver. There are shoals 

of piranha fish, the aforesaid technicolour sharks, 

and deeper down, an octopus. It is like watching 

“The World About Us”’. It is a pity the keyboard 

has no David Attenborough option. 

The octopus blocks your entrance to the deeper 

levels, where there are clams with pearls, instead 

of oysters. There are also oxygen cylinders and 

treasure-chests. You can’t spear the exotic life- 

forms down here; you have to use your native 

cunning to stay alive and kicking. The keys 

selected on loading are X to rotate clockwise, and 

Symbol Shift to move forward and decelerate. 

But you can re-define the keys as a special option 

for this is included. This means that the game can 

be programmed for use with most joysticks. 

Spectrum 
Spectrum 
CBM-64 
Vic-20 

Oric 
Spectrum 
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THE TROUBLE with most computer chess 
games is that they tend to be very smart, 
even at basic levels, so you won’t catch 
them making many mistakes. On the other 
hand, they can be very forgiving of your 
mistakes — you can often take back moves 
— cheat. On a lighter note, their big 
advantage for me is that when you get the 
upper hand, you can’t see those satisfying 
signs of nervous behaviour, such as 
glowering, nail biting, fits of depression, or 
even attempts to pull out the plug — the 
equivalent of kicking over the chess table. 
Maybe after last month’s feature on speech 
synthesisers, chess programs could be 
humanised to say ‘‘oh no’’, ‘‘I didn’t think 
of that’’, ‘‘you are clever’’, or even ‘I hate 
to do this after such a good game, but check- 

mate’’. 

>) Stare = 

Most people have tried their hand at the 
time-honoured game of chess, and it's a 
great thrill to finally checkmate your 
luckless opponent. Today, there are many 
computer games on the market, so you can 
have your own ready-made opponent on 
most types of computer. 
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All the chess programs have several 
levels of play usually between five and ten. 
The easiest levels will often give an immedi- 
ate response by the computer, while at the 
highest levels, the computer will take 
several hours to make a move — a sort of 
masochism chess. I chose a level of play on 
each chess program that was nearest to ten 
seconds response time. This was obtained 
from the manufacturer’s literature or if 
unavailable from my own calculations. 
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Except for one program this was always one 
or two levels above the lowest. 

I should say that the championship 
results don’t indicate that one game is 
better than another. All of them are com- 
petent players, and if you want a higher 
standard, you can always play at a higher 
level, but pay the penalty of a longer game. 
If you do want to compare games, the 
choice will mostly centre round the various | 
special options, and I will describe much of 
these as we go along. I was able to get seven 
gamies in time for this chess championship, 
four for the Spectrum, and one each for the 
Vic-20, the Atari 400 and the Electron. 

The plan was to play every chess pro- 
gram against every other one. This playout 
took 21 games, plus an extra one when one 
game was aborted. Each game took about 
an hour (with a fair amount of time in 
setting up and keeping everything running 
-sweetly!). After that, the programs had all 
their wins totted up and the two highest 
became the champions. They had a final 
game at a higher level to find the champion 
of champions! 

The championship 

Psion Chess 
First program was Psion Chess for the 
Spectrum which was played against the 
Atari Chess. Psion quickly gained the 
upper hand, kept up its attack from the 
start and won. Not terribly exciting, but a 
good clean fight. Psion’s instructions did 
not give any idea of the time for each of its 
nine levels of play. I timed it to level 3. 
However, as the game progressed it was 
taking anything up to a minute to play. 
What was nice about the Psion unlike the 
other Spectrum games, was that every time 
a key was pressed, a tinkling sound was 
made, so you knew the input was 
registered. It also listed on the screen the 
last fourteen moves of each player, and the 
total number of moves made. 
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Psion won three of its six matches and 
performed very well against others. 
Further options you could summon up in 
this program were advice from the com- 
puter on your move, and saving programs 
to printer and tape. 

Atari Chess 
The Atari not only came second best 
against Psion, but also against every other 
of the chess programs. Bottom of the league 
Pm afraid. From its literature this was the 
only one that was on its lowest level of play. 
The next level up, however, did over- 
extend its play time. It did make some daft 
moves now and then. As to the screen dis- 
play, it had the largest chess board of the lot 
— good for myopics — but then again it told 
you nothing else, other than the level of 
play. Everything had to be entered by joy- 
stick which couldn’t induce the cursor to 
move faster than a snail’s pace across the 
board. One thing I did like which was 
unique to Atari, was, having moved a piece 
it left the cursor in the piece’s former 
position. This helped in picking up a game 
that had been left off. You could summon 
an option to set up a game. With a 1979 
copyright, it was the joint oldest game with 
Sargon. 

The Turk 

Cyrus Chess 

-Superchess III 
Superchess III for the Spectrum, by C. P. 
Software was one of the two champions of 
the first round, and had a stiff fight from 
Psion. The match started cautiously on 
both sides, each building up a pyramid of 
forces on their own side of the board, and 
castling modestly. By the 16th move neither 
had crossed the middle line, with Psion 

| taking noticeably longer to play. Then 
| Psion attacked. A real struggle followed 
and Superchess looked as. if it might lose. 
But Psion lost a rook and Superchess took 
advantage to make an elegant checkmate. 
Classy. 

Superchess III (or 3.0 as it says on the 
box) is the newest program, with a 
copyright of ist December 1983. I had to 
time this one like Psion, and chose level 1. 
Level 0 seemed immediate. This game had 
the most intriguing goodies on the screen. 
The best was the “‘score’’. This gave a 
special assessment of the program’s board 
position. Points are given for taking pieces 
e.g. 16 for a pawn, 144 for a queen, but also 
for pinning pieces down, and for pieces 
with good control and mobility on the 
board. Penalties are for obstructed posi- 
tions. There is also a ‘“‘nodes’’ number, 

which is the number of positions con- 
sidered before play. Options that can be 
summoned up are forcing the computer to 
move if you can’t wait, advice on your 
move, play itself, change sides, set up a 
game and others. 

Superchess had another cautious game, 
this time with Cyrus. The former slowly 
moved into attack and after some elegant 
play, Superchess won. In the match against 
the Turk, the latter quickly moved into the 
attack. Then slowly, Superchess went into 
the attack and made another fine check- 
mate with very few pieces taken. 

Cyrus Chess 
Cyrus Chess for the Spectrum by 
Intelligent Software, was the 1981 Euro- 
pean Champion. Unlike the other Spec- 
trum games, you don’t input co-ordinates 
of a move, but use the cursor keys. They 
make a pleasant little trimphone sound in 
use. Oddly the co-ordinates are not 
displayed round the board, but it does beep 
when it moves. You can also force a move, 
change sides, replay all the moves of a 
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Chess Tutor 
If you are a complete beginner, and can’t 

even tell a rook from a knight, then this is 

the program for you. Those with a rudi- 

mentary grasp of the game may find the 

technical terms for moves interesting, but 

otherwise will find the exercises on how to 

move a pawn very tedious. 

Chess Tutor starts by explaining the 

board, giving you exercises to ensure you 

understand — it does this throughout. 

Then it tells you where all the pieces go, 
followed by detailed instruction on each 

game, and set up a game for study. There is 

also a printer facility, and saving a game to 

tape. The feature I liked best was to take 

back a move. I did sometimes key in a move 

wrongly which was played. Here it could be 

simply taken back, while with other 

programs you would have to go through a 

lengthy set-up routine. Cyrus was the only 

one to display the pieces taken, which 

unfortunately were almost too small to see. 

Electron Chess 
Electron Chess for the Acorn Electron, by 

Program Power, did manage to beat the 

Atari conclusively, and after a long drawn- 

out contest, the Turk program as well. 

These were the only two it beat, and was 

unexcitingly put down by the other pro- 

grams. The board was large and clear on 

the screen, and I liked the two clocks show- 

ing cumulative time taken by each player to 

move. The clocks did reveal that the 

Electron, like the Atari, was often taking 

less time on their moves. The only other 

thing the screen showed was last move co- 

ordinates. You could summon up options to 

set up a game, save to tape and blitz chess. 

Here you are allowed 10 to 30 seconds to 

move or you lose your go. 

The Turk 
The Turk for the Spectrum, by Oxford 
Computer Publishing, performed very well 
and deserved a higher score than winning 
just two of its six games. It beat Cyrus in an 
exciting game with both sides attacking 
strongly. The Turk was on its level 2 and 
had a long slog against Sargon. The latter 
won, although it took rather longer in its 
moves. An oddity with the Turk is that the 
white pieces are coloured brown. But it did 
mean they were difficult to distinguish 
from the black pieces particularly if the 
Spectrum got tired and threw wavy lines 
everywhere. Like Electron it could do blitz 
chess, load to tape and printer, do game set- 
ups, replay all the moves, and even play 

with itself! 

Sargon II 
Sargon II by the Commodore Home Com- 
puter Division, for the Vic-20 turned out to 
be one of the champions for the first stage. 
It also was joint oldest with the Atari, with a 
1979 copyright. Unfortunately I found the 
board difficult to read. It was stretched 
widthways, and used only the colours blue 

piece. The next part deals with check, 
checkmate, stalemate and castling. The 
final part sounds very complicated, forks, 
double attacks and skewers, but they are 
just technical terms for what will become 

every day moves. 
Although Chess Tutor ensures you have 

grasped the basic rules, and tests you con- 
stantly along the way, you won’t get a 
chance to play a game. This is a pity 
because perhaps the regular chess games 
available will be a little too difficult at first. 

and white, while the pieces seemed too 

large for the squares. Having got that gripe 

over, it certainly played splendid chess. It 

displays the last 11 or so moves and can use 

a joystick or the usual co-ordinate keying to 

move. Options were, game set-up and 

advice on moves. Level 1 was used — level 0 

seemed immediate. 

Like Psion it would start quickly but then 

could take a minute to move. Against Psion, 

Sargon breached the king’s pawn line but 

was fought back. Psion had a go next but 

was also beaten back. A final onslaught by 

Sargon won through. Against Cyrus there 

was an exciting game of pawn warfare. The 

battle was neck-and-neck to the end when 

Cyrus capitulated. Finally in the first 

round, it came up against the only other one 

that hadn’t lost a match, Superchess IIf. 

Sargon started off with a limited attack, 

taking somewhat longer over its moves. An 

exchange of queens followed with the 

initiative only just with Sargon. Super- 
chess’s intriguing ‘“‘score’? kept ebbing 
lower. Superchess did press attacks, but 
Sargon kept up the pressure and finally 
won. Thus Sargon II was the overall winner 
of the first round, with no losses! 

Champion of champions 
For this final match, Sargon II was playing 

| black on level 2. Superchess III was playing 

white at level 3, which gave just about the 

same playing time of about a minute. 
Superchess opened with a knight and there 
followed a pawn exchange. All the while 
Superchess’s personal ‘‘score’’ sank slowly 
and it seemed there was going to be are-run 
of the last game. Queens were exchanged, 
knights and bishops were exchanged and 
the ‘“‘score’? dropped to —21. Then Super- 
chess sacrificed a knight to bring Sargon’s 
king out into the open. The “‘score”’ started 
to rise and reached a high of + 38. But it fell 
back to +3 as a pawn battle developed. 
Superchess then got in several checks and 
managed to separate Sargon’s king from its 
other pieces. The “‘score”’ climbed to + 48. 

Superchess then battled a pawn forward to 

get a queen and the “‘score”’ leap to + 159. 

The queen eliminated Sargon’s rook and 
knight and managed to get the last pawn 

home for a second queen! The ‘“‘score”’ 

rocketted to +32,763 and Sargon II was 

quickly checkmated. 7 

So, it was hard luck Sargon, but a very 

sporting fight. And to Superchess III went 

my highest accolade of Champion of 

Champions! 

Championship table 

j 
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Chess Turk Chess Chess 

III Chess Chess Turk Chess 

The ! Atari 
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Psion Atari Electron 
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Jim Whiting was spotted by Godley and 
Creme, ex-10cc members, who used some of his 

characters to make a video for Herbie Hancock’s 
single, “Rockit”. You may have been lucky 
enough to see it, some time in January. 

The robots have evolved slowly. Jim started an 
Art school course, but left because he didn’t think 
it was the right place to be. He went through a 
series of different jobs; one was as a technician at 

the Architectural Association. While he was 
there he used their workshops as a studio, “I had 
all my junk in there, all these bodies and things.” 
The Bath Festival was his first opportunity to put 
on a show, “I made a ghost train for the kids 
there. I was very unpopular because the whole 
thing was run from a 2CV car, and it was an 
alternative technology festival. The exhaust of 
the car was blasting into the Friends of the Earth 
tent. A little pedal car with a boy in it went up a 
hill and backed into a sack of muesli and 
burst it.” 
Despite this he was asked back two years later. 

“I did a show in a graveyard with all these 
jumping suits. There were 16 suits on a cable, 
like a ski-lift, which I still use.”’ Jim did lots of 
small shows with these jumping suits, until 
finally he was asked to do a big show at the 
Hayward Gallery, the Hayward Annual in 1979. 
He staged an enormous piece with about 30 
businessmen — robots, not real. But the men 

weren't just sitting at desks, “‘one got kicked in 
the head by another man; two had wind coming 
out of their trousers and flew around like jets. 
About 20 feet up on a ski-lift, some robot men 
were chasing a secretary, and jackets and trousers 
were being winched up and down. I had no idea 
how to control it so I ended up at a desk about 15 
feet up, pressing a button three times a day.”’ At 
this stage he didn’t have a computer to synchron- 
ise his robots. 

Roof top robots 
The next big show was on the roof of the 

National Theatre in 1981. This time Jim’s robots 
were all programmed, not by computer, but by 
central heating timers and things like that. “All 
these bodies stood up in the middle of the night, 
and moved around until the early hours then 
collapsed before sunrise. So it was a night-time 
show with lots of light, and nothing left in the 
day.” After this he went back to doing a smaller 
show, costs are high and he’d made a loss doing 
the roof show despite efforts to find sponsors. “‘I 
grouped together these machines I call the un- 
natural bodies, the ones that were in the Herbie 

Hancock video, and I made a show called 
Purgatory, which is an area of judgement 
between heaven and hell.” 
The show was taken to Wales, North England 

and London. ‘‘It was erected on a big mast with 
flying nymphs on it and stuff like that. After I’d 
done that for a while I wanted to do a night-club 
piece, because I really like exhibiting out of the 
gallery context in a public space. I like the 
audience to be uninitiated, not necessarily a 
gallery viewing public. So I thought I’d have a 
stab at the night-clubs. I woke up one morning 
and suddenly decided to build the Pervy Men or 
three pairs of trousers personified. I wanted them 
to be human to such an extent that they would be 
quite endearing. I built them in about 10 days.” 
The first place Jim took the Pervy Men was the 

Edinburgh Festival. At this venue he had two big 
contracts for quite a lot of money, both of which 
were stopped and he had to fight to get some of 
the money back he had already spent. “One of 
them was called Sid the Ticket Collector, and he 

LL ease ee 

took tickets from one of the opera buildings down 
to the disused opera site. I built this ticket 
collector chap on a big cable, he had his own tape 
recorder and I made a computer for him, but they 
said they didn’t want him. So I came all the way 
down to London and picked up the Perves, took 
them up and made a slot-machine in a restaurant. 
They went down really well, you put 50 pence in 
and were able to control the men, while a record 
played; it was all automatic. People almost did it 
competitively, you could do so many different 
movements with them. On one of the first days I 
had them going I was playing around with them, 
and Adam, one of the Pervy Men, kicked this 

man in the head. He was the director who 
wouldn’t pay me, it’s funny that a couple of days 
after that he paid up.”’ Jim doesn’t usually name 
his characters, but this one was named after his 
girlfriend’s father, the other two men are the fat _ 
man and the tall man. ‘““The fat man moves like a 
fat man, the tall one’s very lanky, little Adam’s 
very fast.” 

People would give Sid the Ticket Collector 
money and off he’d go, and come back with their 
tickets, only sometimes he just didn’t come back. 
““He had this whole rhetoric; “would you like a 
ticket sir’, you put your money into his hand and 
he shot off and would come back with the ticket, 
*‘Here’s your ticket sir’, and things like that. He’d 
always say something different. He said his thank 
you once, and shot off with his money in his 
hand, and it was so funny because the man was 
already five minutes late and wanted his ticket 
quickly. He got stuck, he just wouldn’t move, I 
don’t know why, he always moved except this 
time. He was swinging up in the air with this 
fiver clenched in his little fist.’’ Unfortunately, 
Jim only had Sid going for the last three days of 
the Festival because of all the trouble. 
Jim then took the Pervy Men around several 

clubs; the Camden Palais, the Embassy and other 
London night clubs. It was when David Gail, _ 
whom he had met at the Bath Festival, mentioned 
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him to the Channel 4 production team that he got 
the chance to appear on our screens. “They let 
me do my own little five minute film of the Pervy 
Men getting out of bed, having breakfast and 
going to the club. Godley and Creme saw it and 
next thing is they asked me to bring all my robots 
to their studio. So we made the Godley and 
Creme video for Herbie Hancock.” The video 
was made in a day. “Godley and Creme worked 
very hard. They work together like one person, 
I’ve never seen two people work like that; totally 
unselfishly.” 

On tour with Herbie 
Herbie Hancock was impressed enough to take 

the robots on tour with him. “‘He took the Pervy 
Men, that’s why they’ve all been dry-cleaned, 
_and had their shoes polished. He took them and 
this lady.” “This lady’ is just a pair of legs with 
red stilletoes. ‘(He took one or two other men and 
a baby and they went down great guns.’’ When I 
visited Jim, he was getting his robots ready to go 
to Los Angeles, for the presentation ofa Grammy 
award to Herbie Hancock for the Rockit single. 
He’s hoping that a lot of work will come his way 
as a result of this. 
‘Going concurrently I’ve got this show called 

Judgement. It was on from mid-November until 
early January in Sheffield, people came from a 
hundred mile radius to see this show, but I can’t 

find a London venue. The Judgement show is a 
bit like a Heironymus Bosch painting. I have the 
Garden of Earthly Delights, there are two 
drunken barmen, a huge blue machine full of 
acrobats and a business machine with all these 
blokes on it, and upstairs, purgatory.” 
Jim Whiting has always built things. “I bought 

an enormous Mechano set from another boy for 
two weeks pocket money when I was at school. 
I'd buy whole sets of Mechano, so I was never 
short of it. I made fantastic toys while I was at 
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_ -, NEW thrillers from Artic!
 

COSMIC DEBRIS. 
Asteroids, plummetting through 
the galaxy, miss your spaceship 
by millimetres! Clean up or get 
blasted! And look out for 
unidentified alien nasties 
coming at you from nowhere! 
48K Spectrum £4.95 ALPHA-PROBE 
ORIC 1 48K £5.95 Explore strange new planets, 

practice delicate landing 

needed fuel or abandon your 
fateful mission. 
16K ZX81 £3.95 
16K/48K Spectrum £4.95 
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SNAKE di 
Among the flies and bugs your 
pet snake hungrily devours are 
a crop of poisonous 
mushrooms. Can you stop him 
eating them before it’s too late? 
Mind he doesn’t do himself in 
with his venomous bite! 
16K/48K Spectrum £4.95 
VIC-20 £5.95 

ARTIC COMPUTING LTD 
Main Street, Brandesburton, Driffield YO25 8RL 

Cheques and PO's payable to Artic Computing Ltd. 
Dealer enquiries welcome. Please state whether your 

order is for ZX81, Spectrum, VIC or ORIC. Access 

and Barclaycard welcome. 

WARNING: These programs are sold according to 
ARTIC COMPUTING LTD’s terms of trade and 
conditions of sale. Copies of which are available on 
request. 

Send $.A.E. (9in. x 6in.) for FREE catalogue of 
our wide range of programs. 

DIMENSION 
DESTRUCTORS dm 
An armada of 3 dimensional 

manoeuvres. Collect desperately Star Destroyers hurtle across 
your screen to destroy you. 
Swerve and fire to survive their 
attempts to blast you from the 
skys. Only the most skilled pilot 
will learn the terrible secret of 
this assault. The ultimate 3-D 
Space war game. 
Spectrum 48K ZX £5.95 

FROG CHASE 
Your pet frog has to make it 
Safely across a road filled with 
Speeding traffic. Then swim a 
river infested with vicious 
snapping turtles. Can you take 
him home without disaster? 
ViIC-20 £5.95 Joystick option. 

MILLIMON 
Millimon, the nasty grub, and 
his band of creepy friends are 
coming for you. Only your laser 
base can save you now! 
16K/48K Spectrum £4.95 

ROAD RACERS 4 
You are speeding over an 
unknown race track, passing 
checkpoint flags to pick up 
valuable points. But watch out! 
There are other cars on the 
track and your fuel is running 

altel Abin as. 18K/48K Spectrum £4.95 
Wave upon wave of Martian Bee 
attack ships threaten your 
survival. Only your inter-galactic 
marksmanship can save you. 
You must hit. the nuclear power- 
packs at the heart of the 
Martian ships before they 
overrun the Universe. 
VIC-20 £5.95 

Your aim is to destroy the 
enemy base. Your high-speed 
ship has 100 gallons of fuel 
which can only be topped up by 
hitting enemy fuel dumps. 
Beware the deadly anti-intruder 
missiles. Watch out for the 
Zoids, Superzoids, Glamps and 
UFOs. Full machine code. 
ViC-20 £5.95 Joystick option, 
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school. I built a robot cricketer and a motor-cycle 
jump thing, that could have been quite commer- 
cial had it been sold. 
He read Systems Control and Electronics at St 

Mary College, London, but insists that this 
hasn’t helped him with his robots at all. Except 
for once, when he was planning the show on top 
of the National Theatre. “I had to write a proper 
report, I had to do lots of equations to work out 
safety calculations, there are very strong winds 
up there because of the Thames Estuary. I went 
up to the Met Office and got their figures and 
then I had to work out exactly how much each 
man would bend in different winds. I had to 
make a dossier for three engineers, some council 
person, a couple of architects, none of them could 

do any maths at all, but they demanded it. They 
passed it, but they couldn’t understand it.” 
Jim only started using a computer to mani- 

pulate his robots after his Pervy Men had caught 
fire. The Perves had a computer made out of tele- 
phone equipment uniselectors, a mercury switch 
and all sorts of timers. ‘“The BBC came round 
once and wanted to film them and it just burst 
into flames. I rang Sinclair Research that 
afternoon and was sent a ZX-81. I wasn’t too 
happy with it, I think I messed it up a bit because 
I tried to make an automatic loading machine — a 
tape recorder that would load a program, run it 
back and try it again. Something went wrong 
when I knocked something inside. As soon as the 
Spectrum was ready, Sinclair let me have the only 
one. I started using that and it is so much better, I 
can’t fault it. I’ve written all sorts of different 
programs for these robots. 

“Tt is difficult switching 20 things on and off as 
a composition unless you have a computer. The 
Pervy Men have 15 control lines between three of 
them, and combinations of lines make different 

movements. Timing is essential if you want to get 
a certain whippy movement, with different 
timing you get completely different movements. 

The computer is essential to make them do 
certain funny or in-depth patterns of movement. 
Whereas the other models are just turned off and 

on.” Jim uses 24 control lines from his Spectrum, 

he could have up to 96. These 24 lines are 
directed to different machines, so that they can be 
made to work consecutively. This means as the 

public walk 
round one of his 
shows each piece 
can be made to react. 
A computer alone 

won’t make knees bend 
and arms wave, this is done 

by compressed air. The robots 
have plastic bags at their joints 
that imitate muscles. As the bags fill 
with air the limb moves, so by filling 
and unfilling a series of different bags, 
different movements are achieved. ““Basic- 
ally, you have compressed air valves that you 
can switch with the computer, allowing the 
compressed air flow into either a cylinder 
Or sometimes airbags like muscles which are 
much lighter and quicker to make, that activates the 
robots. I have whole banks of these valves, they don’t 
let a lot of air in, just enough to make small movements. I can 
have a bank of, say, six of them and a plug and six cables that 

go off to the computer. So all I’ve got running to the machine is 

one cable with six wires in it and one air-supply, 
and that will do six different movements. Some of 
the cables I’ve got have 24 wires in them, so I can 
do all 24 movements at once.”’ 

Dangerous men! 

Before Jim acquired his computers, keeping his 
robots moving could be rather dangerous. The 
Business Men at the Hayward Gallery ran off 
mains electricity: ““bits kept flying off it, and it 
blew up a couple of times’’. He’s obviously glad 
to see the back of all that. ““To make these valves 
go you can use quite low voltage supplies, 24 
volts. Whereas to make motors do the same thing 
as the air I had to have mains current, so if there 

was a short circuit or a motor burnt out there was 
a fire and smoke. That was all a bit mad. I knew 
nothing about compressed air then, now that it’s 
come it has made everything so much easier. The 
machines that are still mains powered are much 
safer because I’ve got plugs and sockets on them 
all. The ones in the video were all mains mach- 
ines, apart from the Pervy Men. They’ve been so 
tried and tested now, they run really well.”’ 
Jim has plans for a computer game with a 

difference. “I’m going to make a big computer 
game for real, instead of it being on the screen the 
audience will actually be able to walk into it and 
be part of the game. They won’t be given guns, 
itll be the type of game where you might get 
locked up in a little room or you'll get directed on 
to a short circuit and out of a door. You’ll be out 
really quickly wondering why, then you have 
another go. 

Real people are used to cast moulds for Jim’s 
figures. As long as you don’t suffer from claustro- 
phobia you’d be OK. He literally pours plaster all 
over someone, leaves them for seven minutes to 

let it set, before letting them go free. “‘I had to do 
the first one, and I was stuck in there for one hour 

20 minutes because they mixed the plaster 
wrong. I couldn’t let on that it was highly 
uncomfortable, it was unmanageable in there — 
hotter then the hottest bath I’ve ever had.” He 

leaves channels for the air to reach the nose, so his 

victims can breath. But the robots aren’t all made 

of plaster these days; Jim would like to make 
some out of steel, but this is expensive. Most are 

made from foam and latex rubber. Sometimes he 
uses bits of shop dummies and modifies them by 
putting on new knees. “I cast the knees of a pirl 
and made them bent. You can’t get bent dummy 
legs, the knees look very nobbly compared to the 
rest of the leg.” 
The ideas for Jim’s characters come from two 

sources it seems, childhood dreams and sheer 

inspiration. ‘‘A lot of the old machines are dream 
inspired. There were dreams I had when I was 
four or five years old, I’ve tried to encapsulate the 
emotions of the dreams in a real show. I tried to 
make them come clearer in these machines, I 

haven’t taken real images out of these dreams, in 
the most part it’s emotions that I’ve tried to con- 
jure up.” The way the Pervy Men came into 
being — wake up and create it — is rare. ““I need 
to go through this sort of thing, to suddenly wake 
up and want to do something completely new and 
not bother about the old things. At the time I 
built the Pervy Men, I’d been building all these 
motorised machines, it was the first compressed 
air thing I built.” 
The rough and tumble that the robots have to 

go through means they get rather tatty quite 
quickly. ““The Herbie Hancock team really liked 
the scruffiness. It embarasses me no end, but in 

order to make stuff you have to work so fast. We 
might knock out five heads in a day.” Jim learnt 
to program due to necessity. He’d never used a 
computer before the day he rang Sinclair and has 
no time to play games and things like other micro 
owners. “‘I don’t find it difficult, but it takes a 

long time. You know how they say programming 
can keep you awake all night, it can without you 
knowing it, sometimes I realise it’s six o’clock in 

the morning and I just don’t feel tired at all. 
Whereas I do get quite tired making stuff and 
quite often I work into the night to meet a 
deadline. Maybe I’ve written a program and after 
a week I find I’ve approached it the wrong way 
and I’ve had to completely rewrite it, and I’ve 
never regretted having wasted that time. For 

some reason I don’t get bad tempered 
programming, but I do making things.”’ 

Thought Crimes is the 
name of this show, and it was 

at the Barbican in January. 
Jim Whiting was hampered by 

the shape of the ceiling, which 
because of its irregularities pre- 

vented his men, the Matrix Men, 
from being displayed in a straight 

line as planned. The Matrix Met 
are dressed in white boiler suits, and 

their featureless heads, their hands and 

their feet are completely white as well. 
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1 owners know were 1n 
the right game 

Last year W. H. Smith sold thousands of Sinclair 
Spectrums, making us one of the leading stockists in the country 
and the ideal choice for Spectrum Software. 

With Arcade Games ranging from Jet Set Willy to Ant 
Attack we've got action and excitement just waiting for you. 

Of course, our range doesn’t just stop at games. As leading 
stockists, we can also offer you an extensive choice of educa- 
tional software. 

What’ more, were constantly updating the range,as new 
‘| software is released so you can count on us having all the latest, 

most current programs. 
In fact,for the full spectrum, you can’t do better than 

come to the e people who know the game. 
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THE BBC Microcomputer has been introduced 
into schools all over the country. Soon all 
students should be leaving school with a degree 
of computer literacy, but is it that simple? All 
sorts of new problems have emerged, things like 
allocation of hardware — how do you ensure 
everyone gets a turn on the computer when 
there’s one micro between 400? Finding suitable 
programs is not easy, and teachers with no 
computer experience at all are expected to learn 
and teach simultaneously. 

I visited Dysart School in Kingston-upon- 
Thames, it is not an ordinary school in that it 
caters for ESN(S) children — Severely Edu- 
cationally Subnormal. Obviously the teachers 
here have special problems as the children are all 
mentally handicapped, and some are physically 
handicapped as well. But they recently acquired a 
BBC Micro, and the fascination it holds for the 

pupils is at once apparent. The first class I visited 
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computers to kids is universal. 

was the infants, the school looks after 2 to 19 year 
olds. Bob Wall, one of the teachers, has written a 

program called The Face, which has proved very 
popular with the young ones. 
The Face is a simple program, all the children 

have to do is touch the keys and a face is built up 
on the screen. On completion of the picture they 
are rewarded with a tune. For children who are 
severely physically handicapped its a great effort 
to even touch the keyboard. More able children 
can combine the face with colour recognition. 

At the moment the children and staff are just 

learning how to use the BBC Micro, but just 
seeing things on a TV screen holds a lot of the 
children’s attention. The computer at this stage 
is not teaching anything the traditional tutor 
cannot. It is good as far as the severely handi- 
capped children are concerned because it encour- 
ages them to relate to their environment. The 

children enjoy it and it helps hold their 

Left: Teacher Bob Wall and Harry 

by Sally Clark 

The pupils at Dysart School are handicapped — 
but a visit to the school proves that the appeal of 

concentration, but the view seems to be that if 

they didn’t have it, teaching methods would not 
suffer. However, this is the age of the computer 
and as the children grow up they will encounter 
them more and more, so it is good that they 
become familiar with micros at an early age. 
Even though the school has not had its BBC 

Micro for long, there are some add-ons that they 
will need in the near future, a touchpad and disc 
drive. A touch pad would help those that are too 
physically handicapped to cope with the keys, 

“Some of them will use it for 

hours on end” 

and a disc drive is necessary as the loading time of 
cassettes is too long. You or I might not think 
much of waiting two to five minutes for a 
program to load but in a class like this it is very 
disruptive. 

The other age group I observed was the 16 to 
19 year olds. These teenagers mainly use the 
BBC Micro for number work and reinforcing 
what has already been learnt. Some of them will 
use it for hours on end if given the chance. Here 
again, it has been noticed that the fascination for 
computers can lengthen the amount of time that 
the child can concentrate. In the special care class 
there are children with very small attention 
spans, normal children will be able to concentrate 
for perhaps 40 minutes, obviously anything that 
can help increase this is welcome. If the students 
are playing with simple games, most of them at 
this stage can be left on their own. But with 
anything more complicated they need 
supervision. | 

Unfortunately, at the moment there are very 
few programs around which are suitable for these 
children. It is a pity as some of the older children 
are very motivated by it. When they are 19 years 
old they must leave school, and the centre which 
will care for them as adults also has micros. In 
perhaps 10 or 15 years time they may come across 
situations in which they are required to use 
computers. So, what the school is teaching them 
now 1s also preparing them for life outside school. 
A few of them might go out to work, but today 
when ordinary students cannot find work what 
chance do the ESN(S) students stand? 
One of the most popular programs involves 

guessing which letters make a word. Before the 



child can use it he or she must have a fair idea of 
phonetics, and word structures, so that if the 

second letter in a word is P, then he will have a 

fair idea that the first letter will probably be S, 
and that the majority of words don’t end in A. To 
a large extent the pupil may be guessing and ifthe 
program contains only 30 words they are capable 
of learning them after a while. The game itself is 
like space hangman, where you have so many 
goes to get the word. If you run out of turns you 
get blown up; if you are successful it plays a 
triumphant tune. The look of delight on the face 
of the boy playing the game shows how much 
pleasure it gives. 

“The centre will be a sort of 

soitware pool’ 

There is a computer centre at Kingston Hill 

which services the area. This centre has access to 
a number of schools and parents who write soft- 
ware. Various local authorities are now writing 
software which isn’t copyrighted. 
The centre will act as a software pool. It is 

harder for this school to find suitable software 
because its needs are so different. The 16 and 17 
year olds that are taught at Dysart School are at 
primary level mentally, but need programs with 
images suited to teenagers. Because there are so 

few ESN(S) schools, professional software 
houses are not going to be interested in 
producing software relevant to their needs. It is 
down to parents and teachers to provide suitable 
programs. 

Special schools have smaller classes, there are 
13 pupils and two staff in this particular class. 
This means that they have less problems ensur- 
ing that each child has a reasonable amount of 
access to the machine. In ordinary schools, even 
working in small groups, the children cannot get 
enough time with a micro. Imagine a typical 
primary school of 400. children with one 
computer, each class has at least 30 pupils and use 
of the computer for, say, a morning a week. This 

would mean that each child would only have a 
couple of minutes on the machine so it is impera- 
tive to work in small groups. 

It is also difficult to find games which are 
simple enough for handicapped kids to play. Up 
and down keys are far too technical to grasp, so a 
press-one-key type program is required, 
unfortunately even these children soon learn that 
they just lean on the key continuously and the 
target will be bombed regardless. What they 
really need is some sort of adaptation for the 
keyboard, there are various ones on the market 
already although some are massively overpriced. 
There is also the danger of buying one of these 
adaptations and then finding there is no software 

for it. 

“All they have to do is press any 
key” 

To cater for the severely handicapped pupils at 
his school, Bob has linked up the keyboard so that 
all they have to do is press any key to get a result. 
If you consider how little these children can 
achieve on their own, some of them cannot even 

speak, it is obvious how important a micro is to 
them. The extra money for these very necessary 
add-ons will have to be raised by PTAs or by 
donations. People like the Toys Aid Foundation 
are marketing special equipment. 

In an attempt to ensure that schools only buy 
good quality software, Kingston Borough has set 

Or ere 7937S. 
Above: Andrew 

up a Primary Working Group, for computers. 
This group is looking at software; an educational 
pack may cost £30-£40, which is a lot of money to 
waste if it’s no use. It is likely that most 
authorities will set up these workshops, enabling 
teachers from different schools to get together, 
and share the mammoth task of reviewing the 
available software. This is a fairly effective way of 
ensuring some 400 programs at the borough’s 

centre are reviewed. 

“Help from parents will 
be solicited” 

The Government is also taking precautions to 
ensure that teachers are prepared for the new 
technology. Before a school is given a computer 
two teachers have to go on a training course. 
Then the school can have its computer, and there 
are subsequent courses the teachers can go on, to 

help them understand things like graphics, or 
turtles. It is also likely that help from parents will 
be solicited; these days with so many people in 

the computer industry it is very likely that some 
parents will have jobs related to computers. The 
borough does employ a couple of programmers to 

schools have access, but the 

people/time ratio rears its head again, and the 
Secondary schools will take precedence, if only 
because their systems were set up first. 

In the future perhaps, voice recognition hard- 
ware will be introduced into special schools, 
which would avoid key recognition or the 
inability to use limbs in co-ordination. But the 
main problems are those of management. How 
does the teacher set up the computer in the class- 
room to the best advantage? How can they ensure 
each child gets sufficient time with it? What do 
you do ifa teacher doesn’t want to use them in the 
class? Some teachers are still scared of them or 
sceptical about the value of computers in the 
classroom. Will the rest of the class get on with 
their work while the lucky one or two are using it? 

whom the 

Below: Clive 
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Salamander Software 

(Dragon, Oric) 

THE second episode of Salaman- 
der Software’s Dan Diamond tri- 
logy, Lost In Space, has arrived. 
The preceding program, Franklin’s 
Tomb, to my mind, broke through 

conventional Adventure Game 
conventions by being funny (re- 
member humour?). Lost In Space 
rockets (geddit?) along in the same 
vein. 

L.I.S. ends where Franklin’s 
Tomb left off — our intrepid 
private eye (who is incidentally now 
portrayed on the packaging as a 
Harrison Ford clone rather than 
Bogart) finds himself on a deserted 
starship. Security robots rush in 
and... well, you’ll have to find out 
for yourself. Me, I loved it. 

Quibbles? — Well I didn’t much 
care for the grandiose VHS cassette 
sized packaging — it doesn’t sit well 

on my shelf with the standard-sized 
library boxes. And . . . perhaps the 
humour this time was a little 
secondhand, relying largely on a 
certain ‘“‘Hitch-hiker’s Guide to the 
Galaxy”’ for its in-joke references. 
If you haven’t read this venerable 
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book (there must be some who 
haven’t!) some of the fun will be lost 
on you. So read, schmuck! 

As I say, Quibbles — Salamander 
supply their usual elaborate docu- 
mentation, full of visual clues and 

the program although not huge by 
some Adventure Game standards, 

is full of enough red herrings and 
blue kippers to keep you up late for 
a week. 

Watch out for the Pan-Galactic 
Gargle Blasters, and above all — 

DON’T PANIC! 
Fin Fahey 

RATING corr a 

Level 9 Computing 

(48K Spectrum) 

ADVENTURE GAME fans will 
love it, another adventure from 

Level 9. Having played the game 
for a few hours, I didn’t get very far 
and seemed to find dead ends in 
every direction. However, Level 9 
advise that this adventure could 
take weeks, even months, to master 

and they do include a hints card for 
obtaining a clue (or clues if you’re 
lucky). The adventure has well over 
200 locations in which you have to 
solve a large number of puzzles in 
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ADVENTURE 
order to collect the objects needed 

to defeat the Evil Time Lords. 
The programme even has a sense 

of humour take a look in the 
looking-glass in the Country Cot- 
tage and the reply is: “Cor! You 
look prettier every day.”’ There is 
also a saying ‘‘Arfle Barfle gloop,”’ 
which I could only construe as, 
what a load of rubbish! 

Andrew Rhodes 
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Cases Computer 
Simulations Ltd (Spectrum) 

DIAMOND QUEST is one of a 
new series of games for girls from 
Cases Computer Simulations Ltd, 
other titles include Jungle Adven- 
ture and Hickstead. The idea of the 
game is to wander about a land, find 
four keys and take them to the 
Golden Palace where the diamond 
treasure is to be found. While you 
are venturing around the land you 
come up against what are quaintly 
called ‘“‘nasties’’, which range from 
Tigers to Fleas and blood-thirsty 
Bats. The “‘nasties” don’t turn out 
to be too mean, however, because 

apart from attacking them — 
heaven forbid — you can either 
bribe the monster to go away or 
simply run, an attack or retreat uses 

/ 

Wy 

up energy and bribery uses up 

Gold. 
The commands, of which there 

are only fourteen including the 
directions, are entered as single let- 
ters so your choice of actions is 
rather limited. The screen is divid- 
ed into three when you are playing, 
the top segment briefly describes 
where you are and what particular 
“nasty” you are faced with while 
the bottom two contain a sparse but 
colourful location graphic and a 
state of play counter when you are 
fighting, there is also a map facility 

which you can call-up to show you 
the location of the Golden Palace. 

If you can ignore the awful pink 
colour of the cassette sleeve and the 
condescending tone of the instruc- 
tions then the game could provide 
an easy introduction to adventures, 
particularly for the much younger 
player, either male or female. 

Chris Rogers 
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ELECTRON ADVENTURE is a 
text-only game. The object is to 
rescue the princess from the Magic 
Caverns, sounds easy but not so in 
reality. In the true tradition of 
adventure games, the use of lateral 
thinking can help you on the way at 
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times. It took me almost an hour 
before I found how to get into the 
main part of the adventure; at one 
point I was frustrated almost to the 
point of gnawing my way through 
the cassette lead. 
This adventure can at times be 

almost rude, so I felt compelled to 
answer it back in a similar way 
(naughty words), which resulted in 
the game ending. I think, in 
general, that adventure games are 
under-rated; they are often more in- 
teresting than the average shoot- 
em-up game. A good adventure, as 
this one is, should be an on-going 
situation as the player moves on 
unearthing new avenues in his/her 

effort to complete the task. Iam not 
going to say too much about the 
adventure because it would spoil it 
for anyone buying the program, but 
I recommend it. 

Alex Wilkie 
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Phoenix Software Ltd 

(Vic-20) 

NOW HERE is a game with a dif- 
ference. Someone has stolen the 
“OQ” level papers and replaced 
them with impossible-to-do fakes. 
You have to get the real ones back. 
There are actually two cassettes to 
this game. The first one is an action 
game where you jump over a Series 
of walls collecting little blue books 
while avoiding balls thrown by evil 
teachers. When you have collected 
all the books, you go up a skill level 
where everything moves faster. At 
levels 1, 8, 9 and 10 you are given a 

clue to solve the adventure in the 
second cassette. 
By the time I reached skill level 4 

I began to crack up — I just couldn’t 

get any farther. I did the only thing 
I could — I switched the beast off. 
However, armed with one clue I 

set out on the adventure game. The 
object was to find the original “‘O”’ 
level papers and substitute them for 
the fakes. Clue one was a help, but I 
still couldn’t find the papers. 
Maybe my brain wasn’t up to ““O”’ 
levels anyway. The adventure part, 
which just displayed text, took you 
to a lawn, reception room, w.c., 

sewer and other places. 
The idea of the game is original, 

but taken as a whole, I found the 

game average. 8K ram needed. 

Lance Sucharov 
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Quicksilva (CBM 64) 

RING of Power is a standard ad- 
venture game, and while it’s accept- 
able, I found it slightly annoying. 
The sparse scene setting left me 
wondering what character I was 
portraying and what I had to do. 
Find treasure, I know, but there 

was something lacking. 
More annoying was the docu- 

mentation’s claim that the game 
had a graphics or text option. If that 
meant a symbol, like a lamp or key, 
appearing in the top right hand of 
the screen, where was the option? 
Perhaps it wasn’t treasure I was 
searching for, but a way of taking 
the option. 
Undoubtedly, the text and 
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graphics I did find were of a high 
standard, and Ring of Power was 
entertaining. 
On second thoughts, perhaps it 

wasn’t the game that was annoying, 
but my constantly falling in pits — 
especially after I had lit the 
available lamps and should have 

seen them. Steve Forster 
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CDS Microsystems 
(Spectrum) 

SOME ADVENTURE games try 
to be arcade games and some arcade 
games try to be adventure games. 

Spectrum Safari from CDS Micro- 
systems is one such hybrid and 
there are some interesting aspects 
to both sides of the game, but the 
combination of the two means that 
what there is in variety is not quite 
matched in quality. 
The game begins with you being 

a survivor from a shipwreck just off 
the coast of Komongo, a tiny island 
in the South Atlantic and you are 
washed ashore clinging to the 
wreckage. The island and villages 
are graphically represented on the 
screen and the idea is to reach the 
boat in the South East corner of the 
island. There are three people in 
your party to start with and you 
move around the island using the 
N, S, E and W keys. However, you 

are soon met by a variety of animals 
who set various challenges. There 
are seven challenges possible and 
fortunately there is a practice mode 
available so you can become moder- 
ately proficient before embarking 
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on your island wanderings. The 
challenges include a gambling 
gorilla, a kicking sheep and some 
heavy lemmings. The challenges 
test you very effectively both men- 
tally and physically, for example 
there is a reaction timer type game, 
a memory game and a game where 
you have to read something flashed 
onto the screen. 
The testing of your eyes, reaction 

and mental ability proceeds as you 
progress towards the boat and you 
lose a member of your party each 
time you fail. At one village on the 
island you are able to purchase the 
boat but most villages will sell you 
food or a native to join your party, 
but first you have to barter with the 
natives for a good price. 
The practice mode enables you to 

select any of the seven challenges to 
try, and this almost obviates the 
need for the island adventure but 
the adventure is quite fun and there 
is a definite sense of humour in the 
challenges and the fact that there 
are seven different mini games of 
reasonable quality means that at 
least you have value for money. 
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VALHALLA is supplied on a 48K Spectrum program cassette, with VALHALLA 
player manual and presentation box. As VALHALLA uses the full 48K RAM, 
microdrives and full-size printers are not supported. ZX printer optional. — 
VALHALLA is normally available from stock, and orders are despatched by 

return. If, for any reason we are unable to fulfil your order within 14 days of 
receipt, we will notify you. 

VALHALLA cassettes carry an unconditional lifetime replacement guarantee. 
TO ORDER: (UK Orders Only) Simply complete the coupon, and FREEPOST 

with your cheque/P.O. made payable to LEGEND (UK Mail Order). 
Credit Card Orders: By phone 9-5.30 Mon to Fri. Stating name and address, 
Card No. and item(s) required. 
RETAILERS: Please contact your regular distributor or LEGEND (Trade 

Distribution) at the address below. 

LEGEND (UK Mail Order) FREEPOST 
~ 1 Milton Road, Cambridge CB4 1UY 
(0223) 312453 
MOViSOFT OPERATING SYSTEM UNDER LICENCE. 

SOON FORCOMMODORE 64 

¥ Post to:- LEGEND (UK Mail Order) FREEPOST 
1 Milton Road, Cambridge CB4 1UY 

Piease send me Copy/copies of 
VALHALLA for the 48K Spectrum. y 
| enclose cheque/P.O. for £ SS 
(£14.95 each incl. VAT and P&P). 

Or | wish to pay by Access/Barclaycard/Visa 
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PRODUCED BY RICHARD PAUL JONES. 



The problem with buying a home computer, as 

you may already have discovered, is there’s often very 

little software to go with it. Or all that is available is 

games, gamés and more games. 
There’s no such problem, however, with the 

Commodore 64. It has a more extensive range of 

serious software than any other home computer. 

Italso has an unusually large (in fact elephantine] 

64K memory, as well as every peripheral you're ever 

likely to need. 
Put simply, this means the computer has the 

capacity to run more interesting, entertaining and 

complex programs. 
You can teach yourself just about any subject 
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C 
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you care to mention, even computer programming. 

And for the office there are programs like word 

processing, financial planning, information storage 

and stock control. 
Finally, when you're mentally exhausted, you 

can even entertain yourself — yes, with games. 

When all’s said and done, however, we do have 

to admit that in one respect the Commodore 64 isn't 

up with the competition. It costs around £229, much 

machine. 
And that’s a fact 

we hope you'll never 
ever forget. 
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When you have an 
enormous memory there's no end 

to the things you can do. 

disk drive cassette unit) printersL] monitor U 

Name (Mr. Mrs. Miss} | 

Address 

Send to: The Commodore Information Centre, 675 Ajax Avenue, Slough, 
Berkshire SL1 4BG. Or telephone (0753) 79292. 
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THE ANT-HILL 
Cherry blossom time 

WELL, THOUGHT Jerry, the Japanese certainly have recovered some 

style. 
It was a fine June morning in Kyato province, and the English agent was 

approaching the venerable Hakashoma monastery. Carefully landscaped 
grounds surrounded him, their components arranged with a precise 
assymmetry utterly alien to Western ideas of planning. Here an arrange- 
ment of boulders, approached by a winding path of finely graded gravel, 
there a grove of cherry trees, branches laden with blossom, hinted at a 
subtle and benign gamesmanship, a fine exposition of enigmatic theorems 

unapproachable via the crude mechanics of ordinary language. 

ps ISAO ANKAARAAA SAAMI BIO 

To travel in hope... 
Jerry filled his bored lungs with richly scented air. The Kyato bullet 

train, though efficient, was little more than a pressurised projectile. 
Running in airless tunnels at speeds up to 350 mph, it was a brief, though 

nonetheless alienating experience. 
Jerry had been relieved to find that the Japanese had restored not only 

their damaged major cities, but also decontaminated the serene rural 
landscape. In truth, Japanese cities had suffered little compared with those 
of most industrial countries in World War 3, but the prevailing winds had 
brought a heavy share of fall-out from the Asian mainland. 
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The enigma from the East 
Jerry strolled languidly along the path, mentally reviewing his London 

briefing. He still had no idea what to expect at the Monastery. 
“but then none of us do exactly, Jerry.”” Old Major Airdale leaned back 
to refill his pipe with his usual foul-smelling (but non-carcinogenic) black 

shag. 
“Tt isn’t that Nakasura is being evasive, I’m sure . . . but the messages we 
get from him seem to make no real sense. You know, Zen Buddhism, and 

all that. Really, old boy, UN Intelligence is not in business to explain to a 
Japanese abbot what we think the sound of one hand clapping might be. 
Enlightening as the answer would be, of course. So, old boy, that’s why 

we’re sending you. Personal contact, you see, and besides, you’ve dabbled 

in this sort of thing, I understand?” 
“Tai Ch’i is a little different from Zen, Major — it’s more to do with 
movement, to put it simply. Besides, it’s Chinese. Worlds apart really . . . 
but in any case, aren’t you putting the cart before the horse? I really don’t 
know what information we want from Nakasura, and why...” 

se UMAR AALAND ABER BD ODD LAM i SNES USAT IARI RITES EDIE LEDER SEE SEBS’ STRESORE RIEL LAMELLAE LALLA ELBE EAIIIS SE IOOCO OCC 

Jerry gets the picture 
Airdale coughed apologetically and smoothed back his darkening hair. 

He was on his first course of anti-age pills and wasn’t sure he liked it. 
Reverting back 15 years in time was playing hell with his self-image. 

“Of course, Jerry, thought someone would have explained already.”” He 
paused to slide a holocube across the table. Jerry pressed the activating 
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THE SPACE SABO 
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stud. Within the translucent box an insectile structure appeared. A perfect 

miniature composed of tiny, intricately interlaced girders supporting an 

immaculately polished series of little tin-foil umbrellas. 

Jerry played with the zoom-controls, and the object suddenly acquired 

scale in his mind. There were minute figures of astronauts in there. 

Floating around with the help of jet-assist units, they were performing 

various maintenance jobs on bits of microscopic equipment. 
He was looking at an object at least 15 kilometres across. 

Power to the people 
For amoment Jerry toyed with the fantasy that he was seeing a real scene, 

a specimen of some ultra-sophisticated pond life. But no... 

*‘Solsat 1, Major?” 
“Spot on, old boy, spot on.”’ 

Solar satellite One was the first of a series of power satellites built in 

synchronous orbit with lunar materials. Designed to tap the unlimited 

solar energies available in space, the first four were already beaming 

microwave energy down to the vast antenna farms in the Mojave, Sahara 
and Gobi Deserts. The great cities of the world owed their revival to cheap 
non-polluting power. The Greenhouse Effect, consequence of the carbon 
dioxide released by coal and other fossil fuels, had already caused some 
minor climatic changes — any further CO, release would be catastrophic. 

Threat from spacel!!! 
‘Now watch, Jerry!”’ Airdale moved the tape forward. For a moment the 
scene was as weightlessly serene as ever, then the cube filled with a harsh 
blue light. Gradually, Jerry saw, the satellite was changing. Structures 

were sagging and bubbling, girders disolving into glowing globules, the 

entire geometry of the station altering, warping. 

MP ES 4's 
“Quite! A broad spectrum laser as far as we can make out, shifted well into 

the ultra-violet. Sixty-three casualties among the maintenance crew, and 

the station won’t be back in operation for another six months. We traced 

the beam back . . . it came from an object on an earth-grazing course. It fired 

at about 2000km out then self-destructed . . . no remains. We haven't 

released any news to the media of course. Any public alarm could 

jeopardise the whole solar power program.” 
‘“‘And they may strike again?” 
‘Nakasura says they will. That huge Artificial Intelligence of his has come 
up with something. As I say he just won’t be specific on the phone. 
Irritating chap, but brilliant. Do your best, eh, old boy?” 

The way of Zen 
Jerry felt some slight trepidation as he breasted the last rise before the 

monastery. Perhaps the immensely wise Nakasura would find him wanting 
and refuse to co-operate. He’d researched some Zen riddles — koans — and 

he felt baffled by even the simplest. 
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EPISODE ONE 

The monastery was a low but extensive tiled structure standing on a 
gentle rise. It was austere but possessed a certain brooding grandeur. Jerry 

toiled up the marble steps and paused before the great bamboo doors. 
Strains of a strange oriental music drifted through the balmy air. He 
knocked, a little timidly. The great doors swung open. 

Hanging loose 
“Hey groovy, man, come right in and swing with the cosmic vibrations!” A 
diminutive figure wearing green flared loon pants and a tee-shirt sporting 
the legend: THE NEW STONES — ALL-NIPPON TOUR 2003, jived 
across the elegantly-tiled floor to shake Jerry’s hand enthusiastically. Jerry 
suddenly identified the curious music — it was a recent single by Ricky 
Uishnu and the Universal Souls entitled “Tune your Mind to the Colours 
from Space’’. Jerry shuddered. He looked down on the so-called New Pop, 
feeling it to be a stale repetition of old cliches. He liked his music cleanly 
down-to-earth and took pride in his collection of pre-war Tamla and Ska 
singles. 

“Hey man, neat threads 
struck a chord. 
“T’ve come to see Dr Nakasura.. .”’ 
“Well, like wow, man, you’re in the groove! Talkin’ to the main man, dig 

my drift, daddy?” 
The good doctor beamed cherubically. Japanese, aged about 35 and as 
unlike a venerable monk as you could get. Jerry decided to accept the 
information. 

“Tm Jerry Cornwall of UN Intelligence. I understand that you can... er 
... enlighten us as to the cause of the recent attack from space?” 
The scientist rubbed his chin thoughtfully. 
“Well like yes and no, man. See when you talk to MANIAC ya gotta go 
with the flow kinda thing, you hip to my concept, man?” 
Jerry gave up any attempt at understanding and simply raised an eyebrow. 
MeanAG.... . 2” 
“Machine-ANt Intelligence And Consultations, guy! It’s a sweet, sweet 
system!”’ 
od 

Nakasura gave up on Jerry. 
“Pictures worth a thousand koans, dig? Follow me and get hip!” 
Jerry followed. 
“Hey, what kinda sounds you groove to?” 
Jerry sighed. 

}>? It was clear that Jerry’s blue UN jump-suit had 

The bugs in the machine 
Jerry was led through a series of richly tapestried and cushioned rooms, 

heavy with the smell of joss-sticks. 
“...and where are the monks now, Doctor?” 

He was maintaining some semblance of polite conversation. 
“No monks, man, cleared out ’cos of the fall-out, dig? All left for San 

Francisco after the war, I hear. Government leased the place to good 

Nakasura for research. Only me here, breathing deeply of the age-old 
atmosphere of wisdom and so forth. They still call me the Abbot, though. 
But hey, you can call me Hoshi, yeah?” 
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TO BE CONTINUED. 
They entered a huge glass-walled room. Behind the glass was a cross- 
section of a honeycomb of passages. 

‘‘Formicarium, man! These babies here you dig are kind of like a front-end 
processor, know what I’m zoning in on? A new strain, recombinant DNA 
mutant, weird thingoids, huh?”’ 

Indeed they were. The ants moving about their business behind the walls 
were each about six inches long, bright red and appeared to have at least 
eight pairs of antennae each. 
One wall of the room was covered in fairly conventional computer 
equipment. Nakasura walked over to it. 
““OK, man, here’s the spiel! What we have here is the perfect integraton of 
machine and insect intelligence.” 
Nakasura began to sound a bit more precise as he spoke about his 
specialism. 

‘*... and so, Jerry, the entire globe is covered with a network of miniature 

ant societies, all interconnected, even different species, through an 

enormous range of senses. Chemical, magnetic, you name it. The perfect 
data collection network, you dig. All MANIAC does is tap into this vast 
machine and interpret the results. Ants ain’t got no self-awareness, see, 

‘cept maybe collectively, and then not a lot. But the computer supplies 
that. Based on a Cray 13, but with some of my enhancements. Anyway, 
nothing happens on this far-out old planet without a few ants somewhere 
nearby.” 

The Haiku hassle 
“So, Doctor, your machine can tell us if this strange beam is being 
controlled by someone on Earth?” 

“Well, not so fast, Jerry, see MANIAC is a bit moody. It sort of hints at 

things you see. All depends on whether it digs your vibes. It does have true 
self-awareness .. .”” He finished apologetically. 
‘*... and it communicates in Haiku.” 
*“Haikue”’ 

“Yes, it’s a fad it’s into! It used to talk like any regular machine, but it’s 

taken to expressing everything as seventeen syllable Japanese poems. A real 
headache, I can tell you — I shouldn’t’ve fed it all that historical back- 

ground. It’s told me about this beam and it knows something about it but 
that’s all I can get. You try, guy!” 
He threw Jerry a small hand mike. 
““Hello, MANIAC!” 

“MANIAC here.” A vast mechanical voice boomed out. 
‘Hey, what bands are you into?” 

, Living in the past 
Things were looking up. After they’d discussed the role of soul music in 

the youth disturbances of the late 60s, argued whether Down in the Tube 
Station at Midnight had marked the start of The Jam’s decline as a creative 
force, and agreed that music just wasn’t a force to Change the World any 

a 
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more, Jerry found that he was enjoying himself. Doctor Nakasura mean- 
while had slipped on some headphones aid was listening to a portable 
stereo with a rapt expression. Eventually Jerry felt confident enough. 
‘<.. and what do you know about the destruction of our power satellite, 
MANIAC? Just by the way, of course.” 
The machine produced a sound closely resembling a chuckle. 
‘“‘No sweat, Jerry, but drop by again, y’hear!”’ 

A line printer began to chatter. 
‘“‘There you go, everything you need. Be seeing you!” 
MANIAC signed off. To Jerry’s ears it had sounded distinctly peeved. 

A bit of information 
Jerry trudged away from the monastery, fuming quietly. They’d raised 

MANIAC again, but all it would talk about was the latest rumour that Jim 

HAIKU PROGRAM 

Morrison was alive and working on a South Pacific algae farm. So all Jerry 

was left with was a Haiku: 
A RICH LAND HIDES FIVE ENLIGHTENED FACES. 

CLEANSING WEIGHT REVEALS THEIR STATE. 

Senseless as far as he was concerned, but then he’d never been that good at 

word games. This was a job for London — maybe Anna could make some- 

thing of it. One of these days, he thought, he’d give up intelligence work 

and become a pop singer. 

End of Episode One 

The Space Saboteurs continues next month with Episode Two: 
THE MEGADEATH MEN 

In which Anna makes a Big Mistake, and Jerry meets the Top Brass. 
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Line Numbers: 

YOUR LITTLE home computer may not have the all- 
embracing global capacity of MANIAC, or a devout 
interest in Pop Music, but with this small piece of 
Artificial Intelligence software you can certainly get it 
to produce an enigmatic Haiku or two. 

Haikus are simple Japanese poems, their subject 

matter is nature, and they seek to portray the mood of 
the poet by projecting it on to his or her surroundings. 
Some Westerners such as Allen Ginsberg have sought 
to expand the subject matter, and you may find that 
your computer produces something more akin to Beat 
poetry than classical Japanese Haiku depending on 
your choice of vocabulary. 

This program is an extremely simple example of 
how to construct artificial English. It relies on two 
things, a word list, sorted into various parts of speech, 
and an outline sentence structure which provides slots 
into which these words can be dropped. Since we’re 
interested in counting syllables, we further classify the 
list into one-, two- and three syllable words. The 
Sinclair program does not count syllables as this 
slowed it down too much. By keeping track of 
syllables, you could also produce Western poetry and 

ensure that it scans. 
The word list is placed as DATA statements from 

line 5000. Each part of speech/syllable category is 
terminated by a ‘“‘/”” and new words can simply be 
introduced in DATA statements before the “‘/”’. Thus 
you can expand the program’s vocabulary as far as you 

want. 
Sub-routine 4000 Reads the word-list into the 

appropriate two-dimensional string arrays. 
Now we can construct sentences. In English, there 

are a number of ways to construct the simplest 
sentence, so we have simplified the process hugely. 
Furthermore we do not handle prepositions in this 
program. I leave you to contemplate the fun and 
difficulties of using by, to, with, from and so on with 

randomly selected verbs and nouns. It can be done, but 
you'll need more word classifications. 
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I settled on two types of sentence structure. The first 
uses an intrasitive verb, that is a verb not requiring an 

object clause and has the structure: 

[adverb],/noun clause/[adverb]/verb/[adverb] 

There is only one adverb, but it has three possible 
positions as shown by the square brackets. 
The second type of sentence uses a transitive verb, 

which needs an object, and thus has two noun clauses 

thus: 

[adverb],/noun clause 1/[adverb]/verb/noun clause 2/ 

[adverb] 

Where again the adverb has three positions. 
Noun clauses are constructed by a separate sub- 

routine at line 3000. They consist of an article, 
definite- ‘“‘the’? or indefinite- “a” or “‘an’’, to 

distinguish between the last two, the program scans 
the first letter of the next word to see if it is a vowel. 
The article is followed by an optional adjective and 

then a noun. 

Each Haiku poem is presumed to consist of two 
sentences, each of which can be of either type. All 
words are chosen randomly by the sentence structure 
routines at 1000 or 2000. In the ORIC program, if the 
syllable count is wrong, the whole sentence is rejected. 
This took too long on the Spectrum. The Spectrum 
also requires the surplus spaces trimmed off its fixed- 
length array strings. This is done in line 3500. 
A program like this is just a starting point really. As 

I’ve said, English allows a wide range of play with 
sentence structure, possible improvements are 
endless. Aside from handling prepositions, you could 
use conjunctions to link sentences. There is the knotty 
question of verb tenses, and also subordinate clauses, 

and what about pronouns? You may or may not choose 
to boldly split infinitives, but I’m sure you'll find 
plenty of scope for experiment here. 

100 Control Section. 
200 Sub-routine to construct on Haiku. 
100 Sub-routine to construct sentence type 1. 

2000 Sub-routine to construct sentence type 2. 

3000 Sub-routine to construct noun clauses. 
4000 Sub-routine to initialise program. 

Data Statements: 

5000 Single-syllable words. 
9000 Two-syllable words. 
1390 Three-syllable words. 

Two-dimensional arrays: 
AJ$(X.Y) Adjectives. 
N$(X,Y) Nouns. 
V1$(X,Y) Intrasitive verbs. 
V2$(X,Y) Transitive verbs. 
AV$(X,Y) : Adverbs. 
Where X represents number of syllables, Y represents the 

word number. 

Different for 

the Spectrum. 

NW() Number of words in each category by 
syllables and parts of speech. 

Other Arrays: 
VO$ : List of vowels. 

Variables: 
NS : Number of syllables (ORIC only). 
SE : Number of sentences. 
X,N,M,Z General purpose variables. 

as : First sentence type. 
T2 : Second sentence type. 
SL : Syllable count (cumulative). 
L1 : Sentence | length. 
AP :  Adverb position indicator. 

SS : Current word, number of syllables. 

Strings: 
W$ : General-purpose string. 
xX$ : Input string. 
C$ : Noun clause sub-string. 
S$ : Sentence (output) string. 



SPECTRUM 

10 REM 
<2 REM 
20 REM 
40 REM 

JO REM 
60 REM 

70 REM 

Haiku Generat 

Fin Fahey 

Feb 1984 

Sinclair Spe 

100 GO SUB 4000 
110 GO SUB 200 
120 PRINT AT 12,53 "Anoth 

(Y/N) 3" | 
120 LET x#=INKEY#: LET x 
Lou in. eee"? 

140 IF x#="n" 
150 IF x#="y" 

160 GO TO 130 
196 REM 
197 REM 
198 REM 
1997" REM 

THEN GO TO 
THEN STOF 
THEN GO TO 

Construct one 

<=9O0 REM 

205 LET ti=INT (RND#2): 
INT (RND#¥2) 

2t0;-CLS « 

NEXT x 
FOR x=1 TO 4: 

220 IF ti=O THEN GO SUB 

2209 IF ti=1 THEN GO SUB 

245 LET 11i=sl 
247 PRINT s#;"." 
249 REM 
250 IF 
At = 

t2=0O THEN GO SUE 
222 IF t2=1 THEN GO SUB 
2/0 PRINT s#3"." 
290 RETURN 
996 
997 
996 
999 

REM 
REM 

REM 

REM 
Sentence Type 

1000 LET s$=""s LET c#="" 

10032 LET sl=0 

1005 REM Initial adverb 

1010 

1020 

LO20 

1060 

1070 

1187 

1190 

Oe ie 

LET ap=1+INT (RND#8) 

GO SUB 2500 

LET s#=s$+", " 
GO SUR tooo 
REM Adverb”? 

LET s#=st+c$+" " 

if ap<>2 THEN GO TO 

1200 GO SUB 3500 
Pact eT etee set 

12135 REM Verb 

1220 
1220 
1240 
1250 
1270 
Ss! 

1280 
1285 
12787 
1290 
1300 

1996 
1997 
1998 
1999 

ET 
LET 

ss=1+INT 

x=1+INT 

LET sl=sl+ss 

LET w¥=uF(ss,x) 
GO: SUB .3700:. LET st= 

(RND*2) 
(RND#w (s 

REM Adverb*”? 

IF-ap<>3: THEN GO TO 

LET s#=s#+" " 

GO SUB 2500 

RETURN 

REM 

REM 

REM 

REM 

2000 LET s¥="": LET c#¥="" 
l=) 

2905 REM Initial Adver 

2010 LET ap=1+INT (RND*8) 

2020 IF ap?1 THEN GO TO 2 

2930 G0 SUB 2500 

2040 LET s#=s#+", " 

2060 REM Noun Clause 

20970 GO SUB 3000 

2080 LET s#=s#+c#+" ". 

2085 REM Adverb? 

2090 IF apts2 THEN GO TO 

fro GO SUB. 3500 

Sentence Type 

or 

ctrum 

er poem 

=RND 
120 

110 

LET t2= 

PRINT : 

2OOO 

L000 

2OOO 

Load 

1 

> 

IF api THEN GO TO 1070 

1220 

S,2)) 

6 F+w$+" 

1300 

J 

es LET s 

b*? 

O7O 

2140 

2200 

Lave 

hea 

a ot 

2996 
Pie Ae Lf 

2998 
2999 
SOOC 

2008 

ZO07 

SOLO 

act) 

SOSO 

AC) 

ZOSO 

S07 CO 

SOB80 

ma OIOC 

S1LOO 

aD Ba 

2l2o 

S120 

ol4o 

o1l4s 

2lSoO 

"+o $5 
2160 

2165 

217Q 

=yt (x 

2180 

ot FQ) 

He Bh 
me OC) 

2497 
2498 

ZA4AQD 

SOOO 

Sate) 

Dui 

por Pe @ 

2 o4AO 

KW A 

MY oe dos) 

2697 

2698 

3697 

2 7OG 

OT EN 

Polat thy Hi 

19 ag 

eM 

a 
J 

LET 

0 

st=<ot+" " 

¢5=1+INT 

“x= 1L+INT 

sl=sl+ss 

WE=VFE(SS,xé) 

SUB 3700; LET s#=s#+wF+" 

(RND#¥2) 

(RND#w (ss ,4)) 

REM Noun clause 

560 SUR 3000 

LET s#=s#+c# 

REM Adverb*”? 

IF ap«>2 THEN GO TO 2200 

LET s#=s#+" " 

GO SUB’ S500 

RETURN 

REM 

REM 

Noun Clause 

c#=""' 

x=INT (RND#2) 

Adjective before? 

e=O THEN Oo) TO 3100 

SS=1+INT (RND#¥2) 

=1]+INT (RND#¥wlss,1)) 

sl=sl+ss 

wtr=at(es,x) 

GO SUB 3700 

LET c#=cF+ws+" " 
REM Noun 

LET ss=1+INT 

LET x=1+4+INT 

Se 
os 

(RND#*2 

(RND#¥#w (ss, 2) ) 

LET sl=sl+ss 

LET wt=n#(ao,x ) 

GO SUB 3700: LET c#-c#+wst 

REM Article? 

TR\ORND<.35 THEN LET c#="THE 

90 TE. AS200 

i 

REM 

FOR 

i Mo 

MEX Tx 

IF z=Q THEN LET c#="A 

IF z=1 THEN LET c#="AN 

RETURN 

REM 

REM 

REM 

a oa 8 

KET 

z= 

Search for lead vowel 

“¥=1 TO Se IP .ct#ti FO 71d 

THEN LET z=1 

"+o $ 
"+c % 

Select Adverb 

Sg=i 

x=L+INT 

LET sl=sl+ss 

LET wt=b#(2,x™) 

G0 SUB 2700: LET s#-s¥+w 

RETURN 

REM 

REM 

REM 

REM 

FOR n=1 TO 10 

rr owen TO n=" ™ 

LET n=10 

(RND#w(ss5,5)) 

get rid of spaces 

THEN: CET 

ore 

tT ed 

AW £5 * 

2 74O 

2FI96 

Ti ihe 2S 

a7 98 

Be te ae f 

4000 

AOGOS 

4007 

4O10O 

4012 

AO] 4 

4O14& 

4O18 

4O2Q 

4s 

4020 

4O4co 

NEXT n 

LET z2=z=1 

LET wt=w (1 

RETURN 

REM 

REM 

REM 

REM 

LET 

DIM 

DIM 

DIM 

DIM 

DIM 

Se 

DIM 

FOR 

LET z=0 

LET z=27+1 

READ w#: 

Th 29 

Initialise 

ns=17: LET se=2 

até (2,50,10) 

nF(2,590,10) 

ut (2,50,10) 

v#(2,50,10) 

b#(2,507,190) 

Y#="AETOU" 

W(2,9): LET Wee"" 

xe1 Tile 

IF wt="/" THEN GO 
TO 4100 

4050 

404O 

4ALOO 

4110 

A I | ee 

ce a 

4150 

4200 LET wtx,2)=z-2: 

4210 LET 

LET a¥(x,2z)=wt 

60 TO 40230 

LET wt(x,1)=z-23 

LET Z22e+is 

LET 

READ w#: 

42OO 

LET n#(x,2) =wF 

0 TO 41190 

z=O 

TF wee" 

Let. 

READ w#: 

z=Q 

IF w=" z=2+1: 

/" THEN GO TO 4300 
4220 LET ut(x,z) =wt 
4250 GO TO 4210 
4300 LET wlx,3)=z-2: 

43210 LET 

LET 

READ wt: 

z=0 

IF we=" z=z+1: 

/"" THEN GO TO 4400 
4230 LET v#(x,z) =wt 
4350 

4400 LET w(x ,4)=2z-23 

4410 

GO TO 4210 

LET 

READ w#: 

z=O 

LET z2=2+l1: IF we=" 

/" THEN GO TO 4500 

4430 

4450 
ABO 

4510 

AQOO 

4A OSS 

4997 

4998 

AP99 

BOOC 

S010 

LET b#(x ,2) =wt 

G0 TO 4410 

LET Welk go) 2-2 

NEXT x 

RETURN 

REM 

REM 

REM 

REM 

REM 

DATA 

1 Syllable Words 

Adjectives 

"RED" , “GREER 207. 

QOUNG" , "STILL", "BROWN", "BLACK" ,"W 

HITE”, "WISE" Fat 
oC) aL DATA "THIN", "GREY", "HIGH", " 

WIDE", "DEEP", "DEAD", "WET", "WILD" 
, "BLUE", "SOFT", "RICH" 
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6900 DATA 

7000 REM 

7O20 DATA 
7490 DATA 

7O00 REM 

710 DATA 

7900 DATA 

8000 REM 

BOLO DATA 

i} : ‘| \ ' 

\ ye UTE \\ 
all saint NN |All Ny 
Aye SUMIELEL EV a ie 

MW yniietl VN | ‘ 
j \\W 

Ly yp OW ylfly 

B996 REM 

8997 REM 

8998 REM 

SOZ0 DATA "CLEAR", "SLOW", "SWEET" | 8999 REM 

5 ROUGH" 9000 REM 

5900 DATA "/" 

6000 REM NOUNS 

6010 DATA "MOON", "SEA", "LAKE", "S 

CY nen yo BOSE. TREE” “Stine” 

"SNOW" "RAIN", "CLOUD" 

6020 DATA "WIND","ENIFE", "BIRD", 

"HORSE", "OX", "DOG", "CAT", "MAN" ," 

PRIEST “MOM” 

6030 DATA "KING", "QUEEN", "SWORD" 

; AXE, “EAMP “HOUSES, “FATH", “GR 

ass", "ROCK", "FROG" 

6040 DATA "GHOST", "ROAD", "LAND", 

a " 

9O30 DATA 

9050 DATA 

9060 DATA 

HATIEU GENERATOR 

FIN FAHEY 
FER 1984 

ORIC~1 

GOSUB 4000° INITIALISE FROGRAM 

GOSUB 200’ CONSTRUCT A HAIKU 

FLOT 5,20,"Another poem(Y/N) ?" 

X#=KEY#: X=RND (1) 

TF ASe 8 BOTO ASO 

IF X#="N" THEN STOF 

IF x#="Y" GOTO 110 ELSE GOTO 130 

REM 

REM 

REM CONSTRUCT IT 

REM 

REM 

TI=INT (RND(1) #2): T2=INTC(RND(1)*2) 

CLS:FOR X=1 TO 8S:PRINT:NEXT. X 

IF Ti=1i THEN GOSUB 1000 ELSE GOSUB 2000 

IF SU<7 OR SLZ>1O THEN GOTO 230 

S Li=Sb. 

Prin? oeg. 
IF T2=0 THEN GOSUB 1000 ELSE GOSUR 2000 

IF NS<>St4Li° THEN GOTO 250 

PRINT (Sts. 
DOKE #FB,DEEK (#276):DOKE #FD,DEER (#276) 

RETURN 

SeNtewGae 1Yre tL 

1000 S#="":C#="":SL=0 
(1005 REM INITIAL ADVERB? 
1010 AP=INT(1+RND (1) #8) 
1020 IF AF>1 GOTO 1070 
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"LEAF", "BRANCH", "ARMY", "STAR", "L 
AKE", "MIST", "BOY" 
4050 DATA "GIRL", "SNAKE", "SONG", 
"POET", "BOOK", "FISH", "BROOK" 

Ae a 

VERBS 1 

7010 DATA "FLIE", "FALL", "SLEEP", 
"OPEN", "SFEAK", "SHOUT", "SWIM", "R 
UN", "WALK", "CRIE", "LEAP" 

"DHNIE" . "SING" 

ie Be 

VERBS2 

"HOLD", "TOUCHE", "CALL" 
»"LOVE", "HATE", "WANT", "CLIME" 
7520 DATA "STROKE", "TEAR", "HEED" 
» "SOOTHE", "FLEASE" 

i ae if 

ADVERES 
1 rd it 

2 SYLLABLE WORDS 

ADJECTIVES 

9010 DATA "HOLY", "SACRED", "LONEL 

¥" "ANCIENT", "WIND-SWEFT", "FEARF 

9O20 DATA "JOYFUL", "HAFFY", "ANGR 
Y" "YELLOW", "MOURNFUL", "CAREFLIL" 

"CARELESS", "HEAVY", "WA 
RY", "UGLY", "LOVELY", "HANDSOME " 
9040 DATA "BURNING", "WEEPING", "D 
YING", "GHOSTLY", "BROODING" 

"LOATHSOME" , "GENTLE", " 
TRANQUIL", "PEACEFUL", "WEARY" 

"CHEERFUL", "CLEVER" ,"H 

1040 

1050 

1060 

1070 

1187 

1190 

1i95 

1200 

1210 

1215 

1229 

1220 

1240 

1245 

1250 

1260 

1270 

1280 
1300 

1996 
te ae ahd 

1998 
1999 
2O0O0 

2005 

20)1:0 

2020 

2O3O 

2O4oO 

PO be) 

2060 

2070 

2080 

2090 

2100 

21190 

2120 

2130 

1217: 

xTOUS" 
9190 DATA "/" 

it 

ET", “MOONRISE", 

i 

9390 DATA "74" 

SES DATA ™/* 

9790 DATA "/" 

9900 DATA "/" 

X=INT CI+RND (1) *NW(SS,5)) 

SL=SL+SS 

S#=SF+AVE(SS,X)+", " 

GOSUB 2000 

REM ADVERB? 

S#=9#+CF 

IF AP“ >2 GOTO 1220 

SS=INT (2+RND (1) ¥2) 

X=INT (C1+RND (1) *#NW(SS,S) ) 

SL=SL+SS: S#=S#+AVE(SS,XI+" " 

REM VERE 

SS=INT (1i+RND (1) *3) 

X=INT(1+RND (1) *NW(SS,3)) 

SL=SL+SS: S#=S#+V1F(SS,X)4+"S" 

REM ADVERB™ 

IF AFL SS GOTO 1300 

SS=INT (2+RND (1) #2) 

X=INT CI+RND (1) *#NW(SS,5) > 

SL=SL+55:S#=St+" "+AV#E(S5S,5) 

RETURN 

REM 

REM 

REM SENTENCE TYPE 2 

REM 
S#=""—sC#=""s SI=0 

REM INITIAL ADVERB? 

AF =INT (C1i+RND (1) #8) 

IF AF?1 GOTO 2070 

SS=INT (2+RND (1) #2) 

X=INT (1+RND(1)*#NW(SS,5)) 

SL.=SL+SS 

S#=S#+AVE(SS,X)+", " 

GOSUB 3000 

S$#=SF+CF 

IF AF< 22 GOTO 2130 

SS=INT (2+RND (1) #2) 

X=INT CIi+RND(1)*NW(SS,5) ) 

SL=SL+95S: S#=S#+AVE(SS,X)+" " 

REM VERE 

ELFFUL", "LEARNED", "CURTOUS" . 
9070 DATA "TENDER", "TUNEFUL" , "AN 

200 REM NOUNS 

9210 DATA-"SCHOLAR", "SPARROW", "E: 

AGLE" , "OCEAN", "RIVER". "SOLDIER" 

9220 DATA "TEMPLE" ,"STATUE", "MER 
CHANT", "PLANET", "TAILOR", “CASTLE 

9230 DATA "INSECT", "LOVER", "SUNS 
"PEASANT", "WOMAN" 

9240 DATA "SUNRISE", "LIZARD", "MO 
UNTAIN", "FOREST", “HERMIT”; "SALMO 

9400 REM VERES 1 
9410 DATA "IDLE", "FLUTTER", "MUTT 
ER", "CHATTER", "FLITTER", "FALTER" 
94230 DATA "PONDER", "WITHER", "RIF 
EN", "HASTEN", "MARCHE", "LISTEN" 
94350 DATA "REFLECT" 

9400 REM VERBS? 
94610 DATA "HINDER", "CURSE", "FRIG 

HTEN" , "DELIGHT", "SADDEN", "BURDEN 

9620 DATA "VISIT", "WATCHE", "STAR 

TLE * INSETRE”, “REL COMe © 

9800 REM ADVERBS 
9810 DATA "SLOWLY", "CLEARLY", "FR 
EFELY", "LOUDLY", "SOFTLY", "ROUGHLY 

9920 DATA "SWEETLY","FURELY" 



eee 

21406 SS=INT CL+RND (1) *3) 

eo a C=INT CI+RND (1) *NW(SS, 4) ) 

£160 SL=SL+SS: S#=S#+V2s(SS,X)4+"S " 

<170 GOSUB 3000 

©1BO S#=GF+CF 

219) REM ADVERB? 

2200 IF APS? GOTO 2300 

221 SS=INT (2+RND (1) #2) 

e220 X=INTCL1+RND (1) *#NW(SS,S)) 

e220 SL=SL+SS:S#=Ss+" "+AVE(Ss,5) 

2200 RETURN 

29796 REM 

2??? REM 

2796). REM 

2799 REM 

CR LTD ee Be a 

S005 X=INT(CRND(1)*2) 

S010 IF X=0 THEN GOTO 2100 

S020 SS=INT C1+RND (1) *2) 

SOSO X=INT CL+RND (1) *NW(SS,1)) 

~O40 SL=SL_+SS:C#=AJ#(SS,xX)+" " 

3050 REM DO NOUN 

2100 SS=INT(C1+RND (1) #2) 

S119 X=INT(C1+RND(1)*NW(SS,2) ) 

2120 SL=SL+SS+1 

2130 C#=C#+N¢(SS,X) + " " 

2140 REM DO ARTICLE 

2150 IF INT(RND(1)*#2)=1 THEN C#="THE "4C#:GOTO 2200 

2160 Z=0 

2170 FOR X=1 TO S:1IF LEFT#(C#,1)=VO#(X) THEN Z=1 

2180 NEXT X 

2185 IF C#=" "JHEN STOF 

2190 IF Z=0 THEN C#="Q "+C# 

S195 IF Z=1 THEN C#¥="QN "4+C¥ 

3200 RETURN 

S796 REM 

32997 REM 

3993 REM SET UF EVERYTHING 

4000 NS=17:SE=2 

4005 DIM AJ#(3,100) ,N#(2,100) ,ViFt(2,100) ,VoECS 

VE(S,100) ,NW(S,5) 

4007 DIM VO#(S) :VO#(1)="A"s VOE(S)="E"s VOF CS) ="1" 2 Oe ¢ 

4)="0":V0#8(5) ="uU" 

4010 FOR X=1 TO 3 
4020 Z=0 

4030 Z=Z+1 

4040 READ W#:IF W¥="/" GOTO 4100 

40350 AJ#(X,Z) =We 

4060 GOTO 4020 

4100 NW(X,1)=Z-2:Z=0 

4110 Z=Z+1:READ W#:IF W#="/" GOTO 4200 

4120 N#(X,Z)=Wt:GOTO 4110 

4200 NW(X,2)=Z-2:Z=0 

4210 Z=Z+1:READ W#:IF Wt="/" GOTO 4200 

4220 V1F(XK,Z)=Wt:GOTO 4210 

4300 NW(X,3)=Z-2: Z=0 

4310 Z=Z+1:READ W#:IF Wt="/" GOTO 4400 

4220 VEE(X,Z)=Wt: GOTO 4310 

4400 NW(X,4) =Z-2:Z=0 

4410 Z=Z+1:READ Wt:IF Wt="/" GOTO 4500 

4420 AV#E(X,Z)=WF: GOTO 4410 

43500 NW(X,5)=Z-2 

4510 NEXT X 

4900 RETURN 

4996 REM 

4997 REM 

4998 REM 

4999 REM 

2000 REM ADJECTIVES 

S010 DATA RED, GREEN,OLD, YOUNG ,STILL,SAD, BROWN, BLACK ,W 

HITE,WISE,FAT, THIN 

5020 DATA GREY , HIGH, WIDE, DEEF, DEAD, WET, FALSE, WILD, BLU 
E, SOFT ,RICH,SICK 

SOZ0 DATA CLEAR,SLOW, SWEET, ROLIGH 
3900 DATA / 

6000 REM NOUNS 

6010 DATA MOON,SEA,LAKE,SEY, CRANE ,GOOSE » TREE, SUN, SRIGW 

ysRAIN, CLOUD, WIND, ENIFE 

6020 DATA RIRD, HORSE »9X,DOG,CAT MAN, FRIEST MONK, RING, 

QUEEN ,SWORD,AXE,LAMF 

6030 DATA HOUSE , FATH, GRASS , ROCK , FROG , GHOST ,ROAD, LAND, 
LEAF , BRANCH, ARMY 

6040 DATA STAR,LAKE,MIST, BOY »sGIRL, SNAKE 

6050 DATA SONG,FOET, BOOK ,FIS SH, BROOE 

6900 DATA / 

7OOO REM VERBS1 

7010 DATA FLIE,FALL,SLEEF,OFEN, SPEAK, SHOUT, SWIM, RLIN, W 
ALE, CRIE,LEAF, DREAM 

7O20 DATA DIE,SING 

7490 DATA / 

7500 REM VERBS? 
7510 DATA HOLD » TOUCHE ,CALL.,LOVE ,HATE »WANT,CLIME. STROE 

E,TEAR,HEED 

7520 DATA SOOTHE ,FLEASE 

NOUN CLAUSE 

1003.48 

SINGLE SYLLABLE WORDS 

7900 DATA / 

BO00 REM ADVERBS 

8010 DATA / 

89946 REM 

8997 REM 

8998 REM TWO SYLLABLE WORDS 

9O0O REM ADJECTIVES 
9010 DATA HOLY ,SACRED,LONELY , ANCIENT ,WIND--SWEF'T , FEARF 

UL ,JOYFUL .HAFFY , ANGRY 

9020 DATA YELLOW ,MOURNFUL ,CAREFUL , CARELESS, HEAVY, GALL 
ANT , WARY , UGLY ,LOVELY 

9030 DATA HANDSOME , BURNING, WEEF'ING,DYING, GHOSTLY, BROO 
DING ,LOATHSOME , GENTLE 

97040 DATA TRANQUIL ,FPEACEFUL ,WEARY , CHEERFUL, CLEVER, HEL 
FFUL,LEARNED,CURIOUS 

9050 DATA TENDER, TUNEFUL ,ANXIOUS 
9900 DATA / 

10000 REM NOUNS 

10010 DATA SCHOLAR , SFARROW, EAGLE , OCEAN, RIVER, BANNER,S 
OLDIER, TEMPLE , STATUE 

10020 DATA MERCHANT ,FLANET, TAILOR,CASTLE, INSECT,LOVER 

» SUNSET , MOONRISE 

10020 DATA PEASANT ,WOMAN, SUNRISE ,L.IZARD,MOUNTAIN, FORE 

ST ,HERMIT,SALMON 

10900 DATA / 

11060 REM VERBS 1 

11910 DATA IDLE,FLUTTER,MUTTER,CHATTER,FLITTER,FALTER 

»sPONDER,WITHER 

11020 DATA RIFEN,HASTEN,MARCHE ,L.ISTEN,REFLECT 

11490 DATA / 

11500 REM VERBS? 

11510 DATA HINDER, CURSE ,FRIGHTEN, DEL. IGHT,SADDEN, BURDE 

N,VISIT,WATCHE ,STARTLE 

11520 DATA INSFIRE,WELCOME 
119900 DATA / 

12000 REM ADVERBS 

12010 DATA SLOWLY ,CLEARLY,FREELY,LOUDLY,SOFTI_Y , ROLIGHL. 
Y SWEETLY ,PURELY 

12900 DATA / 

12996 REM 

12997 REM 

12998 REM 

12999 REM 

13000 REM ADJECTIVES 

15010 DATA WONDERFUL , TIMOROUS, VENOMOUS, RAVENOUS, REVER 
ENT 

12020 DATA BEAUTIFUL, pe Te is INNOCENT , PENI TENT, REL! 
CTANT 

12020 DATA DESOLATE,REGRETFUL , BOISTEROUS, AMOURQUS , SUS 
FICIOUS ,HESITANT 

13900 DATA / 

14000 REM NOUNS 

14010 DATA WARRIOR, SAMURAI , EMPEROR ,WANDERER, JUNTFER,C 
ICADA,CHERRY TREE 

14020 DATA TRAVELLER 

14900 DATA / 

15000 REM VERBS 1 

15010 DATA MEDITATE, CONTEMPLATE 

15020 DATA HESITATE,CALCULATE , REMEMBER 

15490 DATA / 

15500 REM VEREBS2 

15510 DATA ENTERTAIN, OVERAWE ,ENLIGHTEN, IMFASSION,ENCI 

RCLE,AMAZE ,EMBOL DEN 

15900 DATA / 

16000 REM ADVERES 

16010 DATA HOPEFULLY, THANKFULLY, TEARFULLY,RAFIDLY,LAN 

GUIDLY ,ANX IOUSLY 

16020 DATA WISTFULLY,LISTLESSLY,DISTANTLY,FRETTILY,GR 

ACEFULLY, TEMF TINGLY 

16900 DATA 4 

THREE SYLLABLE WORDS 

ll 
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Yet more moneytor 
bolions 

A rubbish bin for your old 
has been. 

Believe it or not, computers often suffer from amnesia. 
99% start off with large enough memories, but operating 

functions like text, colour, sound and more particularly high 
resolution graphics, take large bytes out of them. Leaving very 
little “useable” memory for programming and games. 

Not so the new Oric Atmos 48K. 
This is the one home computer that takes these normal 

working functions in its stride. 
Unlike other home computers it uses the highly sophisticated 

serial attribute handling method used by Viewdata and Teletext, 

in which the attributes are stored on the screen alongside the data, 
instead of taking up space in the memory. 

Thus the Oric Atmos never offers less than a healthy 37K 
of useable memory - even when the new colour printer and disc 
drive unit are attached. (Technical buffs see details overleaf). 

So it rivals the performance of the supposedly larger, more 
expensive Commodore 64K, which unfortunately loses 26K of its 
“elephantine” memory in high resolution graphics. 

It beats its immediate competitors like the Sinclair Spectrum, 
Dragon 32K, Vic 20 and Atari 600. 
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It beats the Lynx 48K,which costs over a third more, 
yet loses 34K. 

It even beats the Acorn Electron and the BBC Micro which 
costs more than twice as much, yet loses 23K in high resolution 
graphics, 

And while this may surprise you, it's totally in keeping with 
a company recognised in the computer industry for performance 
and innovation. 

Like its predecessor, the Oric-1, the Oric Atmos has the 
powerful loudspeaker and amplifier unit that prompted “Which 

The new Oric Atmos 48K. 

Micro” (November issue) to comment...“lts sound facilities have 
more in common with those of the £400 Beeb, than the rather 
pathetic beep of the Spectrum. At full volume it can compete with 
most arcade games..: 

Yet the Oric Atmos 48K costs a mere £170, including all the 
leads and adaptors you need to get it going. 

So if:you're buying a computer, remember our name. We 
could save you a fortune on bolt-ons...or wastepaper bins. 

The new Oric Atmos 48K. ARIC 
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Now weve whetted your appetite, 
here's something to get your teeth into. 

Printer 
Technical Specifications 

Printer/ 
Plotting 
system 

Plotting speed: 
horizontal) 
vertical) 
Printer 
Speed 
Resolution 
Effective 
plotting 
range 
Characters 
per line 
Characters 
per line 

Accuracy 
repetition) 
movement) 
distance) 

Pen life 
Parallel 
interface 
Temperature 

range 
storage 

Humidity 
range 
Power 

supply 

Dimensions 

Ball Point Pen, 4 colour 

52 mm/sec Boat 
73 mm/sec (3.08ips 
12 characters per.second 

0.2 mm/step (0.00787 inch) 
96 mm (3.804 inch) x axis, 
divided into 480 steps. (No limit 
in y direction) 
80 or 40 text mode (determined 
by software in graphics mode) 
INT (480/n+ 1) *6) 
for0=n=15 

0.2 mm max 
0.3 mm max 
0.5% max (x— axis) 
1% (y-axis) 
250 metres (825 feet) 
8—bit parallel Uses STROBE 
and ACKNOWLEDGE 

18.3 to 35°C yr to 96°F) 
—40 to 71°C (.40 to 160°F) 
10% to 80% relative non- 
condensing 
Switching power supply input 
100-1 26 VAC 
200-240 VAC 
1094" wide 
6/4’ deep 
2\/2' high 

Atmos 
Technical Specifications 

CPU 
Memory 
Memory 
(48K Model) 

Language 
Keyboard 

Display 

Text format 

Character 
set 

Graphics 
Graphic 
Facilities 

Sound 

Storage 

Interface 

Other 

6502 A 

Choice of 16K or 48K RAM 

Minimum 48K RAM, max 64: 
16K ROM external control 
signals allow use of full 64K 

or maybe used externally 
to increase ROM/RAM 

Extended Microsoft basic 

Typewriter style and pitch, 57 
keys, standard computer layout, 
additional cursor control keys, 
autorepeat facility, tactile and 
acoustic feedbac 
Output for B&W or colour TV, 
RGB output for colour monitor. 
AO line x 28 rows 

Similar to Teletext format, 
standard ASCII double height, 
flashing, 80 user definable 
characters 
240 x 200,8 colours 

Points, lines, circles 

Internal loudspeaker and 
amplifier. 3-Channel sound 
synthesiser envelope control, 
amplitude control 8 octaves, 
noise channel 
Most cassette recorders via 
DIN socket 300 or 2400 BAUD. 
Disc Drive. 

Centronics, expansion port, 
Hi-fi, RGB Monitor, UHF TV, 
cassette recorder 
Warm reset to regain control 
without clearing program or 
data 

Micro Disc 
Technical Specifications 

Formatted 
Capacity 
No. of 
Tracks 

No. of 
Sectors 

Bytes per 
Sector 

Transfer 
Rate 

Supports up to 599 files 

160K bytes per side (double 
density as standard) 
40 (80 available as option ata 
future date) 
16 

256 

250K Bits/Sec 

er side, four drives single 
or double sided, 40 or 30 track. User definable 
aie derer allows mixing of drive types 
inclu ing 5 V4" ( five and a quarter inch) 
Extensive wild card facilities 
Copy allows merging of basic and machine 
code files 

Utilities 

The Utilities are as follows: 

1. Backup 
2. Copy 
3. Del 

4. Dir 

5. Drv 

6. Format 

7. Load 

8. Protect 

9. Recall 

10. Ren 

11. Save 

12. Store 

13. Sys 

Copy a whole disc 
Copy a file to another 
Delete a file allowing wildcards 
Display directory listing 
Set the default drive number 
Format and initialise a disc 
Load a file (code data or basic) 
Change protect status of file 
Recall a basic array from a file 
Rename a file 
Save a file (code, data or basic) 
Store a basic array as a data file 
Change system configuration 

Prices and data correct attime of goingtopress. _ 
Specifications on the above models may change without notice. 

Available at Dixons, Laskys, Comet, Wigfalls, Rumbelows and all good computer stockists. 



The first of a series 

looking at software companies 

SALAMANDS 

Above, left to right: 
Ful, Paul, Lucy, Pete, 

‘ Chris, Tina 

Left: Lucy 
and cat 

\ 

_ | SALAMANDER Software is a co-operative of 
_ | seven people — although I’m sure I counted eight 
| — run from a many-storied, terraced house in 

Brighton. Each of the seven has a specific 
responsibility. To an outsider these areas seem to 
interweave in an orderly sort of chaos; 
presumably from within it all makes sense. 
Completing the team are five cats, one of which is 
about to have kittens. 
“Petes” abound in this company. There are 

three, but one hides under the name of Jul, anda 
lot of the outside programmers also share this 
name — perhaps it is a criteria for the job. 
Salamander started in September ’82 with about 
four people. Everyone involved met at Sussex 
University while NOT doing Computer Studies; 
areas of study focused on Biology and 
Biochemistry — and all did Experimental 
Psychology (is there some strange connection 
between that and the software business?). But it 
seems to be a common love (nice way of saying 
manic addiction) for board games (real games) 
that binds them together. 
One of the founder-members of the ““co-op”’, 

Pete Neil, bought a Dragon in August 1982, and 
then had found there was no software for it. So 
being enterprising, he sat down and wrote his 
own — and Salamander was born. What does the 
hame mean? Is it a mystical Chinese figure, or a 
mythical fire demon or, if you’re a biologist, a 

newt? Well, they chose it because they liked it. 
They also had a couple of games for the BBC that 
Paul had written, and by working round the clock 
managed to launch themselves, as Salamander, 

onto an unsuspecting public with a total of six 
games. Dragon Trek is one of the original games, 
and still sells really well despite the fact that it is 
18 months old. 

Some of Salamander’s ideas for games come 
from the board games that they play. They don’t 
“‘steal”’ other people’s ideas but look at aspects of 
the game that might be really good and develop 
them further. A lot of games are based on similar 
structures, Monopoly is one of the most over- 
used. 

Salamander see board-type games as being very 
popular in the future. At the beginning of the 
game the player is asked if they want to play 
under standard victory conditions or to set their 
own. At present Salamander’s best seller is 737 
Flight Simulator for the BBC Micro, with four or 
five new programs being released every month — 
this is where the team of outside programmers 
come into the picture, many of them are friends 
from university days. A lot of software is also sent 
to them, and this is how 737 arrived. Salamander 

is very proud of its packaging and claims to be the 
first to use the small video-type wallets for its 
games, moving to a larger size when everybody 
else started using the same thing. 

Salamander write only for the Dragon, Oric, 

Electron, BBC Micro and possibly the Commo- 
dore 64, and the company has a special arrange- 
ment with Jeff Minter, Llamasoft, who specialises 
in programs for the Commodore 64 and Vic-20. 
The arrangement means Salamander can convert 
any existing Llamasoft software to whatever 
machine it chooses; Dragon, Spectrum, Electron 

or whatever. Salamander, in turn, let Quicksilva 
market the Spectrum conversions, because 
Quicksilva has a larger share of the Spectrum 
market and can afford to produce games at a 

Sees 

by Sally Clark 

competitive price. Salamander’s packaging is 
nice but too expensive for the Spectrum market, 
which is very competitive and cheap. 

Franklin’s Tomb was reviewed by Computer 
Choice in December and is part of an Adventure 
trilogy. The reviews of the second part of this 
adventure, Lost in Space, and the third part, 
Fishy Business, are both in this issue (May). The 
hero is an ex-cop Dan Diamond, and for everyone 
tired of orcs, dragons, zombies and the like this is 
a must. Franklin’s Tomb was written by an old 
friend of the Salamander team, but the text was 
supplied by Pete the Hat, with the odd sick joke 
donated by the rest, in a Raymond Chandler-type 
style. Ideas for the script came from American 
comics and old films like The Big Sleep and the 
TV series of the Philip Marlowe stories. Dan 
Diamond is, in fact, a cross between Indiana 
Jones (of Raiders of the Lost Ark) and Philip 
Marlowe. At the moment Salamander are 
working on conversions of quite a few of their 
existing games. The team hope to have some 
really original games available by next Christmas 
— but no details as yet. 

ll 

Right: 
Pete the Hat 
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ONE OF the most important features of the 
Commodore 64 computer is the extensive use of 
the PEEK and POKE commands. 
However, in the CBM 64 Microcomputer 

User Manual there is only a short section on 
pages 60-62, with little additional sections on 
pages 123 and 126. The amount of detail neces- 
sary to use PEEK and POKE constructively is 
rather more than this. 

The television screen 

The form of the POKE statement is 

POKE address, bytevalue 

where the address is a value between 0 and 
65535, and refers to a location in memory called a 
“byte” (the 64K memory of the CBM 64). To 
find your way around memory requires 
“memory maps”’, but the manual does not really 
provide many. 
Without memory maps we really are POKEing 

around in the dark, and the only memory maps in 
the manual are for screen memory and colour 
memory. You have to be really careful how you 
use POKE, unless you have a memory map at 
hand: if you only have the manual, then try out 
POKEs you have been recommended to use. 
One patch of memory it is safe to use is from 

40960 to 49151, because this is the area of 

memory given up to the CBM 64 BASIC ROM. 
ROM means Read Only Memory, and so — 
though you can PEEK at the value in that 
location — whatever you POKE will not affect 
the content of the location. There are other safe 
places, and some safe places where it is possible to 
change the contents of the byte stored at a 
location. Turn to page 63 of your manual. 
On page 63 is a memory map which shows the 

layout of the screen on the CBM 64, with 40 
characters across (0 to 39) and 25 lines down (0 to 

24). This gives a total of 40 x 25 = 1000 different 
characters which may be on the screen at the 
same time. It should be noted that the first 
element is usually called 0, whether it be row or 
column (or array). 

RES 
NSS “C. 

Boris Allen tells you how to make 

the most of the graphics capabilities 
for the CBM 64 

Each of the 1000 locations shown (from 1024 to 
2023) contains a token, which stores information 
about what is supposed to be on the screen in the 

corresponding position. The screen is said to be 
“memory mapped’’, but the term mapping is that 
used in mathematics not that used in carto- 

graphy. 
Corresponding to the screen memory map, 

there is a colour memory map (manual page 64) 
which shows another set of memory locations 
(from 55296 to 56295). Each location gives the 
code corresponding to the colour shown at the 
appropriate screen position. The colour codes are 
those given on page 61 of the manual. 

To change the colour of the character being 
shown at the top left corner of the screen, we have 
to change the value stored in location 55296. The 

colour code for black is 0, and so 

will change the colour at the top left to black. 

Changing colours 

Hold down SHIFT and CLR/HOME, and then 
turn to page 133 of your manual. Find the 
number 65 (in the coloumn headed POKE), and 
then note that under SET 1 there is a spade and 
under SET 2 there is the letter A. POKE a spade 
into the bottom left corner, coloured black: 

and if you now 

—_—_ wf 
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makes the spade 

colour as the background. Carefully move the 
flashing cursor down by use of RETURN, and 
when the bottom line is reached the spade 
appears in the cursor, and disappears, and 

SET 1 to SET 2). The change is reversed by 
SHIFT and C=, and so return to the usual 
(default) SET. 
Next try 

PORE S328, @ 

and a sombre (all black) picture is produced. 

Location 53280 controls the border colour, and 

location 53281] gives the background colour (page 
60 in the manual). The background is black, so 

POKE 

rr 
“disappear”’ as it is the same 

appears... 

Low resolution graphics 

It is possible to plot lines on the television screen 
by using POKEs, and our first attempt will be A 
LINE OF BLOCKS. To draw lines using the 

1000 character locations is called ‘“‘low reso- 

lution” graphics, or “block graphics” (see my 
book “‘Graphic Art for the C64’”’, Appendix G). 

This first program is rather short, and when 
RUN turns the screen white all over (background 

and border). A line of chequered blocks (video 
code 102) then runs diagonally down the screen 
to the right. 

The program clears the screen by CHR$(147) 

and then the two POKES set the background and 
border to thé same colour, i.e. white. The only 
reason this is done is that it looks rather effective 
when the line is drawn. 

There are 40 columns (0 to 39) and 25 rows (0 
to 24) and a single line has to be drawn. We draw, 
therefore, on each row, ignoring some of the 
columns. The row number is indexed by the loop 
counter Y (from 0 to 24), and for each row we 
select the corresponding column. The column is 
indexed by the variable X, and X is made equal to 
a, 

The “‘point” is plotted at line 150 by POKEing 
a value into the location corresponding to the 
intersection of the appropriate row and column 
(or, in other terms, the co-ordinates of the point). 
The value which is POKEd is 102, that is, the 
video code corresponding to a chequered square 
(page 135 of MUM, SET 1). This character is 
called the “‘chequer’’. 

After the line of chequers has been drawn, so as 
not to interfere with the display (the line is so 
amazingly pretty), we have the endless loop at 
line 170 (i.e. 170 GOTO 170). To finish the 
program use the SFOP key. To return to the 
initial state, before we made the colour changes, 

press STOP and RESTORE at the same time. 
A more adventurous program is ANOTHER 

LINE OF BLOCKS. The idea behind this pro- 
gram is to draw from the top left to bottom right 
corners. At column 0 we have row 0, and at 

column 39 we have row 24: each column is there- 

the difference comes in line 140. In place of 

fore worth about (is exactly) 25/40 rows. The 
gradient of the line is thus 25 in 40 (or .625). 

This second program is effectively the same as 
the previous one, until we come to the calculation 
of S in line 110. S stores the value of the gradient 
(i.e. 25/40 = .625), and as there are more columns 
than rows we have to step through all the 
columns (so as not to miss any of them out). If we 
look after the columns, it seems likely that the 
rows will look after themselves. 

If we only plotted on each of the 25 rows, that 
would be 25 points in total. There are 40 
columns, and so there would be at least 15 

columns without any plotted points along their 
length. Thus there would be gaps in the line. 

The columns are indexed by the counter X (as 
before) and we then calculate the value for the 
row which should correspond to that column. 
The row index is called Y (as before). If the 
column number is 7 (say), the equivalent row is 
7*S = 4.375. We plug these values of X and Y 
into the same formula as before (i.e. 1024 + X + 
Y*40). 

The program is RUN. There is, however, no 
line from the top left corner to the bottom right 
corner. Instead, there is a regular pattern of 
dots/chequers all over the screen. 

I made a mistake. 
The mistake must be in the way in which the Y 

co-ordinate value is calculated. This is easy to 
remedy: we do not use the fractional value of Y in 
calculating the location in memory, we should 
use the Y value rounded to the nearest whole 
number. If Y is 4.375 then it is rounded to 4. The 
number 4.375 means that the point lies some- 
where on row 4, and if the number was 4.75 this 

would mean that the point lay on row 5. 
The modified version of this program (A 

MODIFIED LINE OF BLOCKS) works, and 

by Ramee ‘ . 

number. 

If the fractional part is .5 or over, adding .5 
makes the whole number part go over into the 
next whole number: INTing this new number 
then effectively rounds to the whole number 
above the original number. 

If the fractional part is less than .5, to add .5 
does not change the whole number part: INT 
rounds down in this case. 

Running the modified version gives the 
straight line we want, diagonally, from corner to 

corner. Examining the “‘line”’ shows that some- 
times there is more than one chequer on each 
row. The line which has been drawn is not truly 
diagonal, it is a set of little horizontal lines (of two 
Or more adjacent chequers on a row) plus indi- 
vidual chequers. 

All lines on a computer are like this when you 
look at them under magnification, the finer lines 
you see with high resolution graphics are nothing 

more than finer examples of the line of chequers 
you have drawn. Next month we will progress a 
bit further with the theory of drawing straight 
lines. 
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playing a video game. The more you play, the market te 
better you get.So you'd expect peoplewho ~~ 

“Leaves the Atari, Dra‘ 
and Lynx 

~ Choosing a home computer is a b 

For once this really has to be true with the : 
spend their working life choosing computers § Spectravideo SV 318." oe 
to be pretty good at the game. Quick to shoot | 
down a fault. Pleased when they find an 

hailed as revolutionary ° 
Hasan 

sd gt ae 

“The first cheap, high performance 

improvement. computer...” 
Recently Which Micro? and What Micro? “Double precision numbers... are ideal 

tested the Spectravideo SV 318. Here's what — for companies with turnovers under 
they had to say: £999,999,999,999.99.” 

Spectravideo SV 318: Memory — 32K ROM expandable to 96K, 32K RAM expandable to 144K: Keyboard — calculator type, 71 keys, 
10 function keys, builtin joy stick/cursor control: Graphics — 16 colours, 256 x192 high resolution graphics, 32 sprites: Sound — 3 channels, 
8 octaves perchannel: CP/M* compatibility — over 3000 existing software packages: Storage — cassette drive, 256K disc drive capacity: 
Suggested retail price — £186. 

Spectravideo SV 328: Memory — 32K ROM expandable to 96K, 8OK RAM expandable to 144K: Keyboard — full word processor type, 
87 keys, 10 function keys, builtin cursor control: Graphics — 16 colours, 256 x 192 high resolution graphics, 32 sprites: Sound — 3 channels, 
8 octaves perchannel: CP/M* compatibility — over 3000 existing software packages: Storage — cassette drive, 256K disc drive capacity: 
Suggested retail price — £262. 

A full rd nge of peripherals are also available. ** Which Micro Hardware Revue — Spectravideo SV-318. *@® CP/Mis a registered trade mark of Digital Research Inc 



gon, Commodore 64 
FOF DEA." vesicss0ss- 

fo produce graphics with the Basic.” 

‘This is a BBC class machine.” 

“As a computer for the enthusiast it is well 
nigh perfect.” 

“A good micro for tomorrow.” 

oV-318 SV-328 
PERSONAL COMPUTERS 

Spectravideo Ltd, 165 Garth Road, Morden, Surrey SM4.4LM 
Telephone: 01-330 O101. Telex: 28704 MMH VANG 

_most people wil sacs oe sosy itis
 

SRELTRAW/DEZ.. 

Fill in the coupon sntotiay: and we'll mail 
you the reports as well as a full technical 
specification brochure in colour of this 
amazing new personal computer or see the 
Spectravideo for yourself at most leading 
compuier stockists. 

To: Spectravideo Ltd, 165 Garth Road, Morden, Surrey SM4 4LM 

l-am interested in Spectravideo computers and peripherals. Please 
send me the latest reports together with a full technical specification 
brochure. 

Name: 

Address lL 

Tel. No.: STD Code: 

CC-5-84 
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| Ss GO TO 19000 

| 1oO REM music string uti Livy 

20 REM SFECTRUM 

| =O REM Fin Fahey 

| 40 REM 

| 95 REM Dismantle String 

97 REM 
STEP <2 

| 100 FOR n=i TO LEN n# 

| 1o§ IF nz=LEN n# THEN L 

| 1 TO n+" “s GO TO its | 

| 410 LET x#=n#(n TO n+) os —AR 

445: LET gy FCS 5 8 Gee ae LET 1#=x 

fa 
Wl 

*¢1. TO 1? 

foo iF 142°6° THEN GO TO 220 lll 

Bes “) 

ET x¥=n# 

| 

| (30 IF r#="+" THEN GO TO 160 

| w= IF r#="—-" THEN GO TO 180 
Meee! eos 

| 137 REM 

ps 126 REM Extract Naturals 
270 60H To &€ 

129 REM 
280 pee 

140 LET n=n-i: FOR m=1i TO 1 
290 REM 

200 REM Extract Octave 
145 IF L#="CXDXEF XGXAXB" Cm TO m 

) THEN LET tem-i: LET m=1i 

i150 NEXT m: GO TO 400 

(35 REM 

=50 IF lge3ngn 

| 155 REM 
157 REM 

3460 J THEN GO TO. ze 
THEN LET gee 

Extract Sharps 

160 FOR m=i TO 12 
: 

ag IF 18="XCXDXXFXBXAX" (m TO 
m 277 REM Extract Regt 

) THEN LET t=m-i: LET m=12 
S86 fF | esi a 

170 NEXT mz GO TO 400 
$*50/(le¥s)) | HEN PAUSE 

17S REM 
390 REM aa Ve 

17> REM Extract Flats 
295 REM , 

| 

‘77 REM 
297 REM Play One Note | 

400 BEEF 1/ (1% 
450 REM ) ,O*¥1F+h4t—4 

SOO NEXT : 
8 

wid i 
96 TUR 

igo FOR m=1i TO iz 

LoS: iF | £="XDXEXXGXAXBX
" Cm TO m 

) THEN LET t=m-1: LET m=12 

te 1 eco" tT" THEN GO TO 350 
ny IC 
~4GFGFGFL6ELS 

250) 
: nO IF VAL r#70 THEN LET s=VAL ae 

1050 Ler Ray SUR 100 GL4FEr 

DCDL2CLacn ZAL4C 
1660 Ler 

GO SUR Toe obacLac
pc 

SUB 109 . ACDFGFDCL 1 pL zee 
10760 NEXT 

1O8¢ Ce 
is T NE 

DDLp" ="LIDLac 
Set Agee ae ~4CACDFGF DCL > 
1900 PAUSE Ea 100 DCL.2DL.4 

eve) GO" TG 1002 

190 NEXT m: G0 TO 400 

bes © RE ad Lac YL.” THEN GO TO Fs 1B. ? REP 

333 REM 
igs REM a 

3 aon REM Extract Note Length 
F AES ¥ 

27 REM 
: 19006 A 

4 THEME 
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TRADE ENQUIRIES: ANIROG SOFTWARE LID? oes 

PAYMENT BY CHEQUE P.O. ACCESS/VISA 50p POSTAGE & PE 
MAIL ORDER’ 8 HIGH STREET HORLEY SURREY” 24°ROUR CREDIT CARD SALES er deep 

An arcade adventure of awe- 
some proportions. The evil 
powers of hell have sGattered 
the signs of ZODIAC in the 
400 chambers of THE ABYSS. 
You have ind and recover 
these ma 
Tight all the 
all those 

y by annihilating 
stand in your 

£7395 

DARTFORD KENT (0322) 92513/8 
4)6083 
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DETAILS 
Level 9 Computing specialise in 

hugh, pure-text puzzle 

adventures with detailed scenery 

and a wealth of puzzles. All games 

have over 200 locations anda 

save game feature, and cost 

£9.90 inclusive. 

MIDDLE EARTH ADVENTURES 

1: COLOSSAL ADVENTURE. A 

complete, full size version of the 

classic mainframe game 

“Adventure” with 70 bonus 

locations added. 

2: ADVENTURE QUEST. 

Centuries have passed since the 

time of Colossal Adventure and 

evil armies roam The Land. With 

cunning, you must overcome the 

many obstacles on the road to the 

Black Tower, source of their 

demonic power, and destroy it. 

3: DUNGEON ADVENTURE. The 

trilogy is completed by this 

massive adventure, set in the rich 
caves below the shattered Black 

Tower. A sense of humour is 

essential! 

THE FIRST SILICON DREAM 
ADVENTURE 

4: SNOWBALL. The first of Pete 
Austin’s second trilogy. The giant 

colony starship, Snowball 9, has 

been sabotaged and is heading 

for the sun in this giant game with 

7000 locations. 

THE LORDS OF TIME SAGA 

7: LORDS OF TIME. Our 
congratulations to Sue Gazzard 

for her super design of this new 

time travel adventure through the 

ages of world history. Chill to the 

Ice-age, go romin’ with Caesars 

legions, shed light on the Dark 

Ages. etc. etc. 

LEVEL 9 ADVENTURES 

L 
shops, or mail order from us at no extra charge. Send order, or SAE 
for catalogue, to the address below — and please describe your 

BBC 32k COMMODORE 64 SPECTRUM 45k 

LYNX 48k NASCOM 32k ORIC 4sk ATARI 32k 
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evel 9 adventures are available at £9.90 from good computer 

micro. 
LEVEL 9 COMPUTING 

Dept K » 229 Hughenden Road, High Wycombe, Bucks HP13 5PG 

[X TheNo.I 83 
FootballGame 
Football Mana 
Designed by Kevin Toms 

Some of the features of the game: 
* Matches in 3D graphics 

ger 

* Transfer market *« Promotion and 

relegation * FA. Cup matches * 

Injury problems * Full league 

tables * Four Divisions 
ra 

aa oT a 

REVIEWS 

“Adventures which have a fast 

response time, are spectacular in 

the amount of detail and number 

of locations, and are available to 

cassette owners .. Simply 

smashing!” — Soft, Sept 83 

“Colossal Adventure is included 
in Practical Computing's top ten 

games choice for 1983: ‘Poetic 

and tough as hell."’ -PC, Dec 83 

“To sum up, Adventure Quest is a 

wonderful program, fast, exciting 

and challenging. If you like 

adventures then this one is for 

you”’ — NILUG issue 1.3 

“Dungeon Adventure is 

recommended. With more than 

200 locations, 700 messages and 

100 objects it will tease and 

delight!” 
~— Educational Computing, Nov 83 

“Snowball . . As in all Level 9’s 
adventures, the real pleasure 

comes not from scoring points but 

in exploring the world in which the 

game is set and learning about its 

denziens . . this program goes to 

prove that the mental pictures 

conjured up by a good textual 

adventure can be far more vivid 

than the graphics available on 

home computers.”’ 
— Which Micro?, Feb 84 

“Lords of Time. This program, 
writen by newcomer Sue Gazzard, 

joins my favourite series and is an 

extremely good addition to Level 

9's consistently good catalogue .. 

As we have come to expect from 

Level 9, the program is executed 

with wonderful style — none of 

those boring ‘‘You can’t do that”’ 

messages! Highly 

recommended.” — PCW, 1st Feb 84 
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*x Pick yourown team 
foreach match. * As 
many seasons as you 
like * Managerial 
rating * 7 skill levels 
x Save game facility. 

* ZX81 Chart 
Home Computing Weekly 

1.8.83 and 1/1/83. 

Comments about the game from press and our customers. 

“FOOTBALL MANAGER is the best aad | have yet seen on the 
Spectrum and my personal favourite of all The games on any micro ... To the ordinary 

person it is an excellent view of what can be done in the field of computer games... 

The crowning glory of this game is the short set pieces of match highlights which show little 

stick men running around a pitch, shooting, epulte Rhi scoring ...Itis a compulsive 

game but people who cannot take game sessions of 9 hours or so, which happened on one 

happy Sunday, will be grateful to know that there is a ‘save to tape’ option. FOOTBALL 

MANAGER has everything it could ... The originator, Addictive Games, certainly deserve the 

name.” Rating: 19/20 (Practical Computing — August 1983). 

From software stockists nationwide, inc 
To order by mail (p&p free) send 

Prices: eas 48K ah as cheques or postal orders to 

: Addictive Games 
7A RICHMOND HILL, 

BOURNEMOUTH.BH2 GHE 

Dealers! For urgent stocks send 
your headed notepaper direct to 

our address. 
(NB 3D GRAPHICS ARE NOT INCLUDED 

IN THE 2X81 VERSION) 
Overseas orders add £1 50 

ROM OVER 

ToP SUPPLIERS 
7 

pense! OM, is 

your Fil2st TAPE 

We were the first Sinclair library, and have since 
built up a vast stock—apart from over 200 different 
programs costing up to £15 each, we maintain a 
supreme service with up to 30 copies of the most 
popular ones. We’re run not from a back-room but 
from our own shop and offices which members can 
visit or phone. Six staff give prompt, friendly help. 
Plus our free magazine and guaranteed satisfaction; 

= youJOIN NOW ! 
__ WHY SEINE (OR LOS* 

To: SOFTWARE LIBRARY, Farnham Road, West Liss, Hants GU33 6JU. 

noaae” 

Special offer from this issue: LIFE MEMBERSHIP £6 
(normally £9.50). Overseas (Europe only) £10, or join a local branch: 
Scandinavia: Peder Lykkesvej 33, 2300 Copenhagen S. Benelux: 
Jacobsmitslaan 75, B-2400 MOL, Belgium. W.Germany: Postfach 
7809, 4800 Bielfeld. S.Africa: PO Box 1769, Manzini, Swaziland. 

Eire: 122 South Circular Rd., Dublin 8. CC 
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Software Index gives a description of each program listed 
and provides information on price, program operation, 
sound, memory required, colour, names and addresses 
of retailers and in many cases a screen photograph. 
The whole range of programs are covered in the Index. 
Games. Education. Utility. Business. Personal Management. 

Don’t let software give you a hard time, get 
the user guide to microcomputer software. 

A] 

COMPUTER 
CAB) ZZ” 

COMPUTER 
CARINE” 
24 THE PARADE, SILVERDALE, 
NEWCASTLE-UNDER-LYME 

STAFFS. ST5 6LQ 
TEL. 0782 636911 

OFFICIAL ACORN DEALER 
& BBC INFORMATION CENTRE 

FOR STAFFORDSHIRE 

COMPUTER 
CARNE 

COMPUTER COMPUTER COMPUTER COMPUTER COMPUTER COMPUTER 
CABWHEEE = CABNGEES CASINGS CASINGS CARNGEES CAS/NGEN 

= MAZE COMPUTER COMPUTER COMPUTER COMPUTER COMPUTER COMPUTER COMPUTER COMPUTER CABNEEER CABNGEEE CASiINEEED CAS/NERERD CARNES CAS/NGED CAS/INGEED CARNE 

md NY 

COMPUTER 
CARN z=! 

NX 

COMPUTER 
CARN Es 

COMPUTER 
CARNE! 

COMPUTER 
CARNE 

NI 

COMPUTER 
CABINGEES 

COMPUTER 
CARNE 

NJ 

COMPUTER 
CARN! 

COMPUTER 
CARNE 
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COMPUTER 
ARNG 

NJ 

COMPUTER 
CAS NG! 
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COMPUTER 
CARN z=! 

Sie SEND 50p FOR FULL CATALOGUE. 
MY iii ay. Nd NJ 

COMPUTER COMPUTER COMPUTER COMPUTEF COMPUTER COMPUTER COMPUTER COMPUTER 
C ABINGEES CARING CASiNGEEB CASING CASINGS CAS/NEEES CAS/NGEED CAS/N GREE 
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: SorTwa 

Too many programs to choose from? 
Too little background info and data? 

Is your answer. 

The most comprehensive magazine listing of Soft- 
ware programs for the eight leading Microcomputers. 

@ BBC @ COMMODORE 64 @ DRAGON @ VIC 20 
@ ORIC @ ATARI 400/800 @ SPECTRUM @ 2x81 

IN YOUR NEWSAGENT’S NOW 

OVER 

PROGRAMS 
LISTED 

24 Mazecube Puzzles 
48K Sinclair Spectrum 

Roo Go 
Guaranteed free of ghosts, monsters 
and make-believe adventures. A real 
adventure in reasoning and strategy. 

£5 P.O. /Cheque to : PAL 

PAL 

PAL Software 01-851 4683 FREEPOST 
LONDON 

EN4  SEI20BR 
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THE COMPLETE COMMO- 
DORE 64 ROM DISASSEM- 
BLY By Peter Gerrard and 
Kevin Bergin, Duckworth 
Home Computing, £5.95. | 
A NEWCOMER to computing 
would probably be completely 
baffled by this title. What is in the 
64’s ROM and why should you 
want to disassemble it? The short 
answer to this is that the ROM con- 
tains two programs which are vital 
to the running of your computer — 
the Basic interpreter and the 
Operating system. By studying a 
disassembly of the ROM you can 
have the satisfaction of knowing 
that you really understand how the 
system works. 

Both programs are written in the 
only language the 64’s processor 
understands — 6502 machine code. 
The purpose of a disassembler is to 
translate raw machine code into 

PeterGerrard KevinBergin 

: > iil Nhe 
fi RE BON 
ot ee ee ee ee ee Hee 

assembly language mnemonics, 
making it easier to follow. To take 
one example, the machine code in- 
struction 96 tells the processor to 
return from a subroutine, rather 

like RETURN in Basic. In assem- 
bly this would be given as RTS. 

Unfortunately Peter Gerrard’s 
book contains little more than a 
printout from a disassembler. The 
model for this sort of work is Ian 
Logan’s Spectrum ROM Dis- 
assembly which comes complete 
with extensive comments and 
labels. Compared with this the 64 
Disassembly looks somewhat 
threadbare. It only tells you what 
function each section of code has. 
So, for example, you can learn that 
the routine which saves a program 
to tape is located at the hexadecimal 
address, F5DD. But otherwise 

there is no explanation of how the 
code works. You might be better off 
buying a disassembler and doing 
the job yourself. 

OOKS 
machine code 

ications 
for the ZX spectrum 

expert machine code techniques 

david laine 

MACHINE CODE APPLICA- 
TIONS for the ZX SPEC- 
TRUM. By David Laine. Sun- 
shine Publishing. £6.95. 
PROBABLY anyone who knows 
Basic can learn the rudiments of 
machine code programming. One 
of the myths of home computing is 
that mastering machine code is dif- 
ficult. It is not: it is simply rather 
tedious. But the advantages in 
speed over Basic are tremendous. If 
you want to write an arcade quality 
game with animated characters 

moving smoothly across the screen 
you will have to do it in machine 
code. 
What is difficult is applying your 

knowledge to a particular machine. 
You must have a detailed 
understanding of the workings of 

your computer. For example, the 
Spectrum’s screen memory has a 
rather complicated layout. How do 
you plot characters to the screen 
and then move them around? David 
Laine’s book provides the neces- 
sary techniques. It is aimed at Spec- 
trum owners who have _ already 
learned the principles of writing 
Z80 code and now want to do some- 
thing useful with it. As well as deal- 
ing with the problems of display 
output and animation it also in- 
cludes a chapter on high-res 
graphics. Here it provides routines 
for plotting lines in machine code. 
Other chapters cover such topics as 
error handling and passing para- 
meters from Basic. 
The author is obviously an ex- 

perienced programmer and _ has 
some valuable techniques to pass 
on. There is already a plethora of 
books on Spectrum machine code 
but this is one of the better ones. 

THE BEGINNER’S GUIDE TO 
COMPUTERS AND COM- 
PUTING. By Peter Gerrard. 
Duckworth Home Computing. 
£6.95. 
THE trouble with many beginner’s 
guides is that they tend to patronise 
the reader. They seem to suggest 
that computing is a mysterious 
business and that you will need to 
concentrate very hard if you are to 
make head or tail of it. In fact many 
of the ideas in computing are not 
difficult to grasp and are probably 
easier to pick up through hands-on 
experience than by reading a com- 
puting primer. 
Duckworth’s beginner’s guide — 

again, written by the ubiquitous 
Peter Gerrard — is a bad offender in 
this respect. For a start it is written 
almost entirely in short paragraphs, 
each separated by double spaces. 
Presumably the idea is that the 
beginner can only absorb small 
packets of information at a time. 

The author often suggests that 

the reader is in a state of bewilder- 
ment. Take a stiff drink, he advises 

you, before you read the next sec- 
tion on machine code. But perhaps 
you will need a drink: when you ar- 

plaining what a register is. 
Still, if you can stomach the style 

this is a useful book. It touches on 
almost every aspect of the home 
computing scene. Disc drives, 
printers, modems, programming, 
buying a computer, joining a com- 
puter club — these and other areas 
are all covered in reasonably com- 
prehensive detail. 

Simon Beesley 



BBC SPEECH 
| ___ PRICE BREAKTHROUGH 

: Speech Synthesizer For 
The BBC Computer 

Totally unlimited vocabulary is now possible with the revolutionary 
“SWEET TALKER” Speech Synthesizer for the B.B.C. A or B Microcomputer, any series. 
The CHEETAH “SWEET TALKER” simply plugs into speech socket IC99 within the computer. 
No soldering, no cutting of tracks, no headaches. 
Based on an allophone system you can easily program any word, sentence or phrase and 
incorporate speech into your software games. 

Fully tested and guaranteed. 
Complete with demonstration cassette and full instructions. 

UPGRADE YOUR Now make your 
ZX SPECTRUM NOW: SPECTRUM 

The CHEETAH 32K Rampack simply plugs into and ZX81 Tal k! 
the user port at the rear of your computer 

and increases the memory instantly to 48K. The CHEETAH “Sweet Talker’ just Pplugsintothe 
back ofthe computerusing the existing i with all accessories @ Fully shes WE Bs a power si dense Based on an allophone system ‘ you can easily program any word, sentence 

@ No need to open computer an or phrase. Fully cased, tested, guaranteed and 
invalidate guarantee. compatible with all accessories via rear 

edge connector. Complete with demonstration 
cassette and full instructions. 

No more lonely nights! 

@ Why send your computer away and wait 

weeks for upgrade. 

® Fully cased, tested and guaranteed. 

wn 
«s* 

re ad * 
os® 

tre 
’ ies: 

** 

wi ; when ordering please quote 

-” al whether Spectrum or ZX81 owner. 
inc. VAT and p&p 

Also available: a 

16K Rampack for ZX81...... £19.75 64K Rampack for ZX81...... £44.75 
| Prices include VAT, Postage and Packing. Delivery normally 14 days. Export orders 
| at no extra cost. Dealer enquiries welcome. 

Send cheque/PO now to:- Cheetah, products available from 
CHEETAH branches of F John Menzies Ge 

MARKETING LIMITED WHSMITH @ 
24 Ray Street, Rumbelows 

London EC1. Tel: 01 278 6954 and all good computer shops 
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ARCADE ACTION FOR SPEC TRUM 

WARE SERVICES 

NAME PLEASE SEND ME 
ADDRESS BLADE ALLEY [_] SPECTRUM 48K £5-95 

THE GUARDIAN [_] SPECTRUM 48K £4-95 
|ENCLOSE TOTAL REMITTANCE OF........---- 
MAKE CHEQUE OR P.O. PAYABLE TO PS.S. 

———— __ INSTANT CREDIT CARD SALES TEL(O203) 667556 ss 
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At R&R we believe 
that value comes first, 
and we make it our business 
to ensure that we provide good 
quality programs at realistic prices... 
for your enjoyment. 
ALL ARCADE GAMES NORMALLY HAVE 
CHOICE OF KEYBOARD OR JOYSTICK CONTROL. 
Should you have difficulty in obtaining our products 
from your local Dealer please send cheque or Postal 
Order indicating titles required, for return of post service. 

CHOPPER X-1 GALAXY WARLORDS JUNIOR ARITHMETIC 
(For any ZX Spectrum) (For any ZX Spectrum (For any ZX Spectrum) 
You command the Spectrum Chopper X-1 Gunship— A fast action machine code space game in which An excellent educational program for 6-9 year olds. Your mission is to repel invading forces and save the you defend your position as Galaxy Warlord against The fun way to learn and practice Addition, earth. An action packed original game in full machine attacking enemy starships. Both your patrol-ship Subtraction, Multiplication and Division. Mistakes code. and rockets are steerable. The enemy never seem to are Corrected and explained, along with a running 

give up! Full colour action graphics and sound for total of correct answers. 

arkeooa aceoe de BAS 

GOLF GNASHER STAR TREK 
(For any ZX Spectrum) (For any ZX Spectrum) (For 48K Spectrum only) 

The ‘‘famous’’ arcade maze game with fast machine One of the original computer space games, but this 
code action, excellent graphics, colour and sound. program has many up-dated features normally only 
Eat-up all the dots before the Ghosts eat you, or beat found on larger computer versions. Test yourself as 
them to an energy pill which will allow you to eat Starship Commander as your mission takes you to the 
them! Hours of addictive fun outer reaches of the Galaxy to 
with on-screen scoring and protect Federation Space, the 
high-score tape-save capability Starship and yourself! Excellent 

ane. £O.10 | ane, £4.95 eine. £4.95 

Enjoy a game of golf in the comfort of your own home! 
With the choice of a 9 or 18 hole course and the 
Challenge of Fairway, Rough, Trees, Bunkers, Water 
& Green. Displays are in realistic colour graphics 

with full score cards. No two games are alike! 

SPECTIPEDE 
(For any ZX Spectrum) 

Enjoy the thrill of this full machine code arcade game. 
Battle to keep the Spectipede at bay but watch out 

for a very unpredictable spider which is out to get you. 
For 1 or 2 players with top score and on-screen high 

Bet a» $5.50 
OTHER COMPUTERS? 
send S.A.E. for a full list of our 
growing range of software 

available for ZX81 and now 

ORIC-1Computers. 

DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME ! er Sy CALLING ALL PROGRAMMERS... 

R&R Software Ltd. WANTED New, Quality Software. 
Tel (0452) 502819 

> for evaluation — NOW. 

AVAILABLE FROM LEADING DEALERS NATIONWIDE 
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WON reeenee: 

There was an AMAZING, 

LONG LETTER from idiot of 
the month Gary Watson, of the 
settlement Chester-le-Street on 
the planet Codurham. Gorm- 
less Gary has just bought a ZX 
Spectrum, and he says he has 
encountered two tedious and 
quite annoying problems (and 
he doesn’t mean Bolt-neck and 
Marv). 

My tedious and annoying prob- 
lem is that Gary can’t read. 

I, and most other super-intelli- 

gent beings, thought that despite 

their extreme lack of manners Spec- 
trums had a good cassette system. 
The ZX-81 was about as good at 

loading as politicians are at govern- 
ing, but the Speccy was a vast 1m- 
provement. 

Gary says, “I didn’t pay much 
attention to the much publicised 

criticism of the ZX Spectrum tape- 
load problem .. .”: neither does 

anybody else, there isn’t one. Our 
correspondent (S7Rob used another 

word instead of “‘correspondent’’, but 

we had to alter it. ED) finds it literal- 

ly impossible to Save, Verify and 
Load a program successfully. 
Commercial games load without 

any problem, yet gritty Gary says, 
“Tl have followed the instruction 
manual supplied with the computer 
very carefully and still cannot save a 
program.” 
Genius that I am, I will tell you 

the answer. Read the manual pro- 
perly. 

The manual says to read the basic 
instructions on how to LOAD, 

SAVE and VERIFY, that are in the 

Introductory booklet. In the Intro- 
ductory booklet it says that if there 
are saving problems to disconnect 
the Ear socket. Problem solved! 
Gary’s second problem is with 

user-defined graphics: he can’t get 

them to work. The only possible 
solution I can think of, and usually 
I can think of a million, is that he is 

confusing uppercase letters with 

lowercase letters. The chapter in 

the Spectrum manual is (in this par- 
ticular case) BAD. 

% 

’ aa 
Oo Send your 
7 problems to: ea ew 

SiRob, 
O Computer e 
oO Choice, By Re 

oO Quadrant 
qo House, pa & 
" The 

¥ Quadrant, Be * 
0 Sutton, i 

* oO Surrey. a O 
ed 

' O 
S 8 

: at a ry - 

ae \ an 
cet 

: yo 64 19 

1% Ss ne> . ee 1. ae ro altel s 

2 pLle ot 1) fore ) 4 yas hs ouN — { fo port HE 

, r w t 

et ea ya ChristoP THO. On : om ie té‘éaS 
always thought he was: the - wth 
STUPID WASTE OF TIME omerset cas ee ee eS se oN anv2 TH 400 @ 

m or : comes from Bolt-neck, of the i zapro cose 2 gt of the ouune Mack 
Thirteenth Coffin on the Left, qin stop 4 mach . alle nave 

The Graveyard, Dankwood. ‘‘I het etur hi ra com ni , _f& = letters 
ee e his : e 

ys a television with Ceefax. 4s NOW ie not going oe eer Key wit 
n page 700 it says you can load he’s a ase whe ; nelpe 

programs onto your computer. ’ ssher): cided t ~ out t ite 

How do I do it?’’. Easy. There are forget a Christopnes ee . ( Can. any ‘ stu 1a cot 
only two things that you need to do Cheer ora Oz epost What som Thi FE 
(well more than two, but I have nter a PP ea YO % lees , « of proet? 6 + 924:DIM 
b ld b de. fat head M nual C \ ynath \3 \ t \ine Ss 1 A 9 

Ps bsg an: Acorn BEC Model Tomy ROMO” ork PIR he ME DIM CS?) 9. POKES * 
id 8° 26): o0t~ avec? 

B computer. grail . o be TUC th the ee Ogee AN 

Two, buy a special adaptor for seeme slong th 8 etul V7 Al — 

£225. nes any and asks © finished 116+ DE 4 of idiot 
No, you cannot also use the rogt e wnen we as 

Acorn Electron computer, because he case pristopbe™ 

the Electron does not have a teletext awe omments: 

mode (one reason why it’s cheaper). 
This system only works for the 
BBC computer. 
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—— at the NEC 8 
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eee (Olliputer —— Cy iii, Boe Ae 
ad ] Personal computers 

Home computing 

Small business systems 
i 

“ phaias Wu ieee This voucher entitles the bearer to a £1 May 4-7, 1984. National Exhibition Centre, 

as ites chshcarnpstagpuaiions erences reduction on the purchase of | adult or Birmingham. } 
(child full price ticket at the door. Open 10 am-6 pm daily. 

10 am-5 pm Monday. IESE sibs cere Mow iae mone This cannot be used with any other offer. 

er ee te i AC Gs SD RE NRO RIAA OURO 
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ee xplore the 

excitement and fascination 
of new technology first hand and see how gay 
microcomputers can entertain as well : 
as help in everyday life. 

All types of microcomputers plus i 
the necessary accessories and software 
will be on display with expert advice uuu 
instantly available. Business visitors to the ~——<“—si«~di 
show will be able to see a wide range of products J 
designed for commercial use on many stands. > 

So make sure that you visit the me 
Midland Computer Fair and see for yourself Le 
what the microcomputer age really means. — 

Entry for adults is only £2.50 while children under 16 and senior 
citizens is only £1.50. 

For special party rates and further information contact: The Exhibition Manager, 

The Midland Computer Fair, Reed Exhibitions, Surrey House, 1 Throwley Way, Sutton, 
Surrey SM1 4Q0Q. 

: | : | 

' a 
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New-Sinclair QL 
There's no comparison chart, te 

The Sinclair QL is a new computer. 
Not just a new Sinclair computer, 

but a totally new sort of computer - 
nothing like it exists anywhere. 

It’s not just a bit better than this, 
or a bit cheaper than that - it's a 
computer that's very hard to compare 
with anything. Just check the features 
below — and if you don't agree, take 
up the challenge at the end of the 
advertisement. 

If you do agree, there's only 
one course of action you can take... 
get yourself a Sinclair QL at the 
earliest possible moment. 

The Sinclair QL has 
128K RAM. Big deal? 
Several micros offer 128K RAM, or 
more, as standard. The ‘What Micro?’ 
table for December 1983 lists over 
50 of them — but 40 of the 50 micros 
listed cost over £2,500! 

The Sinclair QL offers you 128K 
RAM for under £400, and an option 
to expand to 640K. That's a lot of 
bytes to the pound! 

The Sinclair QL has 
a 32-bit processor. 
Who else? 
Under £2,700, nobody. Even the new 
generation of business computers, 
such as the IBM PC, are only now 
beginning to use 16-bit processors. 

At prices like this, the Motorola 
68000 family —- widely regarded as 
the most powerful microprocessors 
available — will remain a luxury. 

Yet with the Sinclair QL, the 
32-bit Motorola 68008 is available 
for less than £400. 

You canalso be sure that the QL 
will not become outdated. 32-bit 
architecture is future-proof. 

32-bit processor architecture, 128K 
RAM, and QDOS combine to give 
the QL the performance of a mini- 
computer for the price of a micro. 

Exclusive: new QDOS 
operating system 
No competition! QDOS sets a new 
standard in operating systems for the 
68000 family of processors, and may 
well become the industry standard. 

QDOS is a single-user, multi- 
tasking, time-sliced system using 
Sinclair's new SuperBASIC as a 
command language. 

One of its most significant 
features is its very powerful multi- 
tasking capability — the ability to run 
several programs individually and 
simultaneously. It can also display the 
results simultaneously in different 
portions of the screen. These are 
features not normally available on 
computers costing less than £7,000. 

Eleven input/output ports 
QL ROM Cartridge slot 

2 x Joystick ports 2x RS-232: 

— =<  -— — 

ye ee re 

— (he Su OO re ee OO 

joi jcek——_—___ Tee 

Expansion slot 

New professional 
keyboard 
The QL keyboard is designed for fast 
input of data and programs. 

It is a full-size QWERTY 
keyboard, with 65 keys, including a 
space bar; left-and right-hand shift 
keys; five function keys; and four 
separate cursor-control keys — key 
action is positive and precise 

A membrane beneath the 
keyboard protects the machine from 
dust (and coffee!), and for users who 
find an angled keyboard more 
comfortable, the computer can be 
raised slightly at the back by small 
detachable feet. a —- 

@™) Sinclair, QL, QDOS, QLUB and ZX Microdrive 
are trade marks of Sinclair Research Ltd. 

re OS a er ak OO 6 Ob ad ee 

atte: Yogic 3 
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= there's no comparison! / 

Advanced new friendly —_ Included — superb professional software New - the Sinclair QLUB 
language — Sinclair The suite of four programs is written by Psion specially for the QL and The QLUB is the QL Users Bureau. | SuperB ASIC incorporates many major developments. All programs use full colour, and Membership is open to all QL owners. . | oe data is transportable from one to another. (For example, figures can be For an annual subscription of £35, ; _ The new Sinclair SuperBASIC ,,,__ transferred from spreadsheet to graphics for an instant visual presentation.) . QLUB members receive one free y combines the familiarity of BASIC with update to each of the four programs 
a number of major developments 
which allow the QL's full power to be 
exploited. 

Unlike conventional BASIC, its 
procedure facility allows code to be 
written in clearly-defined blocks; ex- 
tendability allows new procedures to 
be added which will work in exactly 

: the same way as the command pro- 
cedures built into the ROM; and its 
constant execution speed means that 
SuperBASIC does not get slower as 
programs get larger. 

Word-processing Business graphics supplied with the QL, and six 
bi-monthly newsletters. Sinclair has 

a as also made exclusive arrangements 
test for QLUB members to obtain soft- 

ware assistance on QL Quill, Abacus, 
Archive or Easel by writing to Psion. 

i T l ‘iim The Sinclair QL challenge 

et 

If you're seriously considering any 
other computer, post the coupon for a 
blow-by-blow comparison. We'll take 

Certain to set a new standard of QL Easel is a high-resolution colour a published comparison chart for the 
excellence, QL Quill uses the power of program so easy to use you probably — machine you're considering (not one 
the QL to show on the screen exactly _ won't refer to the manual! It handles we've created ourselves) and give you 
what you key in, and to print out anything from lines, shaded curves or __ the Sinclair QL figures, detail by detail. 
exactly what you see on the screen. histograms to overlapping or stacked : 

2x Local area network A beginner can be using QL bars or pie charts. QL Easel does not Take action today! 
TV (UHF) Monitor Quill for word-processing within require you to format your display To order by mail 

minutes. before entering data; it handles design y 
-detndthahatixinhsiianialoa QL Quill brings you all the and scaling automatically or under — complete the coupon and send 

facilities of a very advanced word- your control. Text canbe addedand _ it to the FREEPOST address below. 
processing package. altered as simply as data. For credit card holders it may be _ 

possible to extend your credit limit. 
Spreadsheet Database management Full details will be sent when we 

acknowledge your order. 

Z Lo eter | To order by telephone 
— phone Camberley (0276) 685311: 
— have your credit card (Access, 

Microdrive extension slot 
£572 .8e 

: : Barclaycard, Trustcard) number ready. 
Two 100K microdrives It may be possible to extend your 
built in existing credit limit. Please ask our 

telephone staff for more details. The Microdrives for the Sinclair QL 
Please do not use this number for are identical in principle to the 

popular and proven ZX Microdrives, QL Abacus makes simultaneous QL Archive is a very powerful filing other enquiries. 
but give increased capacity (at least calculations and ‘what if’ model- system which sets new standards, using : . 
100K bytes each) and a faster data- construction easier than they've ever a language even simpler than BASIC. | For more information 
transfer rate. Typical access speed is been. Sample applications are It combines ease of use for simple Phone Camberley (0276) 686100, or 
3.5 seconds, and loading is at up to provided, including budget-planning applications — such as card indices - use the coupon to get a QL brochure. 
15K bytes per second. The Sinclair QL and cash-flow analysis. QL Abacus with huge power as a multi-file data Due to demand, delivery may take 
has two built-in Microdrives. If allows you to refer to rows, columns . processor. , 2 more than 28 days. Your order will be 
required, a further six units can be and cells by names, not just letters An easy-to-use labelling facility acknowledged immediately with an 
connected. and numbers.Function keys can be means that you don't have to ask for expected shipment date. Remember 

Four blank cartridges are assigned to change a variable and your file by its fullname - afew letters — that Sinclair offers a 14-day money- 
supplied with the machine. carry out a complete ‘what if are enough. back undertaking. 

calculation with a single key-stroke. 

Send to: Sinclair Research Ltd, Computer Division, FREEPOST, Camberley, Surrey, GU15 3BR. 
Item Code Item Price £ Total £ 
Sinclair QL Computer 6000 399.00 

QLUB membership (one year) 6100 35.00 

Postage & packing (any order over £390) 6999 795 

Please tick the appropriate box- 
C11 enclose a cheque made payable to Sinclair Research Ltd forf£____ fe 
CJ Please charge my Access/Barclaycard Trustcard Account No. iu Gem eed Oo ene meee ee 

Signature 
~ Mr/Mrs/Miss 

Gore a 

CH405 

C] Please send me a chart comparing the Sinclair QL computer with a 

C Please send me a Sinclair QL brochure 

Simca 
@Quili, Easel, Archive and Abacus 
are trade marks of Psion Ltd. Sinclair Research Ltd, Stanhope Road, Camberley, Surrey, GU15 3PS. 
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ICROFAIR 
FOR A QUID (OR LESS) YOU CAN SPEND AWHOLE DAY ENJOYING YOURSELF! 

LET C$(A)= 
“WHERES THE L007" 

e/\e 

m ; . ZXMICROFAIR has become a household 
y= word for anyone interested in discovering 

what's the latest gizmo for their SINCLAIR 
computer! 
A good day out at a reasonable price and an 
enjoyable day spent amongst friends and 

: fellow enthusiasts! 
, Let's face it, what other exhibition gives you 

ye, SO much for so little? 
ply, Ji Where would you find under one roof all the 

/ \/ ie see woe-2 latest hardware, software, 
Swen rms oce DOOKS, USEF Groups, programming aids, 
sees" Deripherals and add-ons for your 

¢,4~ sinclair Computer? 
Do Wey v2, There's even a bring-and-buy sale, bars, 

Ye buffets and a place to relax after a hard 

r@g@aiv Violin og eow«€, 

ry 7/2 day's looking! 
PX |'O SO book your place now by sending for an 

advance ticket at reduced cost. 
Saturday 28th April 1984 10am — 6pm. But don't forget the date: ALLY PALLY 
ALEXANDRA PAVILION, ALEXANDRA PARK, 28th APRIL 1984. 
WOOD GREEN, LONDON N22. see you there. 

& ca | SEND TODAY FOR REDUCED PRICE ADVANCE TICKETS! 
Post to Mike Johnston, 71 Park Lane, Tottenham, London N17 OHG. 

Please send me the following advance tickets for The ZX MICROFAIR on 
| 28th April 1984: 

Plas Adult tickets @ £1.00 each 
Joes Children (under 14) tickets @ 50p each 

PLEASE ENCLOSE A STAMPED ADDRESSED ENVELOPE AND 
¥ MAKE CHEQUES/POSTAL ORDERS PAYABLE TO ZX MICROFAIR. 

a 

| a 
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tIN|A|vitiG/aAltiilo[n|-| 
ocked on to the Seiddab 

command base. Head up path 
display. 

PZ 
n your 25 Luna Hover Fighter 
you must penetrate the 3 

successive Seiddab defensive zones 
and destroy their command base. 

The state of your fighter and its 
armaments along with status 
reports of the Seiddab defences is 
given below. 

i-lithium powered. Combat 
power level. Status all green. 

Good luck! May the power be 
with you. 

hort range weapon system. 
Iridium powered. Powered up 

and operational. 

ong range propeluene tanks. 

Status full. Combat shielded. 
Hull temperature status low. 

at * a a ) 

cca Sf 

SHUM TTAAS OE 8 

-[M[IS{s[tjt[els|-|] je @ 
ong range weapon system. > 
Radar homing duodec warhead. 

Armed and ready to fire. 

ong range, over the horizon 
sensors. Tuned to the plasma 

output of Seiddab hover fighters. 

£5.95 

his is the latest and most 
difficult mission in the long 

running struggle against Seiddab 

this mission? 

software dealers including Boots, John 

Hewson Consultants 

56B Milton Trading Estate, 

Milton, Abingdon, Oxon OX14 4RX. 
EERE I I I TE cS 

accept this 
mission? 

es 

£5.95 

aliens — are you prepared to accept 

Available for 48K Spectrum from all leading 

Menzies, Spectrum Computer Centres, etc. 

Available for other popular home micros soon. 

Will you 

KNOW YOUR ENEMY 

*|D/A/B -|TIA|N|K/s|- 
obotically controlled. Ytsan 
missiles — armed. Susceptible to 

laser strikes. 

x 
ug 

*|S|E/1/D]-|H|O| V[E[R]-| ¢ 2 
{FiIG|H[T/E/R]S|-| eo 
igh power, low manoeuvrability 0 = 
strike craft Plodium missiles — = 9 

armed. Susceptible to missile 
or laser strikes. 

AJE/R ALM [tN E| 
ontain proximity fuses, 
explodes on detecting 

hoverfighter. Susceptible to 
laser strike. 

inal line of defence — self 

activating. Hewstron 

Warhead. Susceptible to laser strike. 

LUNALLACICK 
our objective — heavily 
defended requires many strikes 

to destroy — you must not fail. 
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GET THE RIGHT AN 
ON YOUR SPECTRE 

Trickstick turns A 2 a aes 
your Spectrum int machine oO the most so 

in the world. Your fingers rest on the Trickstlelenns sence 

A \ 

Trickstick werks by pickin 9 UP Mains hum from your 
mask eee an Ingenious circuit design directly eon ut 

ality gives vast possibilities for more Interesting aaraes. 

« Each Trickstick comes with its own interface included in the price. 

« UP to eight interfaces can be stacked into each other for 1-8 

simultaneous players. (OWN 1-8 player game \s Attaktics at £10). 

« Works with most Kempston compatible software, and with our new 

programmable adaptor (£10 for Trickstick owners) it Works with ANY 

software. 

« Easy to program, even for proportional games. 

x In the shops soon. NOW available by mail / telephone order at £34.50. 

ER CHL. ALA Loe 



- £5750 
vEgrade yOur 16k Spectrum to a Full BOK 
WIth Tre SPRO — aGAk expansion kit QWiNnG 
IWO 32K Pages above address 32767 Not 
recommended for Heginners but ideal for 
tne Serious Programmer Pages are switched 
USING SOTTW are INSTFUCTIONS ONY, and an LED 
INAITaTEeS WHACK Hage yOu are on The other 
page \s isolated from the system Hut retains 
all \TS INTOTMATION UNI Switched back. 

The SPB SIMMAY OlUGS INTO The sockets in 
cne 16K SHECTFUM . Full TATUNG Instructions are 
Yrowidea. \T AS Easy TO TT and NO soldering is 
requirea. 

eclrum ‘ Our SPRO Sp QQ wise are UbErade to BOK) TS PICS OF E18 It they 
The manual or 

technica definite \Aes HOtH the normal 

See 438/80 FORTH for another angle. 

BEYOND HORIZONS — £Q50 
Ts teaching or ogram has already m COMPUTING less mysterious Or enaenee Of Heople it Quides you thr ougn the Spectrum ABk Memory, teaches YOU TO PEEK and POKE SYSTEMS Varlables shows YOu Now the display t\\e and colour attributes work ow a BASIC wrogram \s stored byte OY OYyte, and much Much more. Outstanding value for those WHO 

get stuck on the second halt Of Tne Spectrum 
manual. 

VYPGRADE YOUR ISSUE 2 OR S 
SPECTRUM FOR JUST £25 

AND GET A £4.50 COPN OF 

BEYOND HORIZONS 
ABSOLUTE FREE 

Moly OlUS INTO The SOCKETS 

hee oe oe In YOur SHECTLUM. Easy TO 

Fit TUN ANSTFUCTIONS PF ovided e
i aiid : 

so\derins. Fits noth ae 2 ana 
\s 

nines and 9 

Standard agk Spectrum. 
ANd NO a ag Te 

xpaNsion Kit a\\OWS YOU tO UNS 
38 

ene BOK Spectrum. Over 
20 000 16K SPEC ya 

sits ners Nave already 
UPS aded with the 

yon Tne. 
ENOND 

Ou get a free COPY or B 

AORIZONS i crer
e’s yet another angie to 

\oo\K at. 

London E16 

24 Hour Access and Visa 

ordering 01-474 4430 

__.._ Trickstick £34.50 

. Attaktics £10.00 

. __... SP48 (issues 2&3 £23 

= _____ SP80 £57.50 (Please specify which Issue) 
: ____. 48/80 FORTH £14.95 

. __.... Beyond Horizons £4.50 

; Programmable interface £10 (with Trickstick) 
; Postage £0.65 0.65 

: lenclose cheque/PO for 

. My Access/Visa number is 

= Name 

: Address 

: CC5 
: East London Robotics Ltd., 

| : Gate 11, Royal Albert Dock, EAST LONDON 



— Together the biggest__— 
——_marketplace in Britain__ 

Manchester 
NOV 22-24, 1984 BELLE VUE 

Birmingh po
re . 

MAY 4-7, 1984 N.E.C. 

London 
JUNE 14-17, 1984 EARLS COURT 

Computer Fair series of exhibitions. 
By including the Computer Fair 

series in your marketing plan you can TH F 
reach three large groups of customers 

& uccess breeds success and that’s certainly true of The 

from the consumer, business and 
trade markets with your products 
throughout the year, and time new 
launches to coincide with the 
shows, adding interest and 
stimulating demand. 

The continuing growth of The Personal pa se 
Computer Fair series is evidence of their Home computing 
success. You Can be part of that success Small business systems —— 
if you take a stand at the shows. To find 
out how simply ring Chris O’Hea on 
01-661 3125 or return the coupon 
below: 

PO a 2 4 4 2 4 4 4 2 42 4 4 4 4 ae ae 4 2 4 a a a a 5 

Please send further information on exhibiting at: Please tick as applicable f 
j Northern Computer Fair — Manchester ins Midland Computer Fair — Birmingham bal The Computer Fair — London ee 

Name 

Position 

Company 

Address 

§ TOT ING, corte 2s ene f 
Return to: The Exhibition Sales Manager, 

The Computer Fair, Room L310 Quadrant House, The Quadrant, Sutton, Surrey, SM2 5AS 

a a ST a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a <a 
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ALL SOFTWARE GAMES 
PRODUCED BY 

LYNDENHURST 
LTD 

WILL NOW BE AVAILABLE FROM 
K-TEL INTERNATIONAL 

Including DE-FUSION (5% Rating in Home 
Computing Weekly — Jan 24th-30th, 1984 

REPRINTS 
a ready made sales aid 

oHSic . Se «- 

THE HEART OF A SUCCESSFUL BUSINESS 

Plagpy disc marketing « Maaxhestar micro 
ass Shetfiel Rupearinsy Shetfield « Adda Landan 

Your Guide to the 
Great British Micro 

zg 

lf you are interested in a particular article or advertisement in 
this publication why not take advantage of our reprint 
service. We offer an excellent, reasonably priced service. For 
further details and a quotation 

Ring Michael Rogers on 01-661 3457 

——— 
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NEW THE SPLAT 
FOR THE CBM64 CHALLENGE 

SPLAT! 
ay 2 

CHOICE 
HARDWARE 
Aquarius I and II Twin Test 
The new model vs the original. 

They are the cheapest colour 

micros on the market and the 

Aquarius II has an interesting 

range of add-ons, as well as an 

updated keyboard and casing. We 

see how they compare in next 

month’s issue. 

Atari users report 
Atari users talk to us about their 

micros. 

NEW SOFTWARE 
FO R + Hi E C B Mi 64 Brush up your French, or Italian, 

THE SPLAT CHALLENGE FOR THE COMMODORE 64 or German, or... Computer 

£6.50 Choice takes a look at some of the 

COMPUTER ||)! 
many language tapes designed to 

suit the novice or those experts 

among us who may be a little 
**rusty’’. 

INCENTIVE SOFTWARE, 54 LONDON ST. 

READING RG1 4SQ (0734) 591678 

Reviews of all the latest games 
for the Spectrum, Oric, CBM 64, 

Dragon and Vic-20 and Program 
of the Month. 

INTERVIEW 
Sally Clark pays a visit to The 

Saturday Superstore for a word 

with Mike Read and finds out 

about the programme’s ‘‘computer 

spot’’. 

PROGRAMMING 
Part two of Fin Fahey’s fantastic 

Space Saboteur saga featuring 

Jerry Cornwall and MANIAC; for 

Oric and Spectrum. And... 

another selection of readers’ own 

programs. 

PLUS 
ll Software File: Visions, book 

~ 48K SPECTRUM £5.50 reviews, news and all the usual 

OncenTe) INCENTIVE SOFTWARE LTD, 54 London Street, : - favourites. 
Reading RG1 450 Tel: Reading (0734) 591678 a 
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Chess-players with a 48K. Spec- 
trum will find this program ideal 
if they are stuck for a partner. 

I have seen other chess 
games for computers, but as far 
as Iam concerned, this is the best 
so far, and should give hours of 
enjoyment to the chess buff. B.B. 

instructions 95% 
playability 100% 
graphics 75% 
value for money 100% 

zkKKkK Kk * 

... and now it’s even 
better, with these 
new features: 

Unique digital chess clock. 
Automatically records time taken 
by player and computer 
On-screen indication of total 
possible moves 
Interrupt facility — forces 

Ten levels of play % graphic display of board * can change sides or 

level in midgame * board can be set to any position 

history of moves * copy display & history to printer at any time 

computer's: 

computer to play current 
best move 

*& Can Save game at any point * displays your moves and * Opening book of over 5,000 moves! 
SPECTRUM 

ONLY 
Masterchess—the game for the real player £6.95 

PHONE YOUR VISA “isn "onssraromen 
OR ACCESS make cheque/PO payable to Mikro-Gen 

& add 40p post & packing per order) 

NUMBER | Ae Tel: Bracknell (0344) 4 27317 

DUCKWORTH 
HOME COMPUTING 

a new series 

All books written by Peter Gerrard, former editor of Commodore Computing 
International, author of two top-selling adventure games for the Commodore 
64, or by Kevin Bergin. Both are regular contributors to Personal Computer 

News, Which Micro? and Software Review. 

THE COMPLETE 64 ROM DISASSEMBLY by Peter Gerrard 
This book is for anyone who has ever wondered how the Commodore 64 

really works. Intended for the serious programmer, it includes fundamental 
memory Maps, memory architecture maps, the disassembly itself and (for 

reference) the complete 6510 machine code instruction set. 

Available now £5.95 

USING THE COMMODORE 64 Peter Gerrard 
A complete look at the latest home computer from Commodore Business 

machines. Starting with a refresher course in Basic Programming, it moves on 
through machine code, before considering in great detail sprites, graphics 
and sound. A section on peripherals, and then the heart of the book: an 
in-depth look at the chips that make it work, including the 6581 Sound 

Interface Device and the 6566 Video Controller Chip, as well as the heart of 
the computer, the 6510. The comprehensive appendices cover the full Basic 

and Machine Code Instruction sets, as well as several useful reference 
tables, and a complete machine code assembler/disassembler listing. 

Personal Computer News said: “In this case, we are dealing with a gem of 
a book. It deserves a place on the bookshelves of every 64 user whether 

beginner or expert.” 

Available now £9.95 

Other titles in the series include Sprites & Sound on the 64, 12 Simple 
Electronic Projects for the VIC, Will You Still Love Me When I'm 64, 

Advanced Basic & Machine Code Programming on the VIC, Advanced 
Basic & Machine Code Programming on the 64, as well as Pocket 
Handbooks for the VIC, 64, Dragon, Spectrum and BBC Model B. 

Wnite in for a descriptive leaflet (with details of cassettes). 

Sipe. ¥ 

DUCKWORTH 

The Old Piano Factory, 43 Gloucester Crescent, London NW1 7DY 
Tel: 01-485 3484 

MIKGU IGEN 
MIKRO-GEN, 1 Devonshire Cottages, London Rd, Bracknell RG12 2TQ 

ROSE SOFTWARE 
EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE 

FOR THE SPECTRUM 
(16K or 48K) 

£5.95 
per cassette 

(inc. p&p) 

YOUNG LEARNERS 1 

4 programs for the young 
computer user:- abacus, 
telling the time, shopping and 
snakes. All with excellent 
graphics. An easy introduction 
to computer aided learning. 

G.C.E. “O” LEVEL MATHS 
REVISION GEOMETRY 

6 programs of multiple choice 
questions, covering properties of 
parallel lines, triangles, various 
polygons and circles. All questions 
use generated numbers. An 
explanation of the correct answer 
is given. 

G.C.E. “O” LEVEL FRENCH 
VOCABULARY REVISION 
6 programs on one cassette. 
The first 3 programs test 
vocabulary under various 
headings: eg “on holiday”. 3 
further programs:- homework 
tester, common words and 
phrases, and irregular verbs. 

We have a large range of 
educational programs for the 
Spectrum and ZX81. 

Send sae for catalogue of all our products to:- 

ROSE SOFTWARE 
148 Widney Lane, Solihull, 
West Midlands B91 3LH. 

Retailers — Our products are available from: Micro Dealer, Farranti & Craig, 
Tiger, Centresoft, Leisuresoft, Alpha Software Distributors, Limetree, Collins Co. = orcallue dreston Q91 705 2895. 
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| 

Because it’s held at Earls Court, 
The Computer Fair is easy to travel 
to by car, bus or tube. So program 
the co-ordinates and make sure 
you're locked on course for 
The Computer Fair, June 15 — 17, 

| 3 1984 Earls Court, London. 

____ Set course for Britain’s biggest 
ever home computer exhibition — 
_ The Computer Fair. Over 150 

stands will be packed at the show 
with microcomputers, add-ons and 

"LOCK ON COURSE FOR 
THE COMPUTER FAIR 

It's a must for every experienced gues THE 

microcomputer user and it’s the (i> DE ae 
ideal way of seeing how useful A/IB/a@Ig 2! 

and what fun home computers . od 7 OS Sol? Bae Pee Eee 

can be for visitors who would like ris igs 

an introduction to microcomputing, = a i i Personal computers 
with expert advice on hand. eee "i iy =“ Home computing 

‘Practical Computing’ ‘Your Small business systems 
Computer’ and ‘Computer Choice’ 
magazines are sponsoring the 
show, so you can be sure a visit is 
worthwhile. 

%* Trade day only, June 14 

Opening times. 10 — 6 daily last day 10—5 

Admission prices: £3.00 for adults 

£2.00 for children under 16 and OAP.'s. 

Sponsored by 



METAMORPHOSIS CREATOR’S REVENGE 
You stumbled into the nest of the Cyglorx The creator assembled a massive army of 
and find yourself fighting off robot tanks robots and insects to take#evenge on the 

guarding the Cyglorx eggs. You think you earth. Destroyins@cts, get treasures, and get 
have everything under control and then the the.neutron bomb deactivator. Battle 
eggs start hatching. Commodore 64 version robots and destroy the neutron bomb» 

features 4 different screens. — before it annihilates your city. Miss and you 
VIC 20 - COMMODORE 64 must face the mutants. Features 4 different 

£7.95 i screens. 
COMMODORE 64 

£7.95 

OTHER GAMES AVAILABLE 

MOGUL COMMUNICATIONS LIMITED 
®, 90 Regent Street, London WIR SPT Telephone 01-437 3156/7 



ADVERTISEMENT RATES 

Linage: 30p per word 
(Min. 15 words) 
Box No: £4.00 extra 
Linage advertisements are 

be completed and returned 
with remittance. Credit Card 

facilities are available 

prepayable and the order form 

published in this section should 

CHOICE CLASSIFIED 

1-661 3031 

Display —rates per scc (Min. 2scc) 

One insertion £7.00 

Three insertions £6.70 

Six insertions £6.50 

Twelve insertions £6.00 

Display advertisers should 
preferably reserve space by phone 

Copy Date 

Closing date for Classified 
Advertisements is 20th of the 
month preceding publication 
date. 
Post to 
Computer Choice, Classified 
Department, Room H211, 
Quadrant House, The Quadrant, 
Sutton, Surrey SM2 5AS. 

——E——— 

COMPUTER | 

Rely on the professionals for guaranteed top qua 

budget prices. Packed in boxes of 10, complete 

Prices include VAT, post & packing 

Length Box Price (10) 

5 mins (c.5) £4.35 

10 mins (c.10) £4.40 

12 mins (c.12) £4.45 

15 mins (c.15) £4.50 

30 mins (c.30) £4.70 

60 mins (c.60) £5.30 

90 mins (c.90) £7.00 

Cheque Postal Order enclosed far 

NAME .. 

ADDRESS 

(Dept. CCO), Cassette House, 329 Hunslet Road 

FREEPOST Tel: (0532) 706066 

ROBOT PANIC 
for your 

16/48K SPECTRUM 
Zap the aliens before the walls crush your 
Robot. 5 rooms of escalating infestation 

can you keep up? 

£5 from retailers (ask) or direct 

(24 hr dispatch) 

Soft Mill, 20 Station Road, 

Haddenham, Ely, Cambs CB6 3XD 

DISCOUNT 
PRICES 

Computer and Software, all 
at discount prices, full range 

from BBC to ZX81. 

Send SAE for latest catalogue to: 

Apsoft, FREEPOST, EM12, 
189 Barnett Wood Lane, 

Ashtead, Surrey KT21 2BR 
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BLANK CASSETTES 

TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME. GET BEST TERMS, SERVICE & PRODUCT, BUY DIRECT FROM 
MANUFACTURERS OF PROFESSIONAL BRAND CASSETTES 

lity computer/audio cassettes at great value 

with labels, inlay cards and library case. 

Qty. Value 

£ 

, Leeds LS10 3YY 

Commodore 64 and 
VIC-20 Program Copiers 
They copy most cassette based BASIC, 

machine code and multi-part programs of 

any size. Both copiers are written in machine 

code. Programs using a range of protection 

techniques can be copied easily. Audio and 

visual prompts are used for easy operation. 

Full instructions are contained in the 

programs. 

VIC IMITATOR £6 
IMITATOR 64 £6 

Please state which is required and make 

cheques/P.O.s payable to [AN WAITE. 

Send orders to: lan Waite, Dept CC, 11 

Hazlebarrow Road, Sheffield S8 8AU. 

ORIC 48K, minimal use, mint, 

boxed, inc. £40 worth software. £89. 

Tel: 0782 610607. 

GAMES SOFTWARE Spectrum, 

Commodore 64, etc. 100s of titles, 

discount prices. For free lists phone 

Burnham (Bucks) 4537 any time. 

CASH BOOK for Dragons Delta Spec- 

trum BBCB CBM64 Microdrive. Menu 

driven. 95 Donegore drive, Antrim BT41 

1DZ. 

ATARI 400/800 OWNERS 

Learn French or German and save 
money! £10 off Atari language course. 
Send only £29.99. 

Warehouse 10, 210 Tower Bridge Rd, 
London SE! or phone 01-407 8793. 

All credit cards accepted. Callers 
welcome. Open 7 days a week. 

ove LY 
1. YNXVADERS 

100% machine code 
Arcade game for the Lynx. Good 
implementation of Space Invaders 
with fast, smooth graphics. £7.00. 

2. ROBORUN 
This game has 7 levels which you 
have to progress through wth the 
hazard of radio active barrels, 
guards etc. Each level is harder until 
eventually, if you are good enough, 
you have to face XP2. 
Great entertainment with a built-in 
hall of fame. £6.00. 

3. WORD SEARCH 
This program is based on a very 
popular game of the same name 
with a built-in library of words or 
your own words can be used. 
£6.00. be 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

Cheques or P/O made payable to: 

BUS-TECH 
19 Landport Terrace, 
Portsmouth, Hants. 

PO7 2RG. 

When replying to 

Classified Advertisements, 

readers are recommended 

to take steps to protect 

their interests before 

sending money. 

NEW 
RELEASES 

4. JUMPING JOHN 
Control John’s simple fellow 
movements to retrieve the Emeralds. 
Your king has sent you a lowly 
peasant to the castle of the Evil 
Baron Dog-Breath. 
Each stage of your quest becoming 
harder as you leap the ramparts. 
When the bell rings you move on to 
a higher level. 
Five levels of play with many 
varied obstacles becoming harder 
as you progress. £7.00. 

5. MAZE OF DOOM 
You are a brave wizard in Candron 
and your quest is to free the land 
from the evil oppression by seeking 
and taking treasure from the Temple 
of Evil passing through the 
complicated maze protected by 
goblins, lizards and werewolves 
etc, with spells and stamina etc, 
to assist you. £6.00. 

er 
. 



WIN 
abe THE 

e— ©) pooLis? 
SPECTADRAW 2 — THE BEST SELLING 
POOLS PREDICTION PROGRAM 
FOR THE 48K ZX SPECTRUM 
The program looks at the recent form of the teams playing in each week's English and Scottish football league matches and then refers to a large database to see what has happened in the past when teams with similar form met. By combining the legsons learnt from the past with the teams’ current league position, the program generates a draw probability factor for each match. It can then identify the matches which are likely to yield draws and output suitable predictions. It will also output the least likely draws for the benefit of those who prefer the fixed odds lines on coupons. 

Program, 8000 match database (both on high quality cassette) and instruction manual £12.95 inclusive. 
NEW!!! SPECTASORT — 
THE PERM GENERATION PROGRAM 
Spectasort takes the 14 most likely and 10 least likely draw predictions and produces ten 8 from 10 full over perms, enabling you to complete your pools coupon directly from the screen. The program will run on its own in 16K, using your own predictions, or has the unique feature of being able to merge with SPECTADRAW 2 tto provide a complete Pools Prediction package! |! 

Spectasort program on high quality cassette £4.95 inclusive. 
(Cheques /POs payable to B.S. McAlley) 

SPECTADRAW 
Dept. CC, 1 Cowleaze, Chinnor, Oxford OX9 4TD 

ZX SPECTRUM 
RELOCATABLE 

PRINTLINE UTILITY 
Interfaces : Cobra RS-232, Morex, Kempston / 

Hilderbay. 
Printers : Epson, OKI, Star and compatible 

printers. 
Features : LLIST, LPRINT — 335 bytes screen 

copy — 343 bytes plus BASIC 
loader that lets you set it all up with 
prompts. £6.95 

Also available: Household package 
Side A — Personal Cheque-book, 500 entries per 
file on tape without too much fuss but a print-out if 

required. 
Side B — Shopping list program that allows you to 

print out your intended purchases. 
£5.00 

Cheques/P.O. to: 

MICRODOT SOFTWARE 
30 Hazlemere Court, 26 Palace Road, 

London SW2 3NH. 01-674 7795 
Also available from: 

The Micro Software Shop, 376 Caledonian Road, London W1 
BUFFER MICRO LTD, Streatham High Road, London SW16 

DO ITWITH FRANS 
Would you like to transfer your Spectrum programs from 
1) TAPE TO MICRODRIVE 3) MICRODRIVE TO TAPE 
2) TAPE TO TAPE 4) MICRODRIVE TO MICRODRIVE 

Then do it with the TRANS-ENPRESs 
TFRANS-ENPRESS will enable you to transfer any Spectrum program of any size up fo the full 48.0K. It is user-friendly, reliable and efficient It goes beyond where similar programs fail 
Just load the TRANS-ENPRESS and then follow simple screen instructions. No matter how many parts your program has, whether they are headerless or with header, written in BASIC or m/c, etc.,it will transfer them all in one go. You can then verify, save again or load your next program(s) 
For only & 5.50 you could transter all of your software, provided you do not infringe copyright, 

TAPE TO TAPE 

Please send me _ copies of TRANS- ENPRESS at £5.50 each 
Name _ 

| enclose cheque/PO for ¢_ Address 

sendto RONANFIE RY 

me=-AGOAN=Zz O+ muds 
mU>4 O+ me=-R00nN=-z 

SMF _113 Melrose Ave. London NW2 

TAPE COPIER 5 
(NEW VERSION) 

Makes BACK-UP copies of ANY type of SPECTRUM (16/48K) program (incl headerless, m/c, unstoppable) easily with MANY UNIQUE features. 
FULL MONEY BACK GUARANTEE if you are not satisfied. MAXIMUM 5 STARS from Home Computer Weekly with 3 out of 4 100% RATINGS. * LOADS in all program parts CONTINUOUSLY — even without pressing a key. Other copies require many loadings — MASSIVELY Saving you time and trouble! 

¢ M/Drive — copies BASIC M/CODE + arrays onto MICRODRIVE. Stops programs — VITAL to alter loading instructions to make them run. 
¢ BREAK at any time/continue loading feature. 
* MAXBYTES makes a working copy of programs occupying the full 16k or 18k! 
* Verifies, Repeat copies, Auto, Abort, Program name plus HEADER data. 
* Copies HEADERLESS and other types, indeed ALL programs that we are aware of! * Very user friendly and simple to use, with FULL instructions. 

TAPE COPIER £4.50 — TAPE COPIER WITH M/DRIVE £5.50 
(Add £1 Europe, £2 other countries) 

Old customers updates at £1.50 or £2 with m/drive 

LERM SOFTWARE 
Dept PCW, Cottingham, Market Harborough, Leics. 

S.A.S. 

ATOM SOFTWARE 
Blockbuster ..............ccccccccccceeeeeee. £6.00 
Meanie oo0.0..3..ccccsseeaccosececertse, asics SO 
BTICK OUT... ccsscsasiendisssssaccccdll enn 
PIxel/VDU viccocc...cecccecbcccedeecsec ee 
Othello |... a ee 
DOSIQNOD \.ciZosiecceeséececcssscccanecsan we 
Shape Table ..................cssscesseseeeee £7.00 
Space Cong .......cccccccsssscscssssesseeeeee £6.00 
Stock Market .......0.........ccccse000-.-. £6.00 

BBC SOFTWARE 
WIVASION o. ikecciviideasssticleais stoma ee 

Software wanted — 
DRAGON, TEXAS, ATOM, BBC, 2X87. 

Send for catalogue: 
243 Sutton Road, Mansfield, 

Notts NG18 5HR 
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Ti CHOICE CLASSIFIED ORDER FORM 
Classified Rates 

Linage: 30p per word (Min. 15 words) - 
prepayable 

Linage advertisers should complete the form 
provided in BLOCK CAPITALS. Phone number LINAGE 
counts as 2 words. Name and address to be 
paid for if used in advertisement. Box Number 
if required is £4.00 extra. £ 4 50 

Display — rates per fe fain 2scc) : 

Please insert the following advertisement in Computer Choice Classified Section 

One insertion 
Three insertions — : se £6.00 

Six insertions £6.50 
Twelve insertions : £6.00 £7.50 
Display advertisers should provide separate 
copy and preferably reserve space by phone £9 00 

(01) 661 3037. 
: 

Method of Payment £40.50 
Cheques etc, should be made payable ‘ 
to Business Press International Ltd, and ; 

crossed. | enclose herewith 
£4 2.00 

cheque’/PO for 

Please debit by Access/Visa Barclay 

Card/American Express/Diners Club Int/ 

as below (OM sett No. of insertions required| | Box No. required YES/NO 

MEINE fivenbeizidhideinitials), 2... 6 i. seapelne yale an gig © Open ele iS Geagee» igtaida’y « Pape gies ay ies Lie ek eee 

si oe win ea Remi uniaiy ausieng. eat ss GRLIW. ssc alec e c+ ques celine d rineswb-- mhle Whale « pebe « Hie ul a ee oi ee 

Post to: Payment by credit card please state address card is registered 
Cut out the order form and return pre. A 
together with your remittance to: MUTI TO TIO ee de cain au ee he ee ke oe alate ieee ee 
Classified Department Computer Choice 

Suadrant Sutton, Surrey SM BAS THIS FORM SHOULD BE RETURNED BY APRIL 24 FOR JUNE ISSUE PUBLICATION 

Company Registered Number: 151537 (England) Registered Office: Quadrant House, The Quadrant, Sutton, Surrey SM2 5AS. 

ars 
CHONG °°... | CHESS — THE TURK fom Sas 

ADVERTISERS 
VOTED “THE BEST CHESS OFFERING” 

by WHAT MICRO? 
The original Turk was an eighteenth century automaton, a 
life-size mechanical figure resplendent in Turkish costume 

een Games a Newnes Technical Books A and seated behind a wooden cabinet on which a chess 
Vek rides “0 board and pieces were placed. OCP now offer you the 
Aitic Aifeoring Us 40. ~—~«Oric 60, 61, 62 twentieth century equivalent of that Turk — a chess playing 

computer program. 

CHESS—THE TURK represents the very best in 48K 

Inside Back Cover Oxford Computer Publishing 98 

OMPUTER || 

P 
c ZX SPECTRUM chess programs, standard options are: — ; PAL Software 76 programs, Oop 
Powe obo x Pilot Software City 24 
Chromasonic Personal Computer6 PSS 79 @ 6 LEVELS OF DIFFICULTY 
Commodore 52/53 @ TWO PLAYER MODE 

Computer Cabin 7% a @ RECOMMENDED MOVE 
Computer Fair 90, 94 Quicksilva 20 @ STORING TO TAPE 

Computersolve o ‘ @ PRINT MOVE AND/OR BOARD 

D Reprints 91 CHESS—THE TURK offers a whole range of additional 
Discount Software Supplies 30 Rose Cassettes 93 options that have made it the definitive ZX Spectrum chess 
Duckworths 93 R & R Software Ltd 80 program. These enable you to: — 

E Ss @ CHANGE LEVELS DURING PLAY 
East London Robotics 88/89 Salamander Software 22 @ REMOVE PIECES TO EVEN THINGS UP (AS IF YOU WOULD!) 

Scisoft 7 @ CHANGE SIDES DURING PLAY 
H Shards Software 11 @ PLAY AGAINST THE CLOCK 
Hewson Consultants 87 Sinclair Research 84/85 @ SET UP GAMES FOR NEWSPAPER PROBLEMS 

Smith (W H) 42/43 : : 14 ; 
ee eia sae!” Back Gaver A menu driven chess program with a total of options 

eel 99 Software Index 76 and superb graphics this program has to be seen to be 
Interceptor Micros 50/51  Spectravideo International appreciated. 

Ltd 66/67 DARE YOU PLAY THE TURK? 
L Software Library 71 DON’T HESITATE .. . GET ONE TODAY 

Legend (MicroL) 48/49 5 Available from selected branches of 
Level 9 Computing eee oe 12 W H SMITH, BOOTS and MENZIES and other good software stockists. 
Lyndenhurst 91 a ee ae 

Vv . 

M Vision (Software Factory) Software ie acts simply the best 
Microgen 93 Inside Front Cover 
Micro Mania If you experience any difficulty obtaining your copy of CHESS—THE TURK send a cheque or 
Midland Computer Fair 82/83 Z postal order for £8.95 to: 

si i aa haaamtadiy ™ Oxford Computer Publishing Ltd. EN 
4 High Street, Chalfont St. Peter, Bucks. SL9 90B 
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COMMUNITY CHEST NEW minc ti ST ANDREWS _ Pit your wits against the 
One of the best golf games yet _ computer with this exciting new 
devised! Play all eighteen holes | 
at 2 Andrews, the home of — 
olf. eo 

- graphics version of the family 
eeecene. 
16K ZX81 £4.95 

© 

ARTIC COMPUTING LTD 
Main Street, Brandesburton, Driffield YO25 8RL 

me oe ee 
To: Artic Computing Ltd, Main Street 

4 Brandesburton, Driffield YO25 8RL 

Please supply 
ee ee ee 
*Cheque for total amount enclosed £ 
eee ee 
Name 
See mmm ae SO ee 
Address 
sagen ermemeeomerecmamemmsse ne eee 

Cheques and PO’s payable to Artic Computing Ltd. 
Dealer enquiries welcome. Please state whether your 
order is for ZX81, Spectrum, VIC or ORIC. Access 
and Barclaycard welcome. 

WARNING: These programs are sold according to 
ARTIC COMPUTING LTD's terms of trade and 
conditions of sale. Copies of which are available on 
request. : oe ee 

A /Barclaycard No. Send S.A.E. (Sin. x 6in.) for FREE catalogue of ccess/Barclaycard No 
our wide range of programs. 

“Please delete or complete as applicable CCM5 



Spring is bustin’ out all over at Softek, and everyone is buzzing with news about three great new 
pieces of CBM 64 software from the Masters. Make a Bee-Line now for your favourite dealer and 

discover REVELATION, a fantastic new game set in the bowels of Hell amidst bubbling lava pits, dead 
trees and mysterious castles. You face more than 35 different hellish beasts as you fight your way 
through an incredible 40 caverns to get to the Monster of the Apocalypse before he is crowned! 

Super-smooth multi-directional full-screen scrolling make this another Softek Masterpiece for the ‘64. 

JEEPERS CREEPERS is sheer nectar too; at last you get your chance to infest the cabbage patch as 
the fastest moving spider around. Look out for the low-flying doodle-birds, Fearless Freddy the Frog, 
The Slick Lizard and many other garden foes. This has to be one of the most original and addictive 

games yet produced for the ‘64 which can be enjoyed by anyone from 8 to 108! 
Both games are just £7.95 (cassette) or £12.95 (disc). 
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Ever wished that you could turn your sluggish. . 
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BASIC programs into super slick machine code 
versions? Well now you can, without knowing any 
machine code! Machine Code Maker is a superb BASIC 
compiler which will almost instantly translate your 
slow integer Commodore BASIC into super fast 
machine code. More than that, it offers many extras 
which make the programming of graphics, sprites 
and fabulous sound effects as easy as can be! 
Your BASIC enhanced and turned into ee 

professional machine code almost at the MASTERS OF THE GAME 
press of a button for only £19.95 (cassette) 
or £29.95 (disc). | sa 

Softek’s Software is available at most major outlets, including selected branches of the following: W.H.Smith, Boots, Dixons, John Menzies, 

Lightning Dealers & Selfridges as well as through our nationwide dealer network. Mail Order Address: Softek International Ltd., Softek House, 
Tranquil Passage, London SE3 OBJ. Dealers’ Contact: EMI Distribution or Caroline Shepherd on 01-318 5424. 

German Dealers’ Contact:«H.Hagemann 0211-376953. Mail Order: Buchandlung Meyer, 34/36 Markt, 4470 Meppen, Ens. 
SOFTEK INTERNATIONAL LTD., 12/13 Henrietta Street, Covent Garden, London WC2E 8LH. Telephone 01-240 1422 
Softek’s Software is sold strictly according to our terms and conditions of trading - copies of which are available on request. 

DEALERS, GIVE CAROLINE A BUZZ ON 01-318 5424 



go tO tne next part of the game 
which has a different screen layout. 
I began to think that I should have 

' RAY Onc i DA 1 ma | o 

Score 
oo00Go0 

into bed. I discovered, however, 
that there are places that you can 
run to when you are carrying the | 
snow, where the flames cannot 
reach you; useful places to wait if 
your pursuers are too close. If you 
succeed in collecting all the snow, a 
seasonal tune plays to ee its 
a 

indttotodinoddos| 

The oe. of the first part of the 
game is to collect six pieces of snow 
to build a snowman. These appear, 
one by one, in various positions on 
the “ladder and ledge”’ type layout. 
You must pick them up and carry 
them to a spot marked “‘drop here’’, 

and with each one your snowman 
takes shape. You have four ‘‘goes”’ 
to collect all six pieces of snow. 
You must avoid the gas flames 

that persue you because they will 
melt the snow when you are carry- 
ing it. As you move around, your 
food supply reduces, too. Your 
food level is shown at the bottom of | 
the screen, and you need to keep an 
eye on this so you don’t run out. 
You can top yourself up by eating 
Christmas pud or turkey that ap- 
pears and disappears in various 

BRILLIANT TILL 
Mis 
EXCITING Hake 

WORTHWHILE Bae 
RERUN aE 
MEDIOCRE ee 
i 

BORING Ba 
places on the play area. You can 

tototottnttntitotdtsts| 
THE SNOWMAN by Raymond Briggs. i story” ; the game, originally to feature Fungus the Bo y 
snowman that alittle boy builds comes to life o winters night. Briggs character. In the end, The Snowman was chos« 
The boy invites him into his house and the snowman explores _ first computer game star. He had already made his scree 
things familiar to us, like the electric light and the television, dips Christmas stab cued in a venga anime 
with fascination. He particularly likes the eet much as 
we would like a warming fire. 

The snowman, apart from having magic enough to come to. 
life, can also fly, and takes the little boy on an enchanting 
journey over snowy fields and towns, over dark seas where 
whales dive, to a land of fir trees and snow. This is. where | the v 
snowmen and women, and Father Christmas, live. ke 

But the night is passing and the little boy m ‘eturn hiss a computer shirnwall onds 
where he says goceeys | to his friend | wman. wi H on ne oa sel a Ronee: gor 

SOFTWARE re- 
views throughout 
Computer Choice 
are rated out of five, from 
Brilliant to Dullsville. See 
rating values on the right. 

where he left the snowman... . Wa 
We asked Raymond Briggs, th 

_ what gave him “ idea for the stor : 
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Subscriptions Dept, 
Stuart House, 
Perrymount Road, 
Haywaras, 
Sussex RH16 3DH 

Spectrum 48K 

(Author: Tina Billett) 

A new and totally original game for the 48K ZX 
Spectrum. 
the Mopp household is yet again in a turmoil. Mrs. 
Mopp springs into action attempting to clear the 
debris which her untidy family have left in their wake. 
The frantic pace of the clear up takes its toll on Mrs. 
Mopp who occasionally succumbs to the pressure and 
resorts to the bottle for a little refreshment, with 
hilarious results! 
The game features 8 directional movement from 
keyboard or Kempston joystick, increasing difficulty, 
aa graphics, sound effects and high score feature, 
or just 

£5-95 inc. VAT 

8 Central Parade, St. Marks Hill, Surbiton, Surrey. 
ait Telephone: 01-390 5135 

| 7 | @ Open 9.30-18.30 Monday-Saturday 

BBC mii 
GE Model B 

BAI (Author: Eddie Miles) 

Welcome to Acorn Park Golf Club, a picturesque 
course set in the heart of Cambridgeshire. For those 
straying from the fairways there is plenty of difficult 
rough, numerous water Pilords and crater-like 
bunkers to make life difficult. 
We have a number of vacancies for new members 
(including ladies, juniors and senior citizens), at the 
very special price of £7-95 inc. VAT. | 
Please do not delay, membership is limited to BBC 
model ‘’B” users only. Electron owners will be 
welcome in the very near future. 
Superb graphics, excellent sound effects and a truly 
addictive quality make this a must for anybod 
hooked on the great and ancient game of salt. 

£7-95 inc. VAT 
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CHOICE Newsagent Order Form 
Computer Choice is already arousing great interest among newsagents, but when 
a magazine is first launched matching supply and demand can be a problem. So, 
fo make sure you can get a copy why not place a regular order with your local 
newsagent? Just fill in the order form and hand it to your newsagent: 

Please order a copy of Computer Choice for me until further notice: 

Starting with (month)....................issue Ries ee rE 

lick appropriate box ACIS a icsvccsssssccssiiedsccesbewevessssssecneccasnsvevessecvoavesavecsenect eae 
| will call and collect it [| 

alee PPP PPP REE REE EEOC EOE OCOOCOOCOCOCOCe OC. Cee ee a 

Please delivertomyhomeaddress [1 

shetubgurectetnbemmbinradsericcaetaeearcen POSICOGG .....<ccccevesdavsssceee 

LICH «.nnccscecvocadaccvediecens cdedauucctueeeeanne 

yd AD Eom TE 
4 n your Z5 Luna Hover Fighter KNOW YOUR ENEMY 

you must penetrate the 3 
successive Seiddab defensive zones 
and destroy their command base. 

The state of your fighter and its 
armaments along with status 
reports of the Seiddab defences is 
given below. 

i-lithium powered. Combat -|DIA|B|-ITIAIN|KIS|- 

7 
power level. Status all green. obotically controlled. Ytsan 

missiles — armed. Susceptible to 
laser strikes. 

Good luck! May the power be 
with you. 

> 
and operational. 

Ls range propeluene tanks. 

Status full. Combat shielded. 
Hull temperature status low. : S|E|t/ D-H Oo VIEIRI- 

{FING HITE TR S|. 
igh power, low manoeuvrability 
strike craft Plodium missiles — 

qs) armed. Susceptible to missile em 9 ) TA or laser strikes. 

hort range weapon system. 
Iridium powered. Powered up < 

Microspeech Compatible 

SHUM 178d S OE 

ontain proximity fuses, 
ele on detecting 
hoverfighter. Susceptible to 
laser strike. 

{MES |S TITLE} S| -| 
L ong range weapon system. | 

Radar homing duodec warhead. 
Armed and ready to fire. 

running struggle against Seiddab 

c= == aliens — are you prepared to accept 
-TRIA[DIATRI-:| this mission? Miils|sii L E|-|S|1|L|o. 

4 £7.95 
£5.95 £5.95 

ME his is the latest and most 
& difficult mission in the long 

Ls range, over the horizon Available for 48K Spectrum from all leading G8 inal line of defence — self 
sensors. Tuned to the plasma software dealers including Boots, John BP activatin Lievwetean 

output of Seiddab hover fighters. Menzies, Spectrum Computer Centres, etc. G 
Warhead. Susceptible to laser strike. 

Available for other popular home micros soon. 
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-IN|AlvitiGlaAl tion]. | C|O|M|M/A|N|D/-/B/ Asie! H Consultant sgt . 
A ocked on to the Seiddab 56B Milton Trading iaate, our objective — heavily m= command base. Head up path Milton, Abingdon, Oxon OX14 4RX. we defended requires many strikes | 
display. ee to destroy — you must not fail. 
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HAND THIS TO YOUR NEWSAGENT 

COMpuler! 
wan : A good day out af a reasonable price and an 
ACU (2 e - enjoyable day spent amongst friends and 

4G, WAN) EL : fellow enthusiasts! 
‘| \>7_Let’s face it, what other exhibition gives you 

~~ BS<* |) so much for so little? 
ply, pa Where would you find under one roof all the 

2 \ Fig neo mos-2 latest hardware, software, 
‘wewmseeocen DOOKS, USEF Groups, programming aids, 

Ss ovesrevceo" peripherals and add-ons for your 
+, 4~ Sinclair Computer? 
2) There's even a bring-and-buy sale, bars, 

A s—~\ / buffets and a place to relax after a hard 
§ 7/7 day's looking: 

PH ['O 50 book your place now by sending for an 
advance ticket at reduced cost. 

"RA otINC Ton S saat a 

aS 

Saturday 28th April 1984 10am —6pm. But dont forget the date: ALLY PALLY 
ALEXANDRA PAVILION, ALEXANDRA PARK, 28th APRIL 1984. 
WOOD GREEN, LONDON N22. see you there. 

aa En SPO RREG  9E a” 
, SEND TODAY FOR REDUCED PRICE ADVANCE TICKETS! 

Post to Mike Johnston, 71 Park Lane, Tottenham, London N17 OHG. 

| Please send me the following advance tickets for The ZX MICROFAIR on 
| 28th April 1984: 

PP hgias Adult tickets @ £1.00 each 
Joe Children (under 14) tickets @ 50p each 

PLEASE ENCLOSE A STAMPED ADDRESSED ENVELOPE AND 
_ MAKE CHEQUES/POSTAL ORDERS PAYABLE TO ZX MICROFAIR. 
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